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Team members 
Team lead 

Sarah Barker 
SPECIAL COUNSEL, MINTER ELLISON  

B.COM (ACC & FIN), LLB (HONS), M.ENV (HONS) 
 

 
  Phone +61 3 8608 2928 

  Email   sarah.barker@minterellison.com 
 

 

Sarah Barker is a Special Counsel at MinterEllison and a director of one of Australia's largest superannuation 
funds, the Victorian state government's $26 billion Emergency Services & State Super. She has two decades' 
experience as a commercial and regulatory lawyer, and is regarded as one of the world's foremost experts on 
climate change risk assessment, strategy and liability.       

Sarah's leadership in the field of climate change-related risk and liability is internationally recognised, and has been 
called upon by governments and institutions from the Bank of England to the OECD and United Nations PRI.  In 2017, 
she was commissioned by the European Union as the legal risk partner in a global consortium advising on Financial 
System Risks Arising from the Energy Transition, which involved advising the European Commission on climate-related 
risk exposures for both government and private-sector entities.  

She sits on the Technical Working Group of the London-based Climate Disclosure Standards Board, teaches as part 
of the Cambridge University's Institute for Sustainability Leadership (convened by EY), and is an academic visitor at 
the Smith School of Enterprise and the Environment at Oxford University.  She was previously appointed by Standards 
Australia as the Australian representative on the international Expert Committee of ISO14097, the International 
Standards Organisation's draft Standard for Investment, Financing and Climate Change. 

In Australia, Sarah works extensively with Federal, State and local government on climate-related risks and liability 
exposures (including the Commonwealth Attorney-General's Office, Victorian, Tasmanian, Queensland and South 
Australian state government departments variously across Premier & Cabinet, environment, water, energy, housing, 
emergency services, public works and infrastructure portfolios, and local government agencies across Victoria, New 
South Wales and South Australia). She is well known within the Queensland government, having previously conducted a 
number of climate risk governance workshops on behalf of the Department of Environment & Science. She was the 
instructing solicitor on a brief to Mr Noel Hutley SC that is widely cited as the authoritative exposition on directors' duties 
with regard to climate change risk in Australia (including by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority and 
Australian Securities & Investments Commission).  

Sarah brings an overtly practical, governance-focused perspective to her advice from her own experience as a director 
on the board of government- and private-sector boards.  In addition to her role as a non-executive director of Emergency 
Services & State Super, she sits on the board of the Responsible Investment Association Australasia, and acted as 
the Chair of the Audit Committee of the former Victorian Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability, Kate Auty.  She 
has been actively involved as an examiner, lecturer and course materials author for the Australian Institute of 
Company Directors for more than a decade, and regularly facilitates the Institute's public sector workshops.  

Sarah works extensively across the policy, investment, academic and scientific communities – including with CSIRO and 
the Bureau of Meteorology. She is known for her ability to communicate complex legal and economic concepts in a 
pragmatic way, to both lawyers and non-lawyers.   

Recent experience  

Recent matters include advising: 

 the European Commission on climate-related litigation risk exposures for public and private-sector entities; 

 the Bank of England Prudential Regulation Authority on climate-related litigation risk exposures and potential 
implications for the insurance industry; 

 a State government on climate-related liability exposures of board members of statutory authorities, including 
those on the boards of critical infrastructure utilities, and preparing due diligence guidance materials;  

 two additional State governments on assessment of its climate-related risks, and assistance in developing a 
climate risk management framework;  
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 the Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning (Vic) on the drafting of Schedule 1 to the Climate 
Change Act 2017 (Vic). Advice centred on practical Levels to embed (and extend) the legislative mandate to 
consider climate change-related issues in public-sector decision making, and stakeholder engagement; 

 Commonwealth and numerous State government inter-departmental committees on climate change on economic 
transition and litigation risks (and opportunities) associated with climate change; 

 the City of Adelaide Councillors and executive leadership teams on financial and liability risks (and opportunities) 
associated with climate change; 

 AMP Capital on the re-drafting and implementation of its Responsible Investment Policy;  

 ANZ Bank and ANZ Wealth on issues relating to climate-related financial disclosures, including governance, 
strategy, risk assessment and metrics/targets under the G20 Financial Stability Board's Taskforce on Climate-
Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD); and 

 Cbus, and its subsidiary property investment manager, Cbus Property, on corporate governance issues, 
including board and executive training, and governance policy restructure. 

 

 

Antra Hood 
PARTNER, MINTER ELLISON  

LLM, LLB, BA (HONS) 

 
  Phone +61 7 3119 6241 

  Email   antra.hood@minterellison.com 

 

Antra Hood advises both public and private sector clients on a wide range of planning, environmental and infrastructure 
transactions.  Antra has worked with clients on major projects and property developments, and advised on some of 
Queensland's most strategically significant transactions and developments. Her extensive development and transactions 
experience spans  the development of large residential estates and infrastructure, the sale of significant State assets, 
acquisitions and disposals, structured titling advice, complex urban redevelopment including transit-oriented 
development and infrastructure projects, planning advice and approvals, legislative changes and environmental 
compliance. 

Antra regularly advises the Queensland government on environment, planning, property and infrastructure matters, 
including approvals strategies, conditioning, and policy matters such as offsets and ports planning.  In 2016 – 2017 Antra 
was appointed as a planning expert to the Queensland government's Koala Expert Panel. 

Antra is the current Chair of the Property Council's Planning and Infrastructure Committee, has been recognized as one 
of Australia's top lawyers in the respected Australian Corporate Lawyers Association's Legal Department Benchmarking 
Report and is considered as ‘very highly regarded’ by Asia Pacific Legal 500.  Antra is also ranked as 'Recommended'  in 
Doyle's Guide to the Australian Legal Profession and has been ranked since 2015 in Best Lawyers. 

Relevant experience  

Recent matters include: 

 Governments of Queensland (Brisbane), New South Wales (Newcastle), Western Australia (Fremantle), the 
Northern Territory (Darwin) and Victoria (Melbourne): Advised on environment, planning and property issues 
associated with port divestments by long term leases, including, most recently, complex contamination, 
infrastructure and dredging issues associated with the $9.729bn sale of the Port of Melbourne by long term lease.  

 Queensland Coordinator-General: Advised on planning, environment, resumption and tenure issues arising from 
the multi-user infrastructure corridors developed for the LNG projects in the Callide Infrastructure Corridor, the 
Gladstone State Development Area, and the Stanwell to Gladstone Infrastructure Corridor. 

 Queensland Coordinator-General: Advising (lead planning partner, co-lead commercial partner) on tenure, 
planning and administrative law issues related to the development of the Galilee Basin Rail project, including the 
declaration of the Galilee Basin State Development Area, establishment of the development scheme, development 
of tenure and compensation documents for the Galilee Basin Rail Project and a related infrastructure facility of 
significance declaration. 
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 Queensland Treasury: Advised in relation to contamination and concurrent lease issues for the successful 2010 
sale of the Port of Brisbane, and QR National on complex property and contamination issues for the successful 
2010 IPO, including negotiating the land leases; advised on planning, environment and resumption issues related 
to the proposed sale of Queensland electricity networks in 2014. 

 Queensland Treasury and the Department of Transport and Main Roads: Advised on environmental and 
planning regulatory issues relating to three of Queensland's Market Led Proposals, including testing approvals 
schedules, confirming approvals pathways, and advising on complex matters related to environmental nuisance.  

 North Queensland Bulk Ports: lead environmental partner on tenure, planning and environmental issues related 
to the expansion of coal terminal facilities at Abbot Point and Dudgeon Point, including providing advice on 
planning and environmental approvals, environmental covenants and strategic issues relating to approvals regimes 
and cumulative impact assessment under Federal and State legislation. 

 Stanwell Corporation: Advising on environmental matters related to ash dams and development approvals, as 
well as waste and beneficial reuse issues. 

 Brisbane City Council: Advising on complex infrastructure charging regime issues, including transitional issues 
post July 2014 and trunk infrastructure conditions; offsets matters; preparing and negotiating infrastructure 
agreements; advising on and drafting parts of the Adopted Infrastructure Charges resolution. 

 Sunshine Coast Regional Council: Advising on its project to procure a new international submarine cable landing 
on the Sunshine Coast by 2020, intended to stimulate local business, generate new investment and improve 
telecommunications diversity to Australia’s East coast. Antra is providing planning and environment advice in 
particular for the landing site and approvals pathways.  

 South Bank Corporation: Advised on complex planning, infrastructure, titling, leasing and freehold and State land 
tenures issues for a variety of South Bank Corporation's major projects including the Thiess, IMAX, Mazda (SW1), 
Butterfly House, Arbour on Grey, Boardwalk, Conservatorium of Music, Rydges, Galleria, Griffith University and 
South Point sites, including a year as General Counsel. 

 Anglo American, Peabody, Cockatoo Coal, Yancoal and Eagle Downs Coal Management: Advising in relation 
to environmental and approvals processes and land tenure issues for coal mine developments and off-lease 
infrastructure, including conducting due diligences, preparing and reviewing project approvals schedules, advising 
about Commonwealth approvals processes, advising about changes to environmental authorities, development of 
off-lease infrastructure such as accommodation villages, electricity and water infrastructure and rail spurs, offsets 
advice and agreement preparation, and compliance and rehabilitation issues. 

 Greater Flagstone: Advising all the major developers in Greater Flagstone in relation to the development of a 
multi-party foundation infrastructure agreement related to transport, water supply and sewerage infrastructure, as 
well as negotiating individual infrastructure agreements for each developer with Council and the MEDQ. 

 Springfield Land Corporation: Advising on all major property, planning and environment issues for the Greater 
Springfield master planned community since 1999 (including over three years as General Counsel), including 
application of Commonwealth environmental approval requirements, drafting and negotiating infrastructure 
agreements, resumption matters, negotiating variations to planning instruments, disposal of major strategic sites, 
structured titling and negotiation of major joint venture arrangements. 

 Royal National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Qld: Advised on planning and infrastructure issues 
related to the A$3bn redevelopment of the 22 hectare RNA Showgrounds in Brisbane, including negotiating 
infrastructure and road closure agreements, and making submissions on legislative reform. 
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ANNEXURE B 
Example output – extract from The Carbon Boomerang 
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-Regiona l &iLna ciGRvorRomt s –Atmvnagn

-Evalvutin gpuoiutva tegvmuc sfpe matevuo
mrvino pi uro hlcufvatvi cuvuoc
-Suumar

uagrnmR LCnoeR gt gomvihALgoe oRd GAaoRvnwgagmgRt biv –Atmvnagno tmnmRt noh mRvvgmivgRt fmCR

tmnmRt( mCviAeC LagrnmR mvRoht noh LagrnmR Cn)nvhtz uagrnmR vgt.t nvR rnmRvgna noh mCR tmnmRt

nvR hRGRaikgoe tmvnmRegRt mi rgmgenmR noh nhnkm mi mCRrp dgmC RtmgrnmRh Lnkgmna tkRohgoe

ti bnv nkkRnvgoe rnoneRnwaRz uagrnmgL hgGRvtgm, dgmCgo RnLC tmnmRp LirwgoRh dgmC aioeRv 

mRvr AoLRvmngom, io Rrgttgio knmCdn,tp nrkagbgRt mCR LirkaRygm, ib mCR LCnaaRoeRt bnLgoe

mCR tmnmRtz xCgt vRkivm hgtLAttRt Cid dR nttRtt mCR LvRhgm grknLm ib mCRtR vgt.t io mCR tmnmRt

noh Cnt oi grrRhgnmR grknLm io mCRgv vnmgoetz

T yClumit�ecmhnt�gatpthip�alpsp�kfa�oSpiamClmh�pimitp�lh�itaup�fk�Amumnt�if

lhkampiaSeiSatd�,tmsthlhn�atwthStp�mhA�clncta�pgthAlhnv uagrnmR LCnaaRoeRt goLaAhR

GRv, CgeC mRrkRvnmAvRtp CRgeCmRoRh hviAeCmp vgtgoe tRn mRrkRvnmAvRt noh wAtC bgvRtp nt

dRaa nt LvRhgm LCnaaRoeRt Rrnonmgoe bvir mCR goLvRntRh tRGRvgm, ib tmivrt noh L,LaioRtz

»mnmRt bnLR grrRhgnmR LCnaaRoeRt mi rnoneR mCR bgonoLgna grknLm io RLioirgL evidmC

mCviAeC aitm vRGRoARp noh evRnmRv tkRohgoe io CRnamCp gobvntmvALmAvR noh kviGghgoe

bgonoLgna tAkkivm mi nbbRLmRh LirrAogmgRtz

T .lwtaplir�lh�oSpiamClmh�pimitpD�tefhfule�'mptp�gafwlAtp�m�hmiSamC�ulilnmhi�if

eClumit�alpsv Sitm tmnmRt CnGR hgGRvtgbgRh RLioirgL nLmgGgmgRtp vRhALgoe mCR kviwnwgagm,

ib no, ioR LagrnmR vgt. rnmRvgnaa, hgtvAkmgoe RLioirgL iAmkAm noh bgtLna LnknLgm,p noh

egGgoe mCRr baRygwgagm, mi goGRtm go LagrnmR nhnkmnmgio noh vRtgagRoLR nLmgGgmgRtz –amCiAeC

LagrnmR LCnoeR gt LRvmngo mi CnGR RLioirgL grknLmt go mCR bAmAvRp kviMRLmgiot ib Litmt nvR

grkvRLgtRz uCnoeRt go RoGgviorRomna kiagL, noh nhnkmgGR rgmgenmgio tmvnmRegRt dgaa ag.Ra,

vRhALR mCRtR Litmtz

T bEithi�fk�eClumit�ecmhnt�tEgfpSat�wmaltp�meafpp�ict�pimitpv uagrnmgL RymvRrgmgRt

vnoegoe bvir dRm mvikgLt mCviAeC mi hRtRvmt AohRvkgo mCR Gnvgnwgagm, ib LCnaaRoeRt bnLRh

w, RnLC tmnmRz jgtvAkmgio mi mvnhR noh miAvgtr Lno aidRv vRGRoAR biv mCR ritm RykitRh

tmnmRtp dCgaR goLvRntgoe kvRttAvR mi tkRoh io kAwagL CRnamCp gobvntmvALmAvR noh tiLgna

tRvGgLRtz uagrnmgL hgGRvtgm,p CidRGRvp nati ikRot Ak oRd ikkivmAogmgRt biv evidmC dCRvR

tmnmRt kvinLmgGRa, goGRtm go gohAtmv, noh gobvntmvALmAvRz

T xf'Spi�lhpiliSilfhmC�kamut,fas�'ti,tth�pimitp�mhA�ethiamC�nfwtahuthi

kmelClimitp�ict�lAthilklemilfh�fkd�gCmhhlhn�kfad�mhA�atpgfhptp�if�eClumit�alpspv

»mvALmAvna kvimRLmgiot goLivkivnmRh dgmCgo GnvgiAt tmnmR noh ciGRvorRom ib –Atmvnagn fmCR

uirriodRnamCp –nn tmnwaR( miiat AohRvkgo mCR vRtgagRoLR ib mCR tmnmRt mi LagrnmR Cn)nvhtz
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ohmCrplhn�eClumit�ecmhnt�alpsp�kfa�oSpiamClmh�pimitp�mhA�itaalifaltp

xi rRntAvR RykitAvRt noh nona,tR mCR grknLm ib LagrnmR LCnoeRp dR biLAt io wimC mCR LagrnmR LCnoeR mvRoht noh tAwtR1ARom vRanmRh Cn)nvht

mCnm rgeCm grknLm mCR tmnmRtz

T NathApq xCgt mRvr hRoimRt evnhAna LCnoeRt mi mCR LagrnmR iGRv rAamgkaR hRLnhRtp dgmC agmmaR GgtgwaR LCnoeR bvir ioR ,Rnv

mi mCR oRymz :m goLaAhRt goLvRrRomna goLvRntRt go nGRvneR nooAna mRrkRvnmAvRt noh mCR kimRomgna biv aidRv Liah dRnmCRv

RymvRrRtz uCnoeRt go LagrnmR mvRoht CnGR mCR RbbRLm ib goLvRntgoe tRn aRGRat noh mRrkRvnmAvRtp LvRnmgoe rivR RymvRrR vngobnaa

knmmRvotp noh kvihALgoe rivR CRnm hvgGRo dRnmCRv RymvRrRtz cgGRo mCRgv aioe aRnh mgrRtp LagrnmR mvRoht nvR Aoag.Ra, mi CnGR n

hgtLRvonwaR LvRhgm grknLmz IidRGRvp tALC mvRoht CRgeCmRo mCR kviwnwgagm, noh bvR1ARoL, ib LagrnmR Cn)nvht noh Lno mCRvRbivR

wvgoe nwiAm tAwtmnomgGR LCnoeRt mi RLioirgL noh tiLgna t,tmRrt iGRv mCR aioe mRvrz

T TmHmaApq xCgt mRvr vRbRvt mi RymvRrR dRnmCRv RGRomt tALC nt hviAeCmp baiihtp wAtCbgvRtp tmivr RGRomt noh CRnmdnGRt mCnm nvR

RykRLmRh mi goLvRntR go gomRotgm, iGRv mgrR nt n vRtAam ib LCnoegoe LagrnmR mvRohtz uagrnmR Cn)nvht Lno CnGR tgeogbgLnom noh

ioR ibb LvRhgm grkagLnmgiot egGRo mCRgv kimRomgna mi hgtvAkm RLioirgL nLmgGgm, noh LnAtR hnrneR mi kvikRvm, noh gobvntmvALmAvRz

HCgaR mCR iGRvnaa mvRoh ib LagrnmR Cn)nvht gt goLvRntgoep mCR mgrgoe noh rneogmAhR ib gohgGghAna RGRomt nvR AokvRhgLmnwaRz

wycl@la E

TRcn5trMto cntn3c tov n355MnS5M3c t53 3pPSc3v nS uSnJ arMVtn3 n53ovc tov arMVtn3 Jtxt5vc

PaFSfCAj &IiCSvabCSI:CIisG VsICG aI rGd:siC rmsIvCh caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

1clr gA@Clemalfh 'ftr hfa mhhfAhet m ept'la pmalhn mealfhj Tfp mh3 ept'la pmalhnr ptktpthet' lh aclr gA@ClemalfhF gCtmrt rtt act pmalhnr am@ fh act lrrAtp,thala3 gmnt fh
vvvjiff'3rjefi kfp act ifra Ag'mat' ept'la pmalhn mealfh lhkfpimalfh mh' pmalhn clrafp3j

Y����������2�Beif'ta�Y802 xtnlfhmC�1�&femC�Ifwtahuthip�L�oSpiamClm–�bwmCSmilhn�gfithilmC�lugmeip�kafu�eClumit�ecmhnt�fh�ict�oSpiamClmh�pimitp
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yClumit�ecmhnt�gatpthip�alpsp�kfa�oSpiamClmh�pimitp

uagrnmR LCnoeR0 go –Atmvnagn gt ritm RGghRom go mCR goLvRntRh iLLAvvRoLR ib vRLivh wvRn.goe CRnmp wAm gt nati GgtgwaR go aidRv vngobnaaW

dnvrRvp rivR nLghgL iLRnotW noh evRnmRv wAtCbgvR vgt. ftRR ;yCgwgmt O E(z –LLivhgoe mi mCR :omRveiGRvorRomna 5noRa io uagrnmR uCnoeRp

mCR vgtR go Lnvwio hgiyghR LioLRomvnmgio go mCR nmritkCRvR iGRv mCR kntm LRomAv, rRnot mCnm wimC nmritkCRvgL noh iLRno mRrkRvnmAvR

dnvrgoe dgaa LiomgoAR iAm mi O2E2zO –t n vRtAamp nhnkmgGR LCnoeR dgaa wR oRLRttnv, biv mCR tmnmRt iGRv mCR oRym P2 ,Rnvt mi fg( rgmgenmR

mCR grknLm ib LagrnmR mvRoht noh Cn)nvht RykRLmRh mi O2E2p noh fgg( nhhvRtt mCR AoLRvmngomgRt vRenvhgoe mCR vnmR noh hRevRR ib LagrnmR

LCnoeR go mCR tRLioh Cnab ib mCR O0tm LRomAv,z

wycl@la /

O53zR3oaq Sb 3pn53V3 J3tn 3D3onc Mo TRcn5trMt Mc Moa53tcMoi tov
nqPMatrrq SaaR5c SD35 t rt5i3 t53t

wycl@la u

dtMobtrr vR5Moi nJ3 TP5Mr EanSu35 cSRnJ35o i5SeMoi c3tcSo Jtc
v5SPP3v 66y cMoa3 nJ3 VMv 6227c
%dtMobtrr v3aMr3c bS5 nJ3 rtcn .7 q3t5c( 622+ .764,

PaFSfCAj 'FSCsF aO cCiCaSaGav, B'tc( sIe ra::aI)CsGim PfdCIidOdf sIe &IeFAiSdsG
wCACsSfm tSvsIdAsidaI BrP&wt( PisiC aO imC rGd:siC R201h caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

1ct 'telCt img rcfvr vctpt pmlhkmCC lr m@fbt mbtpmntF mbtpmnt fp @tCfv mbtpmnt kfp act
ptetha gtplf'F lh efigmplrfh vlac act thalpt pmlhkmCC ptefp' kpfi E299j
PaFSfCAj 'tc sIe rP&wt PisiC aO imC rGd:siC R201h caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

wycl@la 0

Ea3toc t5SRov TRcn5trMt JtD3 u3aSV3 et5V35 tov nJ3M5 taMvMnq Jtc
Moa53tc3v

wycl@la x

ARcJbM53 5Mc) Jtc Moa53tc3v cMoa3 nJ3 6297c( Pt5nMaRrt5rq Mo nJ3 cSRnJ
tov 3tcn Sb TRcn5trMt

1pth'r lh rtm rApkmet atigtpmaApt lh act oArapmClm ptnlfh kpfi E2x9 af /9Ex
PaFSfCAj 'tc sIe rP&wt PisiC aO imC rGd:siC R201h caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

1pth'r kpfi E240 af /9Ex lh mhhAmC 29ac gtpethalCt fk 'mlC3 Tfptra Tlpt 7mhntp Dh'ty
ITT7D( ma ud eClimat ptktpthet Cfemalfhrj 1pth'r mpt lh TT7D gflhar gtp 'tem't mh' Cmpntp
elpeCtr ptgptrtha Cmpntp apth'rj TlCCt' elpeCtr ptgptrtha ramalralemCC3 rlnhlklemha apth'rj
PaFSfCAj 'tc sIe rP&wt PisiC aO imC rGd:siC R201h caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC
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–Atmvnagno tmnmRt noh aiLna eiGRvorRomt nvR kvgrnvga, vRtkiotgwaR biv kvRGRomgoep kvRknvgoe bivp noh vRtkiohgoe mi onmAvna hgtntmRvtz

–t n vRtAamp vRLieogtgoe mCR LivvRanmgio wRmdRRo LagrnmR LCnoeR noh mCR goLvRntgoe bvR1ARoL, iv tRGRvgm, ib onmAvna hgtntmRvt Cnt

wRLirR n kvirgoRom bnLmiv go tmnmR kanoogoe biv aioe mRvr gobvntmvALmAvR vR1AgvRrRomtzP –hhgmgionaa,p gm RonwaRt kvRRrkmgGR bAohgoe

gogmgnmgGRt biv LiAomRvrRntAvRt mCnm CRak LirrAogmgRt mi LikR dgmC mCR grrRhgnmR LCnaaRoeRt Rrnonmgoe bvir LagrnmR vgt.p tALC nt

mCR 3nvr :ooiGnmgio 3Aoh ib FRd »iAmC HnaRt fxvRntAv, uivkivnmgio ib F»Hp –nn tmnwaR( noh mCR NARRotanoh fNARRotanoh xvRntAv,

uivkivnmgiop –n0 tmnwaR( jviAeCm noh uagrnmR –hnkmnmgio 5vievnrp mi goLvRntR hviAeCm vRtgagRoLR go .R, nevgLAamAvna vRegiotz

:m gt grkivmnom mi oimR mCnm n O hRevRR uRatgAt goLvRntR hiRt oim tgrka, vRbaRLm tgrganv dRnmCRv knmmRvot nm n CgeCRv mRrkRvnmAvRz -nmCRvp

mCR AokvRhgLmnwgagm, noh tRGRvgm, ib tirR LagrnmR Cn)nvht goLvRntRp nhhgoe mi mCR LirkaRygm, bnLRh w, mCR tmnmRt go mCRgv kanoogoe

nviAoh LagrnmR LCnoeR vgt.z

–t no gtanoh LiomgoRomp mCR tCRRv tg)R ib –Atmvnagn hgLmnmRt tgeogbgLnom LagrnmR hgGRvtgm, dgmC Liomvntmgoe LagrnmR Cn)nvhtp Rrnonmgoe

bvir mCR tnrR mvRohp vReAanva, iLLAvvgoe go hgbbRvRom tmnmRtz –hhgmgionaa,p LagrnmgL hgGRvtgm, RGRo dgmCgo n tmnmR Lno wR tgeogbgLnomp egGRo

mCR anveR eRievnkCgL tLnaR ftRR ;yCgwgmt Q noh 6(p LirkagLnmgoe mCR mnt. ib kviMRLmgoe bAmAvR kC,tgLna vgt.t Rrnonmgoe bvir GnvgiAt

LagrnmR LCnoeR tLRonvgitz

wycl@la )

-J3 rt5i3 i3Si5tPJMa catr3 Sb Vtoq TRcn5trMto cntn3c 111
%Nntn3 Sb k3cn35o TRcn5trMt SD35rtq So LR5SP3,

wycl@la 4

W V3toc t JMiJ v3i533 Sb arMVtnMa vMD35cMnq eMnJMo 3taJ cntn3
%Nntn3 Sb …R33ocrtov SD35rtq So nJ3 QoMn3v Nntn3c,

PaFSfCj caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC PaFSfCj caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

HR wntR iAv nona,tgt io CgtmivgLna mvRoht noh LagrnmR rihRagoe bvir uagrnmR uCnoeR go –Atmvnagnz7 HR biLAt io mCvRR .R, vgt.t dCgLC

vRkvRtRom AtRbAa tmnvmgoe kigomt biv iAv nona,tgt ib mCR –Atmvnagno tmnmRt noh mRvvgmivgRt4 LagrnmR LCnoeR RykitAvRq

bEiatut�ctmi�twthipq xCR hvgRtm goCnwgmRh LiomgoRom io RnvmCpE –Atmvnagn4t LagrnmR s tAvbnLR ngv mRrkRvnmAvR noh tAvviAohgoe tRn

tAvbnLR mRrkRvnmAvR s Cnt dnvrRh w, nviAoh 0 hRevRR uRatgAt tgoLR 0'02zQ xCgt gt vRbaRLmRh go mCR goLvRntRh hAvnmgiop bvR1ARoL, noh

gomRotgm, ib RymvRrR CRnm RGRomt nLvitt anveR knvmt ib –Atmvnagnz »irR kviMRLmgiot6 gohgLnmR mCnm mCR RymvRrR CRnm RGRomt ib mCR tArrRv

ib O20O 0P dgaa wRLirR m,kgLna RGRomt w, O2PEp rRnogoe rivR div. mi rnoneR hviAeCm noh wAtCbgvR vgt.z
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T jviAeCmq -gtgoe LagrnmR mRrkRvnmAvRt rn, wR nLLirknogRh go tirR vRegiot w, hRLvRntRh vngobnaa noh hv, tiga Liohgmgiotp dCgLC dgaa

CgohRv nevgLAamAvna kvihALmgio noh mCR tRntiona vRkaRogtCrRom ib dnmRv vRtRvGRtz

T 9AtCbgvRq 5viaioeRh hviAeCm goLvRntRt wAtCbgvR vgt. noh LvRnmRt aioeRv wAtCbgvR tRntiotz xCgt Cnt knvmgLAanva, iLLAvvRh go mCR

tiAmCRvo noh tiAmCRntmRvo tmnmRt ib –Atmvnagn nohp go ageCm ib Avwno Ryknotgiop gt goLvRntgoea, nbbRLmgoe Lgm, bvgoeRtzD IRgeCmRoRh

RymvRrR CRnm Liohgmgiot go mCR FivmCRvo IRrgtkCRvRp LAargonmgoe go aioeRv noh rivR RymvRrR bgvR RGRomtp rn, kvirkm mCR tmnmRt

mi goLvRntR Lnkgmna tkRohgoe io anveR tLnaR bgvRbgeCmgoe gobvntmvALmAvRz

T 5AwagL CRnamCq -gtgoe LagrnmR mRrkRvnmAvRt rn, aRnh mi mCR rivR vReAanv iLLAvvRoLR ib tRGRvna m,kRt ib CRnamC kviwaRrtp kanLgoe

evRnmRv bgtLna kvRttAvR io tmnmRt dCgLC Lnvv, kvgrnv, vRtkiotgwgagm, biv mCR kAwagL Citkgmna t,tmRrz BR, kvRttAvR kigomt nvR

mRrkRvnmAvR vRanmRh gaaoRttp LirwgoRh dgmC Liohgmgiot vRanmRh mi RymvRrR dRnmCRvp ngv kiaaAmgiop dnmRv noh biih vRanmRh hgtRntRtp

biih noh dnmRv tCivmneRtp noh kikAanmgio hgtkanLRrRomz

Betmh�itugtamiSatp�mhA�ptm�CtwtCpq 8LRno mRrkRvnmAvRt LiomgoAR mi tmRnhga, goLvRntR eaiwnaa,z Hnvrgoe go mCR iLRnot nviAoh

–Atmvnagn Cnt goLvRntRh iLRno nLghgm, noh vgtgoe tRn aRGRatz caiwnaa,p nkkviygrnmRa, ioR mCgvh ib mCR O2Lr vgtR go nGRvneR tRn aRGRat mCnm

Cnt iLLAvvRh tgoLR mCR anmR 0'mC LRomAv, Cnt wRRo hAR mi iLRno dnvrgoez' xCR bnLm mCnm viAeCa, D2K ib mCR –Atmvnagno kikAanmgio agGRt

oRnv mCR Lintmp nrkagb,goe gmt GAaoRvnwgagm, mi LagrnmR Cn)nvht tALC nt tmivr tAveRt noh Lintmna baiihgoep RynLRvwnmRt mCR RykitAvR ib

tmnmRt mi vgtgoe tRn aRGRatz 3AvmCRvrivRp nt mCR iLRnot nLm nt n tmivR ib CRnmp mCR rnvgoR wgiaiegRt mCnm AohRvkgo n1AnLAamAvR gohAtmvgRt

noh miAvgtr dgaa goLvRntgoea, hgR ibbz

-ifau�mhA�ereCfht�meilwlirq 8o nGRvneRp –Atmvnagn RykRvgRoLRt 00 mvikgLna L,LaioRt kRv ,Rnvp ib dCgLC biAv Lvitt iGRv mCR LintmagoRz

HCgatm mCRtR eRoRvnaa, LRomvR io mCR aRtt kikAaiAt mvikgLna oivmCp mCR, nati wvgoe nwiAm vngobnaap baiihgoe noh tmvioe dgoht nLvitt

imCRv vRegiotz xCRtR bnLmivt CnGR tgeogbgLnom RLioirgLp RoGgviorRomna noh CArno Litmtp dCgLC nvR kvgrnvga, mCR bgonoLgna vgt. ib mCR

tmnmRtz Sitma, LnAtRh w, CgeC iLRno mRrkRvnmAvRt s ib nm aRntm O6 hRevRRt uRatgAt s noh n LaAtmRv ib mCAohRvtmivrtp mCR tRGRvgm, ib

L,LaioRt go mCR –Atmvnagno mvikgLt gt ag.Ra, mi goLvRntR nt nGRvneR tRn mRrkRvnmAvRt vgtRz xCR evRnmRv gomRotgm, ib tmivrtp knvmgLAanva, go

rivR AvwnogtRh nvRntp noh mCR Ryknotgio ib L,LaioR nLmgGgm, gomi rivR tiAmCRvo vRegiot ib mCR mvikgLtp diAah gomvihALR n vnoeR ib oRd

LCnaaRoeRt biv tmnmRt go oivmCRvo –Atmvnagnz xCR onmAvna iLLAvvRoLR ib tmvioe &n Fg%n02 dRnmCRv knmmRvotp dCgLC aRnh mi dnvrRv iLRno

dnmRvt ibb mCR –Atmvnagno oivmCRntmRvo Lintmp LirkiAoh mCR grknLm ib vgtgoe tRn mRrkRvnmAvRt noh nvR ag.Ra, mi nrkagb, RykitAvR mi

L,LaioRt noh nttiLgnmRh mvikgLna mCAohRvtmivrtz Snonegoe mCRtR vgt.t dgmCgo mCR Liotmvngomt ib Rygtmgoe tiLgna gobvntmvALmAvRp dCgatm

RotAvgoe wAgahgoe LihRt noh oRd gobvntmvALmAvR Lno LikR dgmC mCR aioe mRvr grkagLnmgiot ib LagrnmR LCnoeRp vR1AgvRt mCR tmnmRt mi

LaRnva, nvmgLAanmR noh bAoh mCRgv vRtkiotRt mi LagrnmR LCnoeR

opptpplhn�icatt�str�eClumit�alps�tEgfpSatp�kfa�oSpiamClmh�pimitp

HCgaR GRv, CgeC mRrkRvnmAvRt nvR Lirrio nLvitt –Atmvnagnp LagrnmR LCnoeR Cnt vRtAamRh go mCR hAvnmgio ib tALC RkgtihRt goLvRntgoep

aRnhgoe mi CgeCRv vgt. noh tRGRvgm, ib hviAeCm noh wAtCbgvRtp noh vgtgoe tRn mRrkRvnmAvRtz xCgt Lno aRnh mi aidRv vRGRoAR biv mCR tmnmRt

mCviAeC hgtvAkmgio mi mvnhR noh miAvgtrp nt dRaa nt goLvRntRh kvRttAvR mi tkRoh io kAwagL CRnamCp gobvntmvALmAvR noh tiLgna tRvGgLRtz

FnmAvna hgtntmRvt dgaa vnvRa, CnGR n tgoeaR LiAomv,dghR RLioirgL grknLm go –Atmvnagn egGRo gmt RLioirgL hgGRvtgbgLnmgio noh Gntm

eRievnkC,z xCnm tnghp goGRtmrRom go vRtRnvLC noh gobivrnmgio Lno CRak eiGRvorRom neRoLgRt mi kvRknvR biv mCR grrRhgnmR bgtLna grknLm

ib LagrnmR LCnoeRp dCgatm kanoogoe aioeRv mRvr goGRtmrRom gobvntmvALmAvR go vRtkiotR mi LagrnmR LCnoeR vgt.t io n rivR aiLnagtRh wntgtz

-RLRom vRtRnvLC bvir mCR 3iih noh –evgLAamAvR 8venogtnmgio ib mCR ñogmRh Fnmgiot f3–8(00 io bgtCRvgRt noh LagrnmR LCnoeR CgeCageCmt

mCR RbbRLm ib vgtgoe tRn mRrkRvnmAvRt eaiwnaa, noh mCR vnkgh goLvRntR go iLRno mRrkRvnmAvRt tAvviAohgoe –Atmvnagnz xCgt gt knvmgLAanva,

RGghRom io mCR Rntm noh dRtm Lintmt ib –Atmvnagn dCRvR gLiogL miAvgtm hvndLnvhtp tALC nt mCR cvRnm 9nvvgRv -RRbp CnGR tRRo tgeogbgLnom

Livna waRnLCgoe noh aitt ib tRnevnttRt tgoLR O22Qz
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wycl@la d

U3tn VtP Sb arMVtn3 aJtoi3 3pPScR53 bS5 c3r3an3v TRcn5trMto aMnM3c
City State Drought Bushfire Coastal flooding # Cyclones (1990-2018) Marine heatwaves

Sydney NSW 3 3 0.47 0 0.60

Canberra ACT 3 3 0.00 0 0.00

Melbourne VIC 2 2 0.44 0 0.60

Adelaide SA 2 2 0.45 0 0.70

Perth WA 4 4 0.46 0 0.60

Darwin NT 3 3 0.46 6 0.80

Brisbane QLD 3 3 0.47 7 0.70

Cairns QLD 2 2 0.48 7 0.60

Alice Springs NT 3 3 0.00 0 0.00

Hobart TAS 2 2 0.48 0 0.60

Broome WA 3 3 0.46 7 0.70

Scale Coastal Flooding Cyclones Marine Heatwaves 

0 No change 0 No change 0 0 0

1 Little change -5 to 5%, 

Slightly warmer < 0.5

1 Little change -5 to 5%, 

Slightly warmer < 0.5

0.01 - 0.2.0 1 0.1 - 0.4

2 Little change -5 to 5%, 

Warmer 0.5 to 1.5C

2 Little change -5 to 5%, 

Warmer 0.5 to 1.5C

0.21 - 0.50 2 0.5 - 0.6

3 Little change -5 to 5%, 

Hotter 1.5 to 3.0C 

3 Little change -5 to 5%, 

Hotter 1.5 to 3.0C 

0.51 - 0.70 3 0.7 - 0.8

4 Drier -15 to -5%, Hotter 

1.5 to 3.0C

4 Drier -15 to -5%, Hotter 

1.5 to 3.0C

0.71 - 1.0 4 0.9 - 1.0

5 Much Drier < -15 %, 

Much Hotter 1.5 to 3.0C

5 Much Drier < -15 %, 

Much Hotter 1.5 to 3.0C

< 1.1 < 5 < 1.1

Scenario and

time period

RCP 4.5 2030-90 1990 to June 2018 RCP 4.5 2030-90

Tool used Marine Explorer

(change in sea levels 

relative to

1986-2005 (m) )

Severe tropical 

cyclones in the 

state

Marine Explorer 

(Change between 

2030 and 2090 

(degrees Celsius)))

Bushfire Drought

RCP 6.0 2070 RCP 6.0 2070

Climate Projections (scenario with 

highest concensus of models)

Climate Projections (scenario with 

highest concensus of models)

PaFSfCAj rGd:siC rmsIvC dI DFAiSsGdsh 'FSCsF aO cCiCaSaGav,h caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

xCR mvikgLna iLRnot mi mCR oivmC ib –Atmvnagn nvR dnvrgoe nm naritm hiAwaR mCR eaiwna nGRvneR vnmRz xCR 3–8 CgeCageCmt mCnm rivR mCno

022 –Atmvnagno vnoeR RymRohgoe rnvgoR tkRLgRt CnGR navRnh, tmnvmRh mi LCnoeR mCRgv hgtmvgwAmgiot tiAmCdnvhtz :o nhhgmgio mi rnvgoR

tkRLgRt rgevnmgoe tiAmCdnvhtp rnvgoR CRnmdnGRt noh imCRv RymvRrR RGRomt CnGR n hRtmvALmgGR grknLm io .R, rnvgoR RLit,tmRrt tALC

nt .Rak bivRtmtp tRnevnttRt noh rnoeviGRt ftRR ;yCgwgm '(z

xCRtR hRGRaikrRomt dgaa kitR oRd LCnaaRoeRtp dCgaR kimRomgnaa, nati ikRogoe Ak oRd ikkivmAogmgRt biv bgtCRvgRt Ak noh hido mCR

–Atmvnagno LintmagoR nt bgtC oArwRvt noh mCR tmvALmAvR ib rnvgoR biih LCngot RGiaGRz ñamgrnmRa,p mCgt goLvRntRt mCR oRRh biv tmnmRt mi

div. dgmC uirriodRnamC neRoLgRt mi hRGRaik kiagL, mi RotAvR Lintmna bgtCgoe midot noh n1AnLAamAvR wAtgoRttRt vRrngo GgnwaR egGRo

kviMRLmgiot ib rivR GnvgnwaR kvihALmgio bvir rnvgoR RLit,tmRrtz

HCgatm mCR kC,tgLna hnrneR bvir bAmAvR LagrnmR LCnoeR hvgGRo RGRomt gt hgbbgLAam mi kvRhgLmp –Atmvnagno tmnmRt dgmC LaRnv GAaoRvnwgagmgRt

nLmgGRa, rnoneR mCRgv RykitAvR mi LivR gobvntmvALmAvRz :o mCR mvikgL oivmCp dCgLC gt ritm RykitRh mi L,LaioRtp wAgahgoe LihRt noh imCRv

tmnmR LiomviaaRh vReAanmgiot nvR tAwMRLm mi vReAanv vRGgRd0O mi RotAvR nhR1AnmR kvimRLmgiot nvR wAgam gomi oRd gobvntmvALmAvR mi hRna dgmC

RGiaGgoe LagrnmR vgt.tz HCgatm Rygtmgoe gobvntmvALmAvR Lnooim Rntga, wR vRmvitkRLmgGRa, LioGRvmRh mi rRRm RGiaGgoe wAgahgoe LihRtp oRd

hRGRaikrRomt go mCR mvikgL oivmC nvR tAwMRLm mi mgeCm L,LaioR vRtgagRom wAgahgoe tmnohnvht noh n vR1AgvRrRom biv mCR RaRLmvgLgm, tAkka,

mi wR kanLRh AohRveviAohz IidRGRvp tCiAah LagrnmR Cn)nvht tALC nt L,LaioRt riGR bAvmCRv tiAmCp aioe RtmnwagtCRh gobvntmvALmAvR dgaa

ag.Ra, ane wAgahgoe LihRt mCnm CnGR RGiaGRhz
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wycl@la 2

dMcMoi c3t n3VP35tnR53c t53 VSDMoi cP3aM3c cSRnJet5vc

PaFSfCAj rP&wth caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

:oGRtmrRom go vRwAgahgoe gobvntmvALmAvR s vRkngvgoe kC,tgLna hnrneR kitm no RGRom iv kvRRrkmgGRa, tkRohgoe io kvRGRomnmgGR

gobvntmvALmAvR s Lno wR RLioirgLnaa, kitgmgGR biv mCR tmnmRt go mCR tCivmp rRhgAr noh aioeRv mRvrp wimC go mRvrt ib mCR grrRhgnmR Akagbm

bvir LiotmvALmgio nLmgGgm,p noh mCR RLioirgL wRoRbgmt ib evRnmRv vRtgagRoLR mi LagrnmR vgt.tz 3iv RynrkaRp hAvgoe mvikgLna L,LaioR SnvLAt

go SnvLC O20D s mCR anveRtm L,LaioR mi Cgm jnvdgo go P2 ,Rnvt s iGRvnaa hnrneR mi gobvntmvALmAvR dnt rgogrgtRh w, L,LaioR vnmRh

wAgahgoe tmnohnvht noh RymRotgGR AtR ib AohRveviAoh kidRv hgtmvgwAmgio oRmdiv.tz xCgt dnt knvmgLAanva, RGghRom go mCR rivR vRLRoma,

hRGRaikRh Lgm, ib 5narRvtmio0P dCgLC LnrR mCviAeC mCR L,LaioR anveRa, AotLnmCRhz

IRnamC gt mCR tRLioh CgeCRtm wAheRm Litm mi mCR tmnmRt wRCgoh dneRt noh tnanvgRtp noh io nGRvneR vRkvRtRomt naritm P2K ib vRLAvvRom

RykRohgmAvRz :o vRLRom ,Rnvtp Ryknohgoe oRRht biv kAwagL CRnamC tRvGgLRt vRanmRh mi kikAanmgio evidmC noh negoe CnGR wRRo .R, bnLmivt go

goLvRntgoe kvRttAvR io tmnmR wAheRmtz

xCR grknLm io CRnamC tkRohgoe bvir LagrnmR LCnoeR ftRR ;yCgwgm 02( gt ag.Ra, mi bAvmCRv kvRttAvR CRnamC wAheRmt iGRv mgrR nt mCR hgvRLm

noh gohgvRLm CRnmC RbbRLmt ib LagrnmR Cn)nvht baid mCviAeC mi mCR wvinhRv LirrAogm,z

/����������2�Beif'ta�Y802 xtnlfhmC�1�&femC�Ifwtahuthip�L�oSpiamClm–�bwmCSmilhn�gfithilmC�lugmeip�kafu�eClumit�ecmhnt�fh�ict�oSpiamClmh�pimitp
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wycl@la E9

FrMVtn3 aJtoi3 ato vM53anrq tov MovM53anrq r3tv nS Moa53tc3v atPMntr MoD3cnV3on tov 53aR553on J3trnJ 3pP3ovMnR53 uq nJ3 cntn3c

PaFSfCAj 6PN WCsGimh caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

opptpplhn�ict�lugmei�fk�eClumit�alps�kfa�oSpiamClmh�pimitpD�eatAli�gafklCtp

;LioirgL hgGRvtgm, noh bgtLna baRygwgagm, kviGghR n tiagh kanmbivr mi rnoneR vRtgagRoLR mi LagrnmR vgt.z 8Av vnmgoet kviGghR n bivdnvh 

aii.goe GgRd io bnLmivt mCnm Lno nbbRLm LvRhgm 1Anagm,z 5vinLmgGR kiagL, rRntAvRt nt dRaa nt RLioirgL bAohnrRomnatp bgonoLgna

kRvbivrnoLR noh gotmgmAmgiona bvnrRdiv.07 goLvRntR vRtgagRoLR mi mCR kC,tgLna noh RLioirgL grknLmt ib LagrnmR LCnoeRz

xCR tLikR ib GnvgnwaRt AohRv LagrnmR LCnoeR nttArkmgiot rn.Rt bivRLntmgoe kC,tgLna vgt.t bvir onmAvna hgtntmRvt kviwaRrnmgLz xCR

tmnmRt Lnvv, kvgrnv, vRtkiotgwgagm, biv mCR kviGgtgio ib vRagRb noh vRLiGRv, nttgtmnoLR mi onmAvna hgtntmRv nbbRLmRh LirrAogmgRtz xCR

kC,tgLna vgt.t tmRrrgoe bvir LagrnmR LCnoeR Lno mCRvRbivR goLvRntR mCRgv grrRhgnmR mRvr bgtLna GAaoRvnwgagm, mi kimRomgna tgeogbgLnom

Litmt bvir goLvRntRh bvR1ARoL, nohUiv tRGRvgm, ib onmAvna hgtntmRvtz

:oLvRntRh tRGRvgm, ib tmivrt noh L,LaioRt dgaa goLvRntR vgGRv baiihgoep grknLmgoe wimC vRegiona noh Avwno LirrAogmgRtp noh hnrneR

gobvntmvALmAvRp nt dRaa nt CAvmgoe miAvgtr noh nevgLAamAvR ftRR ;yCgwgm 00(z »mnmRt dgmC evRnmRv RLioirgL hgGRvtgm, nvR wRmmRv kitgmgioRh mi

rnoneR mCR kC,tgLna noh RLioirgL RymvRrRt ib LagrnmR LCnoeRz

9R,ioh mCR gogmgna kC,tgLna grknLm ib onmAvna hgtntmRvtp LagrnmR LCnoeR Lno gomvihALR n vnoeR ib hgvRLm noh gohgvRLm grknLmt io tmnmR

bgonoLRtz »rnaaRv tmnmRt nvR rivR RLioirgLnaa, GAaoRvnwaR mi mCR RbbRLm ib LagrnmR LCnoeR io miAvgtr noh nevgLAamAvRp wAm dR LiotghRv

mCgt mi wR rnoneRnwaR nviAoh LAvvRom aRGRatz

:o eRoRvnap tmnmRt dgmC trnaaRvp aRtt hgGRvtgbgRh RLioirgRt noh eRievnkCgRtp aidRv goLirRt noh bgtLna baRygwgagm,p noh kiivRv 1Anagm,

ib gobvntmvALmAvR nvR rivR tAtLRkmgwaR mi mCR LvRhgm grkagLnmgiot ib LagrnmR LCnoeRz xCR –Atmvnagno tmnmRtp CidRGRvp eRoRvnaa, CnGR

hgGRvtgbgRh RLioirgRtp CgeC agGgoe tmnohnvhtp eiih gobvntmvALmAvRp noh tmvioe bgtLna baRygwgagm, dgmC CgeC tAkkivm bvir mCR –nn vnmRh

uirriodRnamC ftRR ;yCgwgm 0O(z xCRtR bnLmivt nvR vRbaRLmRh go mCR tmnmRt4 LvRhgm vnmgoetp dCgLC LAvvRoma, vnoeR bvir –nn mi –nOz

»mnmRt dgmC anveRv noh rivR hgGRvtR RLioirgRt CnGR evRnmRv LnknLgm, mi nhnkm mi mCR RLioirgL Gianmgagm, noh bgtLna LCnaaRoeRt ib

LagrnmR LCnoeRz :o nhhgmgiop mCR tRLmivt mCnm LiAah tRR mCR wgeeRtm grknLm bvir LagrnmR vgt.t iv Cn)nvht rn.R Ak n vRanmgGRa, trnaa

kivmgio ib onmgiona RLioirgL iAmkAmz :o bgtLna O206p miAvgtr nLLiAomRh biv n PzOK tCnvR ib onmgiona evitt hirRtmgL kvihALm fcj5( noh

go mRvrt ib div.bivLR tg)Rp kviGghRh Rrkai,rRom biv 7z'K ib mCR –Atmvnagno div.bivLRz –evgLAamAvRp rRnodCgaRp LiomvgwAmRh OzDK ib

onmgiona cj5 noh Rrkai,Rh OzEK ib mCR div.bivLRz
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HEALTH IMPACTS 

t Cardiovascular diseases 

Respiratory diseases 

Heatwaves 

Air quality 

CLIMATE HAZARDS 

Storms Floods 
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Food Water 
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Ecosystem 
changes 

Infectious diseases (water, food, vectors) Physical injuries 

Mental Illness Allergies 
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wycl@la EE

FrMVtn3 n53ovc tov Jtxt5vc ato MVPtan t cntn3Hc a53vMn cn53oinJ nJ5SRiJ t oRVu35 Sb vMbb353on n5tocVMccMSo aJtoo3rc

PaFSfCj caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

wycl@la E/

wovRcn5q cJt53c Sb )3q 3aSoSVMa tii53itn3c uq cntn3 tc V3tcR53v uq '5Scc ItrR3 Tvv3v %'IT,64

 NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Agriculture, forestry and fishing 2.0 2.7 3.7 6.5 2.9 10.3 3.4 0.1

Mining 3.2 0.9 9.9 4.0 30.3 4.1 13.5 0.1

Manufacturing 5.8 7.5 6.5 7.1 5.0 6.5 5.7 1.0

Construction 7.6 8.2 8.9 6.6 8.5 5.9 12.9 6.6

Financial and insurance services 12.9 10.6 6.6 8.2 4.6 6.7 2.6 3.4

Professional, scientific and technical services 8.8 8.6 6.5 4.8 5.3 3.0 4.4 11.4

Education and training 4.8 6.0 5.4 6.0 3.9 7.0 5.5 6.2

Healthcare and social assistance 6.4 7.8 7.8 9.9 5.6 13.1 7.3 11.8

Tourism 5.8 5.8 7.5 5.9 4.4 9.9 9.4 5.6

0% 1% - 5% 6% - 10% 11% - 20% 21% - 29% > 30%

No Exposure Very High Exposure

PaFSfCAj DFAiSseCh DFAiSsGdsI 'FSCsF aO PisidAidfAh caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfCH esis sA aO ;FIC R20J
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CLIMATE TRENDS 

» e.g. Property loss, 
supply chain disruption, 

lost agricultural and 
commodity exports, lost 

tourism, financial support 
payments 

» e.g. Physical loss of 
roads, utilities, buildings, 
communication networks, 

transportation assets, rising 
sea levels and sea 

tern pe ratu res 

CLIMATE HAZARDS 

» e.g. Loss of life, impact 
on emergency services. 

Increased strain on 
hospitals, food, water, 
social infrastructure, 
shelter, power supply 

-

» e.g. Short-term forced 
displacements, long-term 

population loss, higher 
impact on aging 
demographics 
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HCgaR iAv tLivRLnvht ftRR ;yCgwgm 0P( go iAv vnmgoe rRmCihiaie, biv -&ct hi oim RykagLgma, nhhvRtt LagrnmR LCnoeR nt n LvRhgm vgt. bnLmivp

iAv vnmgoet nvR hRtgeoRh mi goLivkivnmR n bivdnvh aii.goe GgRd ib naa bnLmivt mCnm Lno rnmRvgnaa, nbbRLm mCR LvRhgm 1Anagm, ib n egGRo

tRLmiv iv hRwm gttARvz –t tALCp mCR LvRhgm LCnaaRoeRt mCnm LagrnmR LCnoeR kitRt nvR LnkmAvRh go iAv nona,tgt ib mCR biAv .R, bnLmivtp

RLioirgL bAohnrRomnatp gotmgmAmgiona bvnrRdiv.p bgonoLgna kRvbivrnoLR noh hRwmp nt dRaa nt eiGRvonoLR noh rnoneRrRomp mCnm dR

RGnaAnmR biv RnLC –Atmvnagno tmnmRz

wycl@la Eu

ER5 dB' caS53at5v vS3c oSn 3pPrMaMnrq tvv53cc arMVtn3 aJtoi3 uRn Mnc cRu btanS5c ato nt)3 taaSRon Sb Mnc MVPtan

Key Rating Factors 

Factor 

Weighting Rating Sub-Factors 

Sub-Factor 

Weighting Impact of Climate Risks

1. Economic fundamentals 20%

1.1 Economic strength 70%

Regional GDP per capita as a % of national GDP 

per capita

1.2 Economic volatility 30%

Industrial concentration

2. Institutional framework 20%

2.1 Legislative Background 50%

Predictability, stability and responsiveness

2.2 Financial Flexibility 50%

Fiscal flexibility

3. Financial performance 

and debt profile
30%

3.1 Operating Margin 12.50%

Gross operating balance as a % of operating 

revenues

3.2 Interest Burden 13%

Interest payments as a % of operating revenues

3.3 Liquidity 25%

Cash and liquidity management

3.4 Debt burden 25%

Net direct and indirect debt as a % of operating 

revenues

3.5 Debt structure 25%

Short-term direct debt/ total direct debt (%)

4. Governance and 

Management
30%

4.1 Risk controls and financial management

Quality of internal controls and planning

4.2 Investment and debt management

Management policies and practices

4.3 Transparency and disclosure

Quality of information

Climate shocks that disrupt economic activity or 

damage infrastructure may impact potential GDP 

growth.   Low economic diversification and high 

concentration in sectors exposed to climate change, 

and a geographic location in a vulnerable region, will 

heighten sensitivity.

Climate shocks will test institutional capacity to 

respond. Proactive government policies to anticipate 

and prepare for climate-related shocks supports 

institutional capacity to deal with climate change.

Insurance against natural disasters, specific savings 

funds and formal natural disaster funding recovery 

arrangements with central government's enhance 

financial flexibility.

Unexpected climate shocks can lead to increased 

spending to finance reconstruction or to meet social 

needs, weakening issuer's financial performance, 

debt profiles and liquidity. Issuers with healthy overall 

financial positions and strong liquidity are better 

positioned to proactively, and reactively, manage 

these risks with minimal credit impact.

Long-term climate change trends can create new 

policy planning demands that require local 

governments to adapt priorities and reallocate 

resources. Issuers that are able to prepare and plan 

for the future are better positioned to manage climate 

change related challenges.

PaFSfCj caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

HR nati mn.R gomi nLLiAom nhhgmgiona bnLmivt mCnm nvR grkivmnom vnmgoe LiotghRvnmgiotp dCgLC Lno goLaAhR mCR grknLm ib LagrnmR RGRomt

tALC nt tRGRvR dRnmCRv RGRomtp noh dR aii. nm Rbbivmt AohRvmn.Ro w, vnmRh RomgmgRt mi kvRknvR biv LagrnmR Cn)nvht noh nhnkm mi LagrnmR

mvRohtz 8Av 1AnagmnmgGR nona,tgt LiotghRvt LCnoeRt mCnm rn, nbbRLm LvRhgm 1Anagm, rno, ,Rnvt go mCR bAmAvR gb dR GgRd mCRtR LCnoeRt
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nt wRgoe ag.Ra, mi CnGR AorgmgenmRh rnmRvgna grknLmtz »ALC 1AnagmnmgGR LiotghRvnmgiot rn, vRtAam go vnmgoet mCnm hgbbRv bvir tLivRLnvh

iAmLirRtz

xi hnmRp dR CnGR oim mn.Ro no, LvRhgm vnmgoe nLmgio io no, –Atmvnagno tmnmR mCnm dnt hvgGRo w, LagrnmR LCnoeR grknLmtz IidRGRvp nt mCR

RLioirgL RbbRLmt ib LagrnmR LCnoeR vgtR iGRv mgrRp LagrnmR LCnoeR grknLmt dgaa wR LnkmAvRh go iAv rRmCihiaiegLna tLivRLnvh noh go mCR

1AnagmnmgGR nhMAtmrRomt dR rn.R hAvgoe mCR LvRhgm vnmgoe kviLRttz 3iv RynrkaRp kRvrnoRom LCnoeRt go n vRegio4t RLioir, LnAtRh w,

mCR LagrnmR diAah wR vRbaRLmRh go mCR RLioirgL tmvRoemC rRmvgLt LnkmAvRh go iAv tLivRLnvhz

HCgaR rno, LagrnmR LCnoeR LCnaaRoeRt dgaa mn.R hRLnhRt mi rnmRvgnag)Rp iAv bAohnrRomna vnmgoet nvR gomRohRh mi goLivkivnmR vRaRGnom

LvRhgm LiotghRvnmgiot nt bnv gomi mCR bAmAvR nt Ggtgwgagm, kRvrgmtz 8Av tLivRLnvht nvR oim hRtgeoRh mi kviMRLm rAamgkaR ,Rnvt gomi mCR bAmAvR

mi nGigh bnatR kvRLgtgioz IidRGRvp dCRo no RrRvegoe vgt. gt CgeCa, ag.Ra, mi vRtAam go dRn.Rv tLivRLnvh iAmLirRt go mCR bAmAvRp dR dgaa

RoeneR go hgtLAttgiot dgmC eiGRvorRomt nwiAm mCitR RykitAvRt noh RGnaAnmR mCR tmRkt mCR, nvR mn.goe mi kvRknvR biv mCR RbbRLmt ib

LagrnmR LCnoeRz ñamgrnmRa,p dR goLivkivnmR RrRvegoe LCnaaRoeRt gomi RnLC tmnmR4t vnmgoe w, rn.goe 1AnagmnmgGR nhMAtmrRomtz

Nct�lhpiliSilfhmC�kamut,fasd�mp�atkCteitA�lh�piaSeiSamC�gafiteilfhp�,liclh�pimit�mhA�yfuufh,tmCic�iffCpd�lheatmptp

atplClthet�if�'fic�ict�gcrplemC�mhA�tefhfule�lugmeip�fk�eClumit�ecmhntv

-Cas eStud y1 :PCllnli gfo srSosxs msCS shslSa nl veN

–t ib »RkmRrwRv O20Dp ''z7K0Q ib mCR tmnmR ib F»H dnt nbbRLmRh w, hviAeCmp dgmC mCR dgomRv Lvik ag.Ra, mi bnLR tRvgiAt hgtvAkmgioz

F»H Cnt RymRotgGR kvievnrt mi nttgtm aiLna LirrAogmgRt go kvRknvgoe biv onmAvna hgtntmRvtz :o nhhgmgio mi rnonegoe mCR grknLmt

biaaidgoe LagrnmR Cn)nvh RGRomt tALC nt wAtCbgvRp F»H Cnt hRGRaikRh n tRvgRt ib kvievnrt mi CRak eiGRvorRom neRoLgRt noh aiLna

LiAoLgat mi wR wRmmRv R1AgkkRh mi rgmgenmR mCR vgt. ib wAtCbgvRtz xCRtR goLaAhR wAtCbgvR vgt. rnoneRrRom kanotp LirrAogm, kvimRLmgio

kanotp nttRm kvimRLmgio )ioR eAghnoLRp oRgeCwiAvCiih tnbRv kanLRtp mCR ;oCnoLRh 9AtCbgvR SnoneRrRom 5vievnrp noh 5anoogoe biv

9AtCbgvR 5vimRLmgioz

xCviAeC mCR F»H -Avna –ttgtmnoLR –AmCivgm,p mCR tmnmR kviGghRt bgonoLgna tAkkivm mi bnvrRvt mCviAeC n GnvgRm, ib rRLCnogtrtp

goLaAhgoe mCR jviAeCm –ttgtmnoLR 3Aoh t,tmRrt noh rnoneRrRom kvnLmgLRt mCnm RoCnoLR tAtmngonwgagm, go kvgrnv, kvihALmgioz06 xCR

3nvr :ooiGnmgio 3Aoh ib F»H kviGghRt aid gomRvRtm ainot mi CRak bnvrRvt mi hRGRaik oRd kRvrnoRom bnvr gobvntmvALmAvR0D mi rgmgenmR

nhGRvtR tRntiona Liohgmgiot mCviAeC evRnmRv hviAeCm kvRknvRhoRttz

jRLvRntRh vngobnaa goLvRntRh mCR GAaoRvnwgagm, mi LagrnmR LCnoeR ib F»H4t fnoh –Atmvnagn4t( anveRtm Lgm,p »,hoR,z0' HgmC »,hoR,4t dnmRv

tAkka, RomgvRa, hRkRohRom io vngobnaap mCR tmnmR nooiAoLRh go O226 mCnm gm diAah wAgah mCR »,hoR, jRtnagonmgio 5anompO2 nt gm dnt

hRRrRh tmvnmRegLnaa, oRLRttnv, mi RotAvR mCnm »,hoR, diAah oim vAo iAm ib dnmRvz xCR bgtLna baRygwgagm, ib F»H RonwaRh gm mi kviLRRh

dgmC mCR LiotmvALmgio ib mCR kanom bvir gmt ido vRtiAvLRt noh tAwtR1ARoma, tRaa no –ñjOzP wgaagio E2 ,Rnv aRntR io mCR kanomp wnL.Rh w,

n E2 ,Rnv dnmRv tAkka, LiomvnLmzO0

uvRhgm grkagLnmgiotq :oGRtmrRom go oRd kvievnrt noh gogmgnmgGRt go kvRknvnmgio biv LagrnmR LCnoeR Cn)nvht dgaa oim ioa, kvimRLm agGRtp

wAm tgeogbgLnoma, vRhALR mCR tiLgna noh RLioirgL Litm mi eiGRvorRom ib onmAvna hgtntmRvt iGRv mCR aioe mRvrz 3gtLna baRygwgagm,p n hgGRvtR

RLioir, noh n LaitR div.goe vRanmgiotCgk dgmC mCR uirriodRnamC AohRvkgo n tmnmR4t LnknLgm, mi kano noh goGRtm go tiaAmgiot biv

LagrnmR LCnoeR vgt.tz

-Cas eStud W1 eSCSs Clu -fxxfl2sCPSm SffPa

xCR gogmgna bgtLna grknLm ib onmAvna hgtntmRvt tALC nt tmivrt noh L,LaioRt nvR wivoR nm mCR tmnmR aRGRa noh mCRo knvmgnaa, vRLiGRvRh iGRv

mgrR bvir mCR uirriodRnamCz /igom nevRRrRomt wRmdRRo mCR uirriodRnamC noh mCR tmnmRtp mCR FnmAvna jgtntmRv -RagRb noh -RLiGRv,

–vvnoeRrRomt fFj--–( ngr mi RntR mCR bgonoLgna wAvhRo io tmnmRt vRtAamgoe bvir onmgiona hgtntmRvtz

-RgrwAvtRrRom vnmRt Gnv, wntRh io mCR m,kR ib nttgtmnoLR fgoLaAhgoe vRriGna ib hRwvgtp RttRomgna CiAtgoe vRkngvtp vRtmivnmgio iv

vRkanLRrRom ib kAwagL nttRmtp Rzez vinhtp wvgheRtp tLCiiat(z jRagGRvRh mCviAeC tmnmR noh mRvvgmiv, neRoLgRtp dCRo nLmgGnmRhp mCR

uirriodRnamC vRgrwAvtRrRom LirrRoLRt nm E2K ib mCR nttgtmnoLR nGnganwaR mi gohgGghAnat noh LirrAogmgRtz xCgt rn, goLvRntR mi

6EK gb LRvmngo tmnmR RykRohgmAvR mCvRtCiaht nvR wvRnLCRhz
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xCR Fj--– RonwaRt mCR tmnmRt mi kviGghR nttgtmnoLR mi nbbRLmRh LirrAogmgRt nt mCR, aii. mi vRLiGRv bvir onmAvna hgtntmRvt noh vR1AgvR

LRvmngo hgtntmRv vRagRb noh vRLiGRv, nttgtmnoLR rRntAvRtz IidRGRvp vRgrwAvtRrRom biv anveR tLnaR onmAvna hgtntmRvt rn, vRtAam go tCivm 

mRvr LntC grkagLnmgiot biv mCR tmnmRt egGRo vRgrwAvtRrRom Langrt AohRv mCR Fj--– Lno ioa, wR tAwrgmmRh ioLR mCR bgona nriAom ib

mCR Langr gt .oidoz

uvRhgm grkagLnmgiotq HR RykRLm mCnm mCR Fj--– dgaa LiomgoAR mi kviGghR kitgmgGRp aioe mRvr tAkkivm biv mCR tmnmRtz :m dgaa agrgm mCR

bgonoLgna grknLm ib onmAvna hgtntmRvt mCnm nvR RykRLmRh mi goLvRntR go bvR1ARoL, noh tRGRvgm, AohRv GnvgiAt LagrnmR LCnoeR tLRonvgitz

»mnmRt mCnm nvR GAaoRvnwaR mi anveR tLnaR onmAvna hgtntmRvt dgaa oRRh mi rngomngo viwAtm ag1Aghgm, kvibgaRt mi ibbtRm kimRomgna mgrgoe

hgbbRvRoLRt kRohgoe vRgrwAvtRrRom bvir mCR uirriodRnamC AohRv mCR Fj--–p dCgLC go tirR gotmnoLRt LiAah tkno rAamgkaR ,Rnvtz
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CtnR5tr lMctcn35 d3rM3b tov d3aSD35q T55toi3V3onc %ClddT,

xCR tmnmRt Lnvv, kvgrnv, vRtkiotgwgagm, biv mCR kviGgtgio ib vRagRb noh vRLiGRv, nttgtmnoLR mi LirrAogmgRt nbbRLmRh w, onmAvna hgtntmRvtz –t tALCp

LagrnmR LCnoeR vgt.t CRgeCmRo mCR bgtLna GAaoRvnwgagm, ib tmnmRt mi kimRomgna tgeogbgLnom Litmt bvir goLvRntRh bvR1ARoL, iv tRGRvgm, ib onmAvna

hgtntmRvtz

– Migom nevRRrRom wRmdRRo mCR uirriodRnamC noh mCR tmnmRtp mCR Fj--– gt hRtgeoRh mi RntR mCR bgonoLgna wAvhRo io tmnmRt noh mRvvgmivgRt

vRtAamgoe bvir onmgiona hgtntmRvtz -RgrwAvtRrRom vnmRt Gnv, wntRh io mCR m,kR ib nttgtmnoLR rRntAvR fgoLaAhgoe vRriGna ib hRwvgtp RttRomgna

CiAtgoe vRkngvtp vRtmivnmgio iv vRkanLRrRom ib kAwagL nttRmtp Rzez vinhtp wvgheRtp tLCiiat(z jRagGRvRh mCviAeC tmnmR noh mRvvgmiv, neRoLgRtp dCRo

nLmgGnmRhp mCR uirriodRnamC vRgrwAvtRrRom LirrRoLRt nm E2K ib mCR nttgtmnoLR nGnganwaR mi gohgGghAnat noh LirrAogmgRtz xCgt rn,

goLvRntR mi 6EK wntRh io LRvmngo tmnmR RykRohgmAvR mCvRtCiaht wRgoe wvRnLCRhz

xCR Fj--– RonwaRt mCR tmnmRt mi kviGghR nttgtmnoLR mi nbbRLmRh LirrAogmgRt nt mCR, aii. mi vRLiGRv bvir onmAvna hgtntmRvt noh vR1AgvR

LRvmngo hgtntmRv vRagRb noh vRLiGRv, nttgtmnoLR rRntAvRtz -RgrwAvtRrRom biv anveRv onmAvna hgtntmRvt tALC nt unmReiv, u noh j RGRomt vR1AgvR

kvgrR rgogtmRvgna nkkviGnaz xCR tLnaR ib vRLiGRv, Rbbivmt rn, vRtAam go oRnv mRvr mgrgoe hgbbRvRoLRt dCRvRw, mCR tmnmRt nvR AonwaR mi tRR.

vRgrwAvtRrRom AohRv mCR Fj--– Aomga mCR bgona nriAomt ib mCR Langr nvR .oidoz ;tmgrnmRh LntC kn,rRomt ftRR ;yCgwgm 07( gaaAtmvnmR dCRo mCR

uirriodRnamC RykRLmt mi vRgrwAvtR mCR tmnmRt biv Litmt goLAvvRh go vRanmgio mi kntm hgtntmRvtz

wycl@la E0

FSVVSoe3trnJ ClddT atcJ PtqV3on 3cnMVtn3c utc3v So Ptcn vMctcn35c
AUD million NSW Vic Qld WA SA Tas ACT NT Total

Fiscal 2018 117.1 39 173.5 9.9 6.2 53.4 0 38.1 437.2

Fiscal 2019 14 17.6 234.6 87 0.2 5.6 0 27.4 386.4

Fiscal 2020 0 1.9 404.7 37 0 0 0 2.2 445.8

Fiscal 2021 0 0 5.2 0 0 0 0 0 5.2

Fiscal 2022 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PaFSfCAj ra::aI)CsGim aO DFAiSsGds R207 'FevCi osoCSAh caae,yA &IbCAiaSA PCSbdfC

Fj--– nttgtmnoLR gt oim gomRohRh mi vRkanLR tRab CRak tmvnmRegRtp oiv mi kviGghR LirkRotnmgio iv vRtmivR agbRtm,aRt mi mCRgv kvR hgtntmRv

tmnohnvhz uAvvRom bivdnvh RtmgrnmRt go mCR Fj--– nvR wntRh io gogmgna RtmgrnmRt biv RGRomt mCnm CnGR navRnh, iLLAvvRhpOO wntRh io mCR wRtm

nGnganwaR gobivrnmgio noh Lno wR tAwMRLm mi LCnoeRz

NafglemC�yreCfht�.t''lt�L�zmaec4ogalC�Y80/

:o Rnva, O206p nbbRLmRh LirrAogmgRt vRLRgGRh bgonoLgna nttgtmnoLR AohRv hgtntmRv vRLiGRv, kn,rRomt fioR ibb( noh hgtntmRv vRLiGRv, naaidnoLR

fbivmogeCma, kn,rRomt biv Ak mi 0P dRR.t( dCRvR kRikaR Cnh wRRo tRvgiAta, goMAvRhp aitm mCRgv CirRt iv Cnh mCRr hnrneRhp iv RykRvgRoLRh aitt

ib goLirR nt n hgvRLm vRtAam ib xvikgLna u,LaioR jRwwgRz 3iaaidgoe mCR L,LaioRp mCR tmnmR vRLRgGRh –ñj762z2 rgaagio go unmReiv, 9 nttgtmnoLR

biv vRtmivnmgio ib RttRomgna kAwagL nttRmt dCgLC dnt bAohRh io n 6E OE wntgt w, mCR uirriodRnamC noh mCR tmnmRz 3AvmCRv nttgtmnoLR fevnomt Ak

mi –ñjOEp222( dnt kviGghRh mCviAeC mCR Fj--– Ggn n Litm tCnvR LirrAogm, vRLiGRv, bAoh funmReiv, u nttgtmnoLR(z –o nhhgmgiona –ñj'QzO

rgaagio go unmReiv, j vRLiGRv, nttgtmnoLR dnt Migoma, bAohRh fLitm tCnvR io n E2 E2 wntgt( w, mCR uirriodRnamC noh NARRotanoh tmnmR

eiGRvorRomt biv mCR vRtmivnmgio noh vRkngv ib rnMiv kAwagL nttRmtz xCgt goLaAhRhp wAm dnt oim agrgmRh mip hgvRLm hnrneR bvir xvikgLna u,LaioR

jRwwgR mi bivRtCivRtp wRnLC vRtmivnmgiop hRwvgt vRriGna bvir dnmRv LiAvtRt noh rnvgon vRkngvtp nt dRaa nt kviMRLmt mi goLvRntR mCR hgtntmRv

vRtgagRoLR ib gobvntmvALmAvR nttRmtz
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zffAr9p�atCmitA�gS'Clemilfhp

yatAli�Bglhlfh

T »mnmR ib FRd »iAmC HnaRt f–Atmvnagn(  ñkhnmR mi LvRhgm nona,tgtp 0P »RkmRrwRv O20D

T »mnmR ib JgLmivgn f–Atmvnagn(  ñkhnmR mi LvRhgm nona,tgtp OE /AoR O20D

T »mnmR ib NARRotanoh f–Atmvnagn(  ñkhnmR mi LvRhgm nona,tgtp O0 –AeAtm O20D

T »mnmR ib HRtmRvo –Atmvnagn f–Atmvnagn(  ñkhnmR mi LvRhgm nona,tgtp O' –AeAtm O20D

T »mnmR ib xntrnogn f–Atmvnagn(  ñkhnmR mi LvRhgm nona,tgtp P –AeAtm O20D

T »mnmR ib »iAmC –Atmvnagn f–Atmvnagn(  ñkhnmR mi hgtLAttgio ib .R, LvRhgm bnLmivtp O0 »RkmRrwRv O20D

T FivmCRvo xRvvgmiv, f–Atmvnagn(  ñkhnmR mi LvRhgm nona,tgtp 0O /Aa, O20D

-teifa�Vh .tgic

T uvitt »RLmiv –Atmvnagn  5ikAanmgio evidmC hvgGRt oRRh biv oRd gobvntmvALmAvR goGRtmrRomp 02 »RkmRrwRv O20D

T ;oGgviorRomnap »iLgna noh ciGRvonoLR f;»c( caiwna  Siih,4t nkkvinLC mi nttRttgoe ;»c go LvRhgm nona,tgtp OE 8LmiwRv O206

T -Regiona noh &iLna ciGRvorRomt ;AvikR  uagrnmR LCnoeR dgaa kitR goLvRntgoe LvRhgm LCnaaRoeRt biv LgmgRtp 0O jRLRrwRv O206

T ;oGgviorRomna -gt.t  »iGRvRgeot  uvRhgm kvibgaRt ib trnaap nevgLAamAvR vRagnom tiGRvRgeot ritm tAtLRkmgwaR mi LagrnmR LCnoeR vgt.p 0E

Sn, O20D

T ;oGgviorRomna -gt.t  ;GnaAnmgoe mCR grknLm ib LagrnmR LCnoeR io ñ» tmnmR noh aiLna gttARvtp OD FiGRrwRv O206

T »mRRa l »kRLgnam, SRmnat  caiwna  unvwio mvnotgmgio vngtRt vgt. biv tmRRarn.Rvt wAm RbbRLmt dgaa Gnv, dghRa,p O2 SnvLC O20D

VppSta�Vh .tgic

T 3aivghn noh xRyntq jRtkgmR LagrnmR vgt. noh CAvvgLnoR hnrneRp 3aivghn noh xRynt rngomngo tmvioe LvRhgm 1Anagm,p D 3RwvAnv, O20D
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bhAhfitp

6 ER5 a3on5tr ca3ot5MS bS5 tcc3ccMoi arMVtn3 aJtoi3 MoaS5PS5tn3c t irSutr at5uSo 3VMccMSoc PtnJetq aSocMcn3on eMnJ nJ3 otnMSotrrq v3n35VMo3v aSon5MuRnMSoc
%ClFc, nJtn e353 5tnMbM3v tc Pt5n Sb nJ3 mt5Mc Ti533V3on1 -JMc ca3ot5MS 53cRrnc Mo tooRtr at5uSo 3VMccMSoc Moa53tcMoi cn3tvMrq nJ5SRiJ .7f7( tn t 5tn3
u5Stvrq aSocMcn3on eMnJ irSutr et5VMoi Sb t .14 f17 v3i533 F3raMRc 5Mc3 Mo n3VP35tnR53 tuSD3 GP53 MovRcn5Mtr r3D3rc“1 -JMc utc3rMo3 ca3ot5MS bS5 3VMccMSoc
PtnJetqc Mc 53b3553v nS tc nJ3 ClF ca3ot5MS uq nJ3 won35otnMSotr Lo35iq Ti3oaq %wLT,1

. N33 nJ3 .768 won35iSD35oV3ontr mto3r So FrMVtn3 FJtoi3 %wmFF, OMbnJ Tcc3ccV3on d3PS5n( utc3v So tnVScPJ35Ma at5uSo vMSpMv3 r3D3rc Mo nJ3 bSR5 wmFF
d3P53c3ontnMD3 FSoa3on5tnMSo mtnJetqc %dFm, ca3ot5MSc1

f N33 …R33ocrtov FrMVtn3 TvtPntnMSo Nn5tn3iq .769 .7f71 -J3 …R33ocrtov 'SD35oV3on Jtc 3Vu3vv3v tvtPntnMSo tanMSoc Mo Mnc PSrMaM3c tov PrtooMoi nS
P5Sn3an a5MnMatr Mob5tcn5RanR53( PRurMa tcc3nc tov c35DMa3c1

8 FrMVtn3 FJtoi3 Mo TRcn5trMt %FFwT, Mc t aSVP53J3ocMD3 e3ucMn3 tov cRMn3 Sb 53PS5nc P5SDMvMoi MobS5VtnMSo tuSRn arMVtn3 aJtoi3 P5S”3anMSoc bS5 TRcn5trMt1
wn Mc to TRcn5trMto 'SD35oV3on MoMnMtnMD3 eMnJ nJ3 FSVVSoe3trnJ NaM3onMbMa tov wovRcn5Mtr d3c3t5aJ E5itoMctnMSo %FNwdE, tov nJ3 TRcn5trMto AR53tR Sb
h3n3S5SrSiq %AEh,1 wn Mc bRov3v uq nJ3 TRcn5trMto 'SD35oV3on l3Pt5nV3on Sb nJ3 LoDM5SoV3on( FNwdE tov nJ3 AEh1

4 TRcn5trMt Mc nJ3 v5M3cn Sb toq aSonMo3on So 3t5nJ SnJ35 nJto Tont5anMat1

+ N33 FNwdE tov AEh Nntn3 Sb nJ3 FrMVtn3 .76+

9 N33 Gl3bMoMoi t o3e oS5Vtr bS5 3pn53V3c Mo t et5VMoi eS5rv“( B3eMc NF( jMoi Tl( tov m35)Moc jM5)Ptn5Ma) NL( .76+( ARrr3nMo Sb nJ3 TV35Mato h3n3S5SrSiq
NSaM3nq

0 ARcJbM53 5Mc) Mc V3tcR53v uq nJ3 haT5nJR5 OS53cn OM53 ltoi35 wov3p %OOlw,1 -J3 OOlw aSVuMo3c t 53aS5v Sb v5qo3cc( utc3v So 5tMobtrr tov 3DtPS5tnMSo( eMnJ
V3n3S5SrSiMatr Dt5Mtur3c bS5 eMov cP33v( n3VP35tnR53 tov JRVMvMnq1

2 -J3 53VtMov35 Jtc u33o rt5i3rq v5MD3o uq V3rnMoi rtov Ma3 tov aJtoi3c Mo nJ3 tVSRon Sb etn35 cnS53v So nJ3 rtov1

67Lr CMKS tov Bt CMKt JtD3 t cn5Soi MobrR3oa3 So arMVtn3 Dt5MtuMrMnq Mo TRcn5trMt tov 53br3an nJ3 otnR5tr aqar3 )oSeo tc nJ3 Lr CMKSñNSRnJ35o EcaMrrtnMSo
%LCNE,1 -J3q t53 tccSaMtn3v eMnJ t cRcntMo3v P35MSv %Vtoq VSonJc, Sb et5VMoi %Lr CMKS, S5 aSSrMoi %Bt CMKt, Mo c3t cR5bta3 n3VP35tnR53c Mo nJ3 a3on5tr
tov 3tcn35o n5SPMatr mtaMbMa1 kt5V35 mtaMbMa Ea3to etn35c u5SRiJn nS TRcn5trMt uq Bt CMKt 3D3onc J3MiJn3o nJ3 5Mc) Sb Vt5Mo3 J3tnetD3c1

66 N33 wVPtanc Sb arMVtn3 aJtoi3 So bMcJ35M3c tov tzRtaRrnR53 NqonJ3cMc Sb aR553on )oSer3vi3( tvtPntnMSo tov VMnMitnMSo SPnMSoc  .760( n3aJoMatr PtP35 +.9

6. N33 …R33ocrtov FrMVtn3 TvtPntnMSo Nn5tn3iq .769 .7f71 -J3 …R33ocrtov 'SD35oV3on Jtc 3Vu3vv3v tvtPnMSo tanMSoc MonS Mnc PSrMaM3c tov PrtooMoi nS
btaMrMntn3 P5Sn3anMoi a5MnMatr Mob5tcn5RanR53( PRurMa tcc3nc tov c35DMa3c1

6fT ctn3rrMn3 aMnq Sb lt5eMo( nJ3 v3D3rSPV3on Sb mtrV35cnSo u3ito Mo nJ3 6207c eMnJ uRMrvMoi aSv3c v3D3rSP3v tbn35 nJ3 v3DtcntnMSo Sb FqarSo3 -5ta3q Mo
62981

68 woarRvMoi cn5RanR5tr P5Sn3anMSoc MoaS5PS5tn3v eMnJMo Dt5MSRc cntn3 tov FSVVSoe3trnJ nSSrc

64 Aq 3parRvMoi PtqV3onc nJ5SRiJ nJ3 ntptnMSo cqcn3V( 'IT Mc to taaR5tn3 MovMatnS5 Sb 3aSoSVMa tanMDMnq eMnJMo 3taJ cntn3 bS5 MovRcn5q aSVPt5McSo tc Mn
eS5)c Sbb t DtrR3 tvv P5MoaMPr3 tov Mc b533 Sb nJ3 3bb3anc Sb ntp3c tov cRucMvM3c So MovRcn5M3c eJMaJ Dt5q SD35 nMV31

6+ltnt tc Sb 6f N3Pn3Vu35 .760 utc3v So nJ3 l3Pt5nV3on Sb m5MVt5q wovRcn5M3cH FSVuMo3v l5SRiJn wovMatnS5

69 -JMc MoarRv3c Mon353cn b533 rStoc %RP nS TQl47(777, nS bRov %M, n5tocPS5n Sb rMD3cnSa) tov n5tocPS5n Sb bSvv35 tov–S5 etn35( %MM, etn35 tov bSvv35
Mob5tcn5RanR53( tov %MMM, uto)Moi Sb i3o3nMa Vtn35Mtr Sb rMD3cnSa)1

60 woarRvMoi Mon353cn b533 rStoc %RP nS TQl.47(777, nS MVP5SD3 bt5V Mob5tcn5RanR53 cRaJ tc i5tMo cMrSc( Jtq cJ3vc tov rMD3cnSa) qt5vc1

62Nqvo3qHc PSPRrtnMSo etc 416 VMrrMSo tc tn .7691

.7Nqvo3qHc vtV r3D3rc v5SPP3v nS ff12y Mo O3u5Rt5q .7791

.6 -J3 Prton Mc aR553onrq Mo at53 tov VtMon3otoa3 RonMr nJ3 vtV r3D3rc btrr u3rSe 97y1

..FR553on 3cnMVtn3c Mo nJ3 FSVVSoe3trnJ/c bMcatr .760 uRvi3n MoarRv3 3cnMVtn3v PtqV3onc b5SV nJ3 FSVVSoe3trnJ bS5 nJ3 uRcJbM53c Mo C3e NSRnJ ktr3c
Mo N3Pn3Vu35 .769 tov -tcVtoMt Mo EanSu35 .7691 mtqV3onc t53 trcS u3Moi Vtv3 Mo 53rtnMSo nS t aqarSo3 nJtn MVPtan3v k3cn35o TRcn5trMt Mo stoRt5q .760
tov c3D353 e3tnJ35 3D3onc %MoarRvMoi cnS5Vc tov brSSvMoi, nJtn MVPtan3v …R33ocrtov u3ne33o EanSu35 .769 tov ht5aJ .760( IManS5Mt Mo CSD3Vu35 .769
tov nJ3 CS5nJ35o -355MnS5q Mo stoRt5q .7601
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6 /9Ed ©ff'3Mr -fpgfpmalfhF ©ff'3Mr Dhbtrafpr ’tpbletF DhejF ©ff'3Mr ohmC3alerF Dhej mh',fp actlp Clethrfpr mh' mkklClmatr IefCCtealbtC3F S©““7OM’Y(j oCC plncar ptrtpbt'j

-”w7D1 ”o1DRN’ D’’Gw7 UO ©““7O5’ DRBw’1“”’ ’w”BD-wF DR-j oR7 D1’ ”o1DRN’ oTTDVDo1w’ IS©D’Y( o”w ©““7OM’ -G””wR1 “LDRD“R’ “T 1Pw ”wVo1DBw TG1G”w -”w7D1
”D’H “T wR1D1Dw’F -”w7D1 -“©©D1©wR1’F “” 7wU1 “” 7wU1 VDHw ’w-G”D1Dw’F oR7 ©““7OM’ LGUVD-o1D“R’ ©oO DR-VG7w ©““7OM’ -G””wR1 “LDRD“R’ “T 1Pw
”wVo1DBw TG1G”w -”w7D1 ”D’H “T wR1D1Dw’F -”w7D1 -“©©D1©wR1’F “” 7wU1 “” 7wU1 VDHw ’w-G”D1Dw’j ©““7OM’ 7wTDRw’ -”w7D1 ”D’H o’ 1Pw ”D’H 1Po1 oR wR1D1O
©oO R“1 ©ww1 D1’ -“R1”o-1GoVF TDRoR-DoV “UVDNo1D“R’ o’ 1PwO -“©w 7Gw oR7 oRO w’1D©o1w7 TDRoR-DoV V“’’ DR 1Pw wBwR1 “T 7wToGV1j -”w7D1 ”o1DRN’
7“ R“1 o77”w’’ oRO “1Pw” ”D’HF DR-VG7DRN UG1 R“1 VD©D1w7 1“K VD:GD7D1O ”D’HF ©o”Hw1 BoVGw ”D’HF “” L”D-w B“Vo1DVD1Oj -”w7D1 ”o1DRN’ oR7 ©““7OM’
“LDRD“R’ DR-VG7w7 DR ©““7OM’ LGUVD-o1D“R’ o”w R“1 ’1o1w©wR1’ “T -G””wR1 “” PD’1“”D-oV To-1j ©““7OM’ LGUVD-o1D“R’ ©oO oV’“ DR-VG7w :GoR1D1o1DBw
©“7wV Uo’w7 w’1D©o1w’ “T -”w7D1 ”D’H oR7 ”wVo1w7 “LDRD“R’ “” -“©©wR1o”O LGUVD’Pw7 UO ©““7OM’ oRoVO1D-’F DR-j -”w7D1 ”o1DRN’ oR7 ©““7OM’
LGUVD-o1D“R’ 7“ R“1 -“R’1D1G1w “” L”“BD7w DRBw’1©wR1 “” TDRoR-DoV o7BD-wF oR7 -”w7D1 ”o1DRN’ oR7 ©““7OM’ LGUVD-o1D“R’ o”w R“1 oR7 7“ R“1
L”“BD7w ”w-“©©wR7o1D“R’ 1“ LG”-Po’wF ’wVVF “” P“V7 Lo”1D-GVo” ’w-G”D1Dw’j RwD1Pw” -”w7D1 ”o1DRN’ R“” ©““7OM’ LGUVD-o1D“R’ -“©©wR1 “R 1Pw
’GD1oUDVD1O “T oR DRBw’1©wR1 T“” oRO Lo”1D-GVo” DRBw’1“”j ©““7OM’ D’’Gw’ D1’ -”w7D1 ”o1DRN’ oR7 LGUVD’Pw’ ©““7OM’ LGUVD-o1D“R’ QD1P 1Pw wWLw-1o1D“R
oR7 GR7w”’1oR7DRN 1Po1 wo-P DRBw’1“” QDVVF QD1P 7Gw -o”wF ©oHw D1’ “QR ’1G7O oR7 wBoVGo1D“R “T wo-P ’w-G”D1O 1Po1 D’ GR7w” -“R’D7w”o1D“R T“”
LG”-Po’wF P“V7DRNF “” ’oVwj
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The Energy Transition Risks & 
Opportunities (ET Risk) research 
consortium seeks to provide research 
and tools to assess the financial risk 
associated with the energy transition. 
The project will deliver 3 tools—
transition scenarios, asset-level data 
across 6 energy-relevant sectors, and 
new credit risk and valuation models 
to assess transition risk and 
opportunity. 

The Consortium is funded by the 
European Commission and brings 
together academic researchers 
(University of Oxford, think tanks 
(Carbon Tracker Initiative, Institute  
for Climate Economics, and 2°Investing 
Initiative), industry experts (The CO-
Firm), and financial institutions  
(Kepler Cheuvreux, S&P Global).  

A summary of the initiative can be 
found here.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Overview: ET claims taxonomy

TCFD

 physical 
impacts

 
ET

 
 

in Table ES-1  
 

 
 

in Table ES-2

It proposes eight categories of claim, grouped within three broad classes:

1.  

2. Failure to adapt  

3. 

A B

C D E F

G H
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Tier One

Table ES-2

physical 
impacts

TIER 01 what forms of claim are likely to arise?

TIER 02

TIER

TIER 04

INTRODUCTION

Scope
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TIER 1

1

FAILURE TO MITIGATE A

B for breach of statutory 
public trust doctrine

2

FAILURE TO ADAPT  

C disclose the risks associated with climate change

D disclose the risks associated with climate change

E

F Contractual disputes:
contract law

3

COMPLIANCE G consumer fraud

H
 or 

Table 1. ES-1 

WHAT FORMS OF CLAIMS ARE LIKELY TO ARISE?

CLAIMS TAXONOMY OVERVIEW
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TIER 2

 

strategic tool in the ET 

 

 inversely related 

E
F

C

 Table ES-2

IS LITIGATION LIKELY OVER MAINSTREAM INVESTMENT HORIZONS?
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TIER 3 & 4

Table ES-2 

 

WHICH SECTORS ARE MATERIALLY EXPOSED? WHICH CORPORATIONS WITHIN THOSE SECTORS ARE MATERIALLY EXPOSED?
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ET CLAIMS MATRIX

FAILURE TO MITIGATE

ET DRIVER OR 
CONSEQUENCE? TYPE OF LAW DESCRIPTION OF CLAIM

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 
RE SECTORAL RISKS + HEAT 

RELATIVE LIKELIHOOD BY 
TRANSITION SCENARIO: 

RELATIVE LIKELIHOOD BY 
TRANSITION SCENARIO: 

ORDINATED 

A CLAIMS AGAINST LARGE EMITTERS

or other states   
 

 

B

States
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FAILURE TO ADAPT

ET DRIVER OR 
CONSEQUENCE? TYPE OF LAW DESCRIPTION OF CLAIM

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 
RE SECTORAL RISKS + HEAT 
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C
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FAILURE TO ADAPT 

ET DRIVER OR 
CONSEQUENCE? TYPE OF LAW DESCRIPTION OF CLAIM

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 
RE SECTORAL RISKS + HEAT 

RELATIVE LIKELIHOOD BY 
TRANSITION SCENARIO: 

RELATIVE LIKELIHOOD BY 
TRANSITION SCENARIO: 

ORDINATED 

E FINANCIAL SERVICES
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F CONTRACTUAL DISPUTES

Contract Companies Companies
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REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
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FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES

LITIGATION TRANSITION 
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The Carbon Boomerang: Litigation as a Driver & Consequence  
of the Energy Transition 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Background & scope 

Litigation risks manifest as both a material driver of the energy transition (ET), 
and as a consequence of it.  

A full analysis of the litigation risks arising in the ET requires four tiers of 
examination: 

Tier One 
 what forms of claim are likely to arise? 

Tier Two  
 is litigation likely over mainstream investment horizons? 

Tier Three 
 which sectors are materially exposed? 

Tier Four 
 which corporations within those sectors are materially exposed? 

 
This Report focuses on Tier One of such analysis, offering a general taxonomy 
of claims that may be a driving factor in, or consequence of, the energy 
transition, by reference to the policy and/or market variables identified by 2°ii 
in its ET risk taxonomy. It also offers preliminary observations on the likelihood 
and potential materiality of litigation over mainstream investment horizons on 
a sectoral basis, pursuant to Tiers Two and Three. This provides a foundation 
for further risk assessment under adverse scenarios in development by the ET 
Risk research consortium (Tiers Two and Three), and subsequent application of 
company - and jurisdictional - risk factors (Tier Four).  

This Report is part of a broader research effort—the ET Risk research 
consortium – and thus focuses on the intersection of litigation risk and the 
energy transition. It does not, therefore, purport to consider the direct financial 
implications of emissions pricing or control regulations (beyond litigation 
exposures for a failure to comply with such regulations), nor cover other 
categories of climate litigation that relate exclusively to the physical impacts of 
climate change, unless those claims are themselves a direct and significant 
driver of ET policy reform. These distinctions are explored further in Section 
1.2 below. 

This Report considers litigation risks associated with the ET within three broad 
categories, as illustrated in Figure R1 below: 

 Failure to mitigate – claims seeking to establish liability for emissions 
that cause the physical impacts of climate change (and the costs 
attributable to those impacts);  

 Failure to adapt (including failure to report or disclose) – claims deriving 
from commercial failures to take the physical and economic transition 
risks associated with climate change into account, and/or to accurately 
disclose related exposures; and 

 ET-specific regulatory compliance – claims relating to emissions-related 
laws and standards introduced to implement energy transition policies, 
and related consumer protection law claims. 
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Figure R1:  Overview of potential claims in the ET 

1. Failure to mitigate  2. Failure to adapt  
(including failures to report/disclose) 3. Breach of ET-specific regulation 

A 

 

Citizens/states vs emitters/states – 'carbon-debt' 
claims: tort or statutory claims by citizens/states 
against large emitters (or other states) seeking 
compensation for damages caused by climate 
change.  

 

 

C 
 

Regulatory investigations and claims – 
corporations/securities laws: against corporations 
(and/or their directors) who fail to accurately 
manage, report or disclose the risks associated 
with climate change to their business, under 
securities (misleading disclosure/securities fraud) 
and/or (in some jurisdictions) corporate 
governance (directors' statutory and fiduciary 
duties) laws. 

 

G
 

Regulatory investigations and claims – breach of 
emissions- (or adaptation-) related regulations 
introduced to give effect to ET policies. This may 
give rise to secondary litigation exposures under 
corporate and securities laws. 

B 

Citizens vs states: claims by citizens against their  
own state for a failure to restrict emissions, under 
Constitutional, human rights or tort laws, or under 
the public trust doctrine (including ‘atmospheric 
trust’ claims). 

 

D 

Investor/beneficiary claims against 
corporations/trustees (and/or their directors) 
who fail to accurately manage, report or disclose 
the risks associated with climate change to their 
business, including 'stock-drop claims' under 
securities laws (misleading disclosure/securities 
fraud) and/or breach of fiduciary/statutory duty 
claims against directors/fund trustees. 

 

H 

Anti-regulatory litigation (emitters as plaintiffs): 
companies materially impacted by national and 
supra-national governments' ET regulations (or 
related trade associations or interest groups) may 
challenge their validity under international trade, 
administrative or constitutional laws. 

 

E 

Investor claims against professional advisors  
(e.g. accountants, consultants, investment 
brokers, asset managers or credit ratings agencies) 
for negligent service provision in failing to 
adequately account for energy transition risks. 

 

  

F 

Contractual disputes: litigation between 
counterparties seeking to avoid or repudiate 
contractual obligations under evolving ET market 
norms, and insured vs insurer disputes over the 
scope of policy indemnities. 
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1.2 Scope: ET vs physical impact litigation risks 

In proposing this taxonomy, it is acknowledged that relevant claims rarely fall 
neatly and solely into a discrete category. Moreover, many claims categories 
may not strictly arise due to the financial or market dynamics in the energy 
transition, but rather the physical impacts of climate change (even though the 
scope, scale and speed of the physical impacts (and thus the litigation risks they 
present) are themselves substantially dependent on the ET)). Claims that may 
fall into the latter category relevantly include those arising from failures to 
mitigate emissions, viz 'carbon debt' and/or adaptation cost claims by citizens 
against large emitters (or other states), and citizen claims against their states 
for a failure to implement policies consistent with restricting emissions. 
However, it is recognised that these forms of claim are also a significant driver 
of the energy transition, as they provide a direct incentive for states to 
implement strong ET policies. They are therefore included in this Report’s 
substantive discussion. 

Other forms of litigation that may present material risks to particular 
corporations (or government agencies) during the ET, but that primarily result 
from the physical impacts of climate change, bear noting, but are not otherwise 
discussed in this Report.1  Categories of claim excluded from scope include: 

________________ 
1 For a comprehensive database of climate change litigation in US and non-US jurisdictions, including physical risk cases 
beyond the scope of this report, see Sabin Center (Columbia University) & Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer LLP Climate Change 
Litigation Database, <http://climatecasechart.com/>. 
2 These types of claim are already emerging in practice. See for example Illinois Farmers Insurance Co. et al. v. Metropolitan 
Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago et al. 1:14-cv-03251 (2014) (in which Illinois Farmers Insurance (a subsidiary of 
global insurance giant Zurich) issued multiple class action subrogation claims against Chicago-area municipalities in relation to 
business and residential policy holder payouts made in the wake of Super Storm Sandy. The claims essentially alleged 
negligent failure by the municipalities to prevent flood-related damage by upgrading their stormwater and sewerage 
networks, despite their knowledge that climate change would cause more frequent and intense rainfall. The case was later 
withdrawn); CIF, Inc. v ExxonMobil 1:16-cv-11950-MLW (2016) (in which a private damages claim was filed in the District 
Court of Massachusetts by community group Conservation Law Foundation, Inc alleging that ExxonMobil has failed to 
prevent toxic pollutant discharges from storage facilities at its Everett Terminal due to its failure to take climate change 
impacts into account in its stormwater pollution prevention plan, spill prevention, control and countermeasures plan and 
facility response plan). Although the plaintiffs did not expressly raise climate change in their claims, parallels may also be 
drawn to cases seeking damages for storm surge losses following Hurricane Katrina: In re Katrina Canal Breaches Litig., 696 
F.3d, cert. denied sub. nom., Lattimore v U.S. S. Ct. 2855 (2013) the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals held that sovereign 
immunity applied to protect the Army Corps of Engineers against a claim of negligent construction and maintenance of the 
Mississippi River Gulf Outlet shipping channel, and St Bernard Parish Government v United States 121 Fed. Cl. 687 (2015), the 
Federal Court of Claims held that the Army Corps of Engineers' management of the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet effectuated a 

(a) claims by neighbours or other third parties against corporations, 
infrastructure owners or government agencies where damage is caused 
by the corporation/owner/agency's failure to adapt their 
plant/infrastructure to the physical impacts of climate change under tort 
(negligence, nuisance) and Constitutional laws (including 'uncompensated 
takings' claims); 2   

(b) client claims for professional negligence against built/natural 
environment professionals such as planners, architects, engineers, 
developers et cetera, where real assets are not designed or built to be 
resilient to foreseeable the physical impacts of climate change over a 
foreseeable range of climate futures; and 

(c) claims alleging improper exercise of an administrative discretion (cf. 
obligation) – ie claims that an administrative decision failed to take into 
account (or to give proper weight to) the physical impacts of climate 
change where this is a factor relevant to the exercise of the discretion. 
This notably includes permit disputes under planning and environment 
laws, designations of threatened or endangered species, and 
determinations of refugee status.3 

temporary uncompensated taking of the plaintiff's storm-damaged property, in violation of the US Constitution (a cause of 
action for which sovereign immunity was not available). The Army Corps has appealed this decision. See generally recent 
discussion of 'physical damage' claims in United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and Columbia Law School Sabin 
Center for Climate Change Law, The Status of Climate Change Litigation – A Global Review, May 2017 
<http://wedocs.unep.org/handle/20.500.11822/20767>. 
3 For recent overviews of litigation arising from the physical impacts of climate change in various jurisdictions, see for example 
Boom, Keely, Julie-Anne Richards and Stephen Leonard, Climate justice: The international momentum towards climate 
litigation, Climate Justice Program, May 2016, <http://climatejustice.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Report-Climate-
Justice-2016.pdf>;   Lin, Joeline ‘Climate Change and the Courts’ (2012) 32 Legal Studies 35, 41ff; Peel, Jacqueline and Hari M 
Osofsky, 'Sue to Adapt?' (2015) 99:6 Minneota Law Review 2177; Peel, Jacqueline and Hari M Osofsky, Climate Change 
Litigation: Regulatory Pathways to Cleaner Energy (Cambridge University Press, 2015); Jefferies, Cameron 'Filling the Gaps in 
Canada's Climate Change Strategy: "All Litigation, All the Time…"?, (2015) 38 Fordham International Law Journal 1371; Bank 
of England Prudential Regulation Authority, The Impact of Climate Change on the UK Insurance Sector, Climate Change 
Adaptation Report, London, September 2015, Chapter 5, 
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/Documents/supervision/activities/pradefra0915.pdf;  UNEP and Columbia Law School 
Sabin Center for Climate Change Law, above n2. 
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1.3 A note on jurisdictional boundaries 
 A company's litigation risk exposures may extend beyond the jurisdictions in 

which they are incorporated. Depending on the relevant circumstances, both 
investor institutions and investee corporations may be subject to claims by 
shareholders, stakeholders or third parties in other jurisdictions in which they 
transact. Accordingly, in order to provide a broad overview of the nature of the 
risks faced in this context, this report takes a thematic approach to legal risks, 
augmented by statutory and case-law examples drawn from multiple jurisdictions. 
It is not intended as a survey of all climate-related litigation risks under all 
relevant laws. Rather, it provides commentary on a number of the most significant 
litigation risks that may have the most material impact as a driver, or 
consequence, of the energy transition.  

1.4 The nature of financial harms 
The material financial impacts of litigation on a company may extend far beyond the 
'headline penalty'. They may include, for example:  
 Fines and penalties 
 Compensation and damages 
 Legal costs  
 Remediation costs 
 Management time, cost and resources (forensics and investigations, dealing with 

regulators and lawyers)  
 Reputational damage  
 Inability to attract and retain premium talent: impact on staff morale and stigma 

amongst external recruits (particularly in younger people) 
 Valuation, finance availability and credit rating effects   
 Insurance costs, coverage limitations and exclusions   
 Contractual defaults  
 Tender process exclusions. 

________________ 
4 Preston, Justice Brian J., 'The Influence of Climate Change Litigation on Governments and the Private Sector’ (2011) 2 Climate Law 485.  
5 For an overview of the early literature on the potential for, and centrality of, litigation as an element of regulatory reform in relation to 
climate change see for example Barker, Sarah, 'Directors Duties in the Anthropocene: Liability for Corporate Harm for Inaction on Climate 
Change, December 2013 < http://responsible-investmentbanking.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Directors-Duties-in-the-
Anthropocene-December-2013.pdf >. 

 

Perhaps most significantly, litigation can have a far broader impact 
than the direct financial impost on the claimant(s) and defendant(s): as 
a driver of regulatory reform and/or on corporate strategy and 
governance within the relevant industry. Claimants may also seek to 
deploy litigation as a strategic tool, recognising the value of even of 
'ostensibly unsuccessful' litigation4 as a mechanism to raise the profile 
of a particular issue, as a procedural mechanism to obtain the 
defendant's internal documents or information, to impact on a 
corporation's social licence to operate, to raise potential defendants' 
costs,  and/or to apply pressure on governments to introduce relevant 
regulation.5  And a single successful claim may have significant, broader 
impacts as a driver and/or consequence of the energy transition. In the 
words of one commentator in relation to shareholder claims for 
climate-related damages: 

[A]  single decision favouring plaintiffs … would create drastic and 
rapid changes in the industry’s conception of liability.6  

One function of the nascent stage of many (although not all) these 
forms of litigation in a climate change (and, more specifically, ET)-
context is that there may be few decided case examples in each field 
whose facts specifically relate to failures in climate risk management. 
Accordingly, this Report makes use of cases from other sectors where 
there are evident analogies to claims that may be brought in the ET. 
Such analogies may also assist as ‘lead indicators’ in the assessment of 
the materiality of litigation risks in a particular sector or under given 
transition or physical risk assumptions. 

 

 
6 Cosman, Brian, ‘Green Derivatives: Extorting Reductions in Greenhouse Gas Emissions via Shareholder 
Derivative Suits’ (2008) 40 Arizona State Law Journal 743, 761. 
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1.5 Litigation risk as a product of regulatory uncertainty 

It bears note that many of the litigation risks associated with the ET are not 
dependent on developments in emissions regulation or controls. Rather, they turn 
on economic / market factors, and/or enliven existing, broad commercial laws in 
the ET context. Accordingly, whilst the vagaries of ET policy or regulation under any 
given state's political administration may be important to the speed and scale of 
the ET itself, they are less determinative of the degree of litigation exposure in that 
transition. In fact, the absence of strong regulatory policy drivers in a given 
jurisdiction can actually compound litigation risks, as plaintiffs look to alterative 
avenues of legal pressure to advance or protect their interests. 

1.6 Report structure 

This Report analyses litigation risks in the ET within four sections:  
Litigation risk in the ET: driver and consequence, Parties & Claims, 
Materiality & Pricing Litigation Risks, and High Risk Areas & Adverse 
Scenarios. In practice, the subject matter in each of these chapter 
both builds on, and feeds, each other section: 

 
 

 

Litigation risk in the ET: 
driver & consequence

Parties & claims

Materiality & Pricing 
Litigation Risk

High risk areas & 
adverse scenarios

2

3

4

5
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2. Litigation risk in the ET: driver vs. consequence  

Litigation risk factors are likely to act as both a driver of the energy transition, 
as a significant spur to market conduct and policy reform, and as a 
consequence of it – particularly where corporations who are not strategically 
positioned for the transition suffer loss. Of course, this distinction somewhat 
circular, as the credible prospect of litigation also acts as a driver of corporate 
and policy action. However, the division is a useful tool to conceptualise how 
litigation risks are likely to manifest. 
 

 
 

2.1 Litigation risk as a driver of the energy transition 

Litigation may be a significant driver of other market conduct and policy reform 
factors inherent in the energy transition. From a policy perspective, it is likely 
to act as a powerful spur to regulatory reform (in terms of both emissions 
restrictions and disclosure requirements). From a market perspective, the 
credible prospect of significant corporate (and board) liability exposure, and 
associated financial, insurance and reputational consequences, is likely to put 
significant pressure on corporations to adjust their disclosures, governance and 
strategy.  

Specific forms of litigation that may become material drivers of the ET are 
illustrated in Figure R2, below. The causes of action relevant to these claims 
are analysed in further detail in Section 3. 

e ::> • • • . : 
••••• 

POLICY OR 
MARKET DRIVER 

ENERGY 
TRANSITION 

CONSEQUENCE: 
LITIGATION 

Financial impacts trigger regulatory 
investigations & investor claims 

DRIVER: 
LITIG,ATION 

Litigation (or credible prospect) 
influences regulatory reform, 

corporate strategy & governance 
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Figure R2: Litigation as a driver of the ET – example pathway: regulatory action 

Company/directors may 
seek to join 

accountants/advisers

Regulatory action alleging 
carbon majors misled the 

market over climate science 
/ impacts

Impetus to regulatory reform -
emissions restrictions & 
disclosure requirements

Anti-regulatory litigation 
– companies sue 

government

Valuation / credit ratings 
impacts from litigation costs 

& regulatory reforms

Shareholder claims 
against 

company / directors

Litigation costs, 
damages award or 

settlement

Exclusions, reputational 
damage, insurance 

restrictions & indemnity 
disputes

Potential fines/penalties 
prosecution of 

directors/executives

Driver: policy transition Driver: market transition

Potential basis for 
subsequent ‘carbon debt’ or 

consumer fraud claims

Drives behavioural 
change in markets
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2.2 Litigation risk as a consequence of the energy 
transition 

As the energy transition develops, policy (in the form of 
regulatory reform) and market drivers (economic impacts 
and associated disclosure requirements) are also likely to 
present material litigation risk exposures to corporations, 
asset owners and their insurers. Such litigation risks may 
arise from either (or both) claims by private parties who have 
suffered loss or damage due to a market participant's failure 
to manage or disclose energy transition risks, and 
investigations/proceedings by government or regulatory 
bodies. The claims, or the credible prospect of them, may 
have material impacts on financial risk/return factors at all 
levels of the investment supply chain, from valuation to 
credit ratings and insurances – and thus circle back as a 
driver of the energy transition.  

Investors commonly 'chase their losses' where the value of 
their investment is materially impacted. Where the energy 
transition provokes a drop in a corporation's share price or 
negative outlook on credit assessments, investors may 
pursue damages claims against the corporation or its 
directors on the basis of misleading disclosure, negligence or 
breach of duty. Such 'consequential' litigation can 
compound, or add to, the material financial impacts on a 
company, and enliven associated risk/return impacts such as 
the cost or availability (and profitability) of insurance.  

These potential consequences are illustrated in an example 
set out in Figure R3, right. The relevant causes of action are 
analysed in Section 3. 

 
 

 

Figure R3: Litigation risk as a consequence of the ET 
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ET POLICY DRIVERS 

Removal of fossil fuel subsidies 

Emissions restrictions and 
energy efficiency standards 

Legal prohibitions on new 
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RESULTS IN 
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Battery storage technology
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Social licence to operate -
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Renewables cost competitive 
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energy transition 
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risk disclosures 

Stock drop & credit ratings 
impacts, flow-on impacts for 

financial institutions (bad-debt 
provisions) & institutional investors 
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Regulatory and/or shareholder 
daims against company/ directors Market exdusions, reputatlonal Regulatory breach proceedings 
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3. Overview of material potential claims: parties and primary causes of action  
3.1 Overview 
This section examines the nature of claims that may drive, or be driven by, the 
ET by reference to the parties who may be involved in such litigation. 
Observations on the potential materiality of such claims are offered by way of 
analogy to existing cases, along with preliminary observations on sectors most 
likely to be impacted (all else being equal). Where case examples are yet to 
emerge in an energy transition context, analogous claims have been used as 
proxy 'lead indicators' to illustrate how the relevant cause of action has been 
applied in response to other market events or stimuli. 

Whilst the different forms of claim have been separated for the sake of 
explanation and illustration, it is noted that multiple claims commonly emanate 
from a single event trigger: occurring in clusters under different causes of 
action, brought by different plaintiffs, and occasioning varied forms of loss.  

As a precursor to the analysis of claims in Section 3.3, more detailed analysis 
and discussion is devoted to misleading disclosure and securities fraud in 
Section 3.2 below. This additional emphasis is given for a number of reasons. 
First, the Bank of England Prudential Regulation Authority has explicitly warned 
that claims alleging misleading disclosure are likely to be amongst the 'quickest 
to evolve' in the energy transition.7 Secondly, this warning is increasingly borne 
out, with a number of significant regulatory investigations and private claims of 
this kind already evident in the ET. Thirdly, benchmarks for the 'true and fair' 
disclosure of material financial risks associated with climate change, and their 
impact on corporate performance and prospects, are currently subject of 
intense focus with the release of the Final Recommendations of the G20 
Financial Stability Board's Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures in 
June 2017. Finally, such claims are likely to have material valuation and risk 
rating implications for individual corporations and sectors, and are thus likely to 
be of particular interest to financial analysts. 

________________ 
7 Bank of England Prudential Regulation Authority, The Impact of Climate Change on the UK Insurance Sector,  
September 2015, 59. 

 

3.2 Misleading disclosure & securities fraud 
Capital markets cannot operate efficiently unless they are fully informed. 
Corporate disclosures form the basis of assessments about a company, and the 
risks and opportunities it faces, by investors and beneficiaries, financial sector 
stakeholders such as creditors and insurers, marketplace stakeholders such as 
customers and suppliers, and policy-makers. Accordingly, it is a universal 
cornerstone of commercial law that corporations publish information that 
presents a true and fair view of their overall financial position. In order to be 
meaningful and decision-useful for external users, bare quantitative reports on 
assets, liabilities, profits and losses should be accompanied by additional 
information regarding material trends, business strategies and prospects that 
enables a fair assessment of the business's competitive strategy, and its 
viability in the context of prevailing and anticipated market conditions. This 
applies not only in their periodic reports, but in offer documents (such as 
prospectuses, fundraising and takeover documents), investor briefings and 
statements made under continuous disclosure obligations.  

Each jurisdiction has laws that prescribe the nature of information that must be 
disclosed (both quantitative and qualitative), and prohibit disclosures that are 
misleading or deceptive. Such prohibitions variously attract civil or criminal (eg 
securities fraud) penalties.  

Misleading disclosure laws apply not only to statements made in relation to 
listed equities, but in respect of derivative and fixed-income instruments in 
both primary and secondary markets. 

Forward-looking risk disclosures often appear in directors' narrative 
'management discussion and analysis' reports.8 In some jurisdictions (such as 
Germany, the UK, US and Canada), there is specific provision for risk reports in 
the management report section of annual reports.9   

8 Michael Dobler, Kaouthar Lajili, and Daniel Ze´ghal, 'Attributes of Corporate Risk Disclosure: An International Investigation in 
the Manufacturing Sector', (2010) 10(2) Journal of International Accounting Research, 1. 
9 Dobler, above n8, 2.
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Misleading disclosure – general principles 
A misleading disclosure, or securities fraud, claim will typically arise where a 
group of investors allege that they have suffered loss through the purchase of 
shares (or other instrument) at a price that was artificially-inflated (or 
maintained) by the effect of misleading disclosure(s) (or failures to 
disclose/omission(s)) regarding the company's financial position, strategies or 
prospects. The loss usually crystallises when the misrepresentative character 
of the disclosure is revealed or corrected, such that the value of the 
investment is materially reduced (or its risk materially increased). Claimants 
may generally seek to recover the value of their investment at the time it was 
purchased (a 'no transaction' claim) or the difference between the price paid 
and the true value but for the misrepresentation. Jurisdictions with the most 
permissive securities class action regimes include the United States, Australia, 
the Netherlands, Japan and Canada. Claims in these jurisdictions are on an 
upwards trajectory in both number and quantum of damages – contributed to, 
in part, by the emergence of professional litigation funders as underwriters of 
claimant risk. 
Misleading disclosure provisions are also commonly enforced by securities 
regulators (such as the French Autorité des marches financiers, the German 
Financial Supervisory Authority, US Securities & Investments Commission, the 
Australian Securities & Investments Commission, China Securities Regulatory 
Commission and sub-national regulators such as the New York Attorney-
General). This regulatory enforcement overly adds a significant level of litigation 
risk. First, regulators are typically considered to be well-resourced litigants, and 
commonly have statutory powers to compel information disclosure and 
production even in a preliminary investigation phase. Secondly, regulator's 
enforcement activities are not necessarily constrained by the need to prove 
causation, reliance and loss – factors commonly cited as significant barriers to 
private litigants claiming damages under similar causes of action (see for 
example NYAG Peabody Coal case study, below). 

Although jurisdictional specificities prevail, in general terms the following factors 
may be relevant to a determination whether a particular disclosure is misleading 
or deceptive: 
 Silence or omission may be misleading – the absence of commentary in 

relation to a material risk may be misleading, where such omission creates 
the erroneous impression that the risk is not material. This is sometimes 
referred to as the failure to disclose "material adverse facts". 

 Selective disclosure (ie of only favourable factors) may be misleading. 
 Statements which are literally true may be presented in a misleading 

manner.  
 The users of such disclosures are not necessarily obliged to have made 

their own inquiries, nor imputed with 'expert' or specialist knowledge.  
 It is not always necessary to demonstrate knowledge, intent or 

recklessness. For example, while these are elements of a securities fraud 
claim under section 10(b) of the federal Securities Exchange Act of 1934 in 
the United States, they are not preconditions of liability under many State 
'blue-sky laws' (such as, for example, the New York Martin Act). In yet 
other jurisdictions, the absence or presence of these elements may 
determine whether liability exposure is civil or criminal in nature.  

 It may also be misleading to repeat a misleading statement made by a 
third party where the representor knows, or ought to know, that the 
statement is misleading.  

 Statements framed as being of opinion rather than fact may also be 
misleading where the maker either does not genuinely hold that view, 
and/or it has not been reached on the basis of a robust process of 
deliberation. 

 'Forward-looking statements' (or the absence of such statements) are 
subject to special rules. In recognition of the inherent tension between 
future uncertainties and informed analysis / relevant disclosure, specific 
rules relating to forward-looking statements apply under the disclosure 
laws in many jurisdictions. Although these rules differ by jurisdiction, 
under some regulatory frameworks a forward-looking statement may be 
misleading where the representor does not have reasonable grounds to 
support their prediction, as at the time it was made, or have failed to 
adequately disclose associated limitations or uncertainties that materially 
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impact on its achievement. And there may be an obligation to update or 
correct the forward-looking statement if the passage of time indeed 
proves it to be inaccurate. In other jurisdictions, intent or recklessness is 
required to establish liability in respect of forward looking statements. 

 For example, in the United States, a 'safe harbour' from federal securities 
fraud liability applies to liability under section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act statements that are identified as forward-looking and are 
'accompanied by meaningful cautionary statements identifying important 
factors that could cause actual results to differ'. To enliven the safe 
harbour, Courts require such statements to be meaningful and specific: 
relevant, current and considered, rather than boilerplate, and fit for 
purpose for the particular disclosure (eg earnings guidance vs transaction 
announcement) (see for example In re Harman).10 And cautions must be 
tailored to the predictions being made:11       

 Generalisations, or boilerplate language, may be misleading as to the 
extent of relevant risks. General disclaimers may not neutralise the 
impact of a specific misleading disclosure of either current or forward-
looking matters. 

Application of principles in an energy transition context 
As a financial risk/return issue, climate change is particularly notable for the 
fact that historical exposures are not representative of current and forward-
looking risks. This gives rise to litigation risk exposures not only to companies 
and their directors in their disclosures to market, but to institutional investors 
in their disclosures to beneficiaries, and professional advisors in the provision 
of services to investors. 

________________ 
10 In Re: Harman International Industries, Inc. Securities Litig., (No. 14-7017) (D.C. Cir. June 23, 2015). The United States 
Supreme Court declined to consider Harman's petition for review, without comment, on 29 February 2016. 

Areas of particular relevance in the context of climate risk disclosures include: 
 quantitative – asset valuations and revaluations, bad debt provisioning, 

growth forecasts, methodologies and assumptions; and  
 qualitative – notes to the financial statements, risk reporting (sources, 

assessment, management), forward-looking disclosures, which fail to 
adequately account for (or disclose) the material financial risks associated 
with the energy transition. 

Disclosures that are unlikely to provide a true and fair view of a company's risk 
exposure in the energy transition are summarised in Figure R4, below (along 
with relevant case examples, which are in turn discussed further in Section 3.3 
below). Such 'high-risk' disclosures include: 
 inconsistency between internal assessments of the potential impacts of 

climate-related risks, and market disclosures; 
 omitting to disclose material climate-related financial risks to corporate 

performance and prospects; 
 asset over-valuation and liability under-valuation (ie. where financial 

statements fail to account for ET risks that materially impact on 
recognition or impairment principles); 

 non-specific, boilerplate risk disclosures that fail to convey the materiality 
of climate-related risks on the achievement of stated objectives; similarly  

 misrepresentation of expected market conditions (eg potential impact of 
climate change on demand growth assessments); 

 material understatement of climate-related risk exposures, or material 
overstatement of the company's management of those risks (or capacity 
to do so); 

 risk disclosure based on historical data or performance, or outdated 
climate risk methodologies or assumptions; 

 material overstatement of corporate compliance with regulatory 
standards (eg emissions performance requirements); 

11 See for example European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), ESMA urges companies to improve quality of 
disclosures in financial statements, Press Release, 27 October 2015. 
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 material differences in risk representations made in mandatory reports 
(eg. financial statements and annual report filings) vs those in voluntary 
disclosures (eg. 'sustainability reports' and questionnaire responses (eg. to 
CDP)); and 

 disclosures based on analysis that employs inappropriate or immaterial 
climate risk metrics, parameters or assumptions. 

It is likely that the rules applicable to forward-looking disclosures will assume 
particular importance in forthcoming reporting seasons given the focus of the 
Final Recommendations of the G20 Financial Stability Board's Taskforce on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) on assessment and disclosure of 
forward-looking risks (June 2017). The Recommendations emphasise the 
importance of scenario planning and stress-testing as mechanisms to enable 
analysis (and fair representation) of the potential impacts of climate change on 
corporate performance and prospects. The application of these principles will 
require specific analysis in each corporate and jurisdictional context far beyond 
the confines of this overview Report. However, as a general proposition, 
corporations will need to take care to ensure that their use (or failure to use) 
these risk management tools is accurately represented, and that reports do not 
present only favourable scenario outcomes as justification of optimistic 
management outlook assessments.   

Further, whilst 'voluntary', the TCFD Recommendations (or other climate risk 
disclosure frameworks such as those published by the Climate Disclosure 
Standards Board, or under Article 173 of the French Energy and Ecology 
Transition Law (which are mandatory for French pension funds, insurers and 
asset managers))12 may increasingly be seen as benchmark for assessment of 
'true and fair' transition-risk disclosure (and adequate underlying analysis).13  

________________ 
12 For a summary of prevailing disclosure tools and standards, see 2dii, Investor Climate Disclosure: Stitching Together Best 
Practices, May 2016. 
13 See for example Forum Pour L’Investissement Responsable, Article 173-VI: Understanding the French Regulation on Investor 
Climate Reporting, FIR Handbook No.1, October 2016 <http://www.frenchsif.org/isr-esg/wp-
content/uploads/Understanding_article173-French_SIF_Handbook.pdf>. 
14 See for example a recent speech to the Insurance Council of Australia by Australian Prudential Regulation Authority Board 
Member Geoff Summerhayes. Mr Summerhayes announced the Authority’s view that stress-testing and scenario planning 

In short, even where climate risk disclosure standards remain 'voluntary ', with 
widespread adoption they may become the proxy for that information which is 
necessary to present a true and fair view of corporate performance, risk and 
prospects, and inform the content of directors' duties of due care and diligence 
in discharging their obligations to the firm.14 

A note on the overlap between misleading disclosure and consumer 
protection law 
It is noted that consumer protection and/or fraud claims (generally, where 
corporations engage in unfair business practices that misrepresent the 
characteristics, utility or performance of their goods or services to consumers) 
that may arise in the energy transition can often raise similar issues of legal 
principle as those for misleading disclosure in a securities law context. Consumer 
fraud claims are subject of further discussion under Section 3.3 below, as a sub-
set of a failure to comply with ET-related performance regulations (claim 
category (G)).  

 

 

 

against a range of plausible futures should be seen as ‘the new normal’ for its regulated entities (including banks, insurance 
companies, asset managers and pension funds). The (then draft) Recommendations of the TCFD were cited in support of the 
Authority’s view. See Summerhayes, Geoff, Australia’s New Horizon: Climate Change Challenges and Prudential Risk, speech 
by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority at the Annual Conference of the Insurance Council of Australia, 24 February 
2017, 
<http://www.apra.gov.au/Speeches/Documents/ICA%20Speech%20Geoff%20Summerhayes%2017%20February%202017.pd
f>. 
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Figure R4: forms of disclosure that may be misleading or deceptive and ET-relevant case examples 

 

e ::> • . : • • ••••• 

Climate science or risk: 
inconsistency between 
internal and external 

statements 

• Californian municipalities v carbon 
majors & directors 

• SEC & State AG investigations of 
ExxonMobil disclosures 

• NYAG v Peabody Coal 

Misrepresentation of 
expected conditions eg 

business risks or projected 
demand growth 

• NYAG v Peabody Coal 

• SEC & State AG investigations of 
ExxonMobil disclosures ( +PwC) 

• Shareholder class action v 
ExxonMobil & directors 

Disclosures or projections 
selectively optimistic 

• NYAG v Peabody Coal 

James Hardie (lead indicator) 

• SEC & State AG investigations of 
ExxonMobil disclosures (+PwC) 

• Shareholder class action v 
ExxonMobil & directors 

Omission (silence) of 
discussion of energy 

transition-related risk 
factors: in general, or in 

disclosure of material risks 
in statutory filings 

• Coal pension claims 

• Abrahams v Commonwealth Bank 

Denial or material 
understand of risk exposure 

or management 

• BP Deepwater Horizon (lead indicator) 
• National Australia Bank (lead indicator) 

• Fortis NV (lead indicator) 

Adoption of misleading or 
negligent claims made by 
other participants in the 
investment supply chain 

Bathurst v ABN Amro / S&P (lead 
indicator) 

Asset recognition or over
valuation 

( eg fossil fuels at risk of 
'stranding') or liability 

under-valuation 

• SEC & State AG investigations of 
ExxonMobil disclosures (+PwC) 

• Shareholder class action v 
ExxonMobil & directors 

• Shell reserves restatement 

Risk disclosures based on 
historical data, or outdated 
climate risk methodologies 

and assumptions 

• Genworth (lead indicator) 

• Client Earth Cairn Energy / SOCO 
FRC referrals 

• NYAG v Peabody Coal 

Compliance with regulatory 
standards ( eg emissions, 

disclosures, product 
emissions performance) 

• WV 'Dieselgate' 

Use of immaterial climate 
risk metrics 

( eg bank discloses the 
emissions from its 

operations, 
ignoring impacts on credit 

risk / loan book) 
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3.3 Analysis of material potential claims – all categories 

This section analyses claims in categories (A) – (H) (as summarised in Table ES-1 above, reproduced below) in further detail. Discussion of elements including the 
nature of each claim and its potential valuation impacts is followed by leading case examples arising both in a climate change context, and as a result of other 
market drivers (as 'lead indicators'). 

 

e ::> • . : • • ••••• 

1 

2 

3 

,, 

FAI LURE TO M ITIGATE 

{ie claims seeking to establish liability for 
emissions that cause the physical impacts 
of climate change) 

FAI LURE TO ADAPT 
(including failure to report or disclose) 

{ie claims deriving from commercial 
failures to take the physical and economic 
transition risks associated with climate 
change into account, and/or to accurately 
disclose related exposures) 

ET-SPECIFIC REGULATORY 
COMPLIANCE 

{ie claims relating to compliance with 
emissions-related laws and standards 
introduced to implement energy 
transition policies, and/or related 
misrepresentations to consumers) 

® ......... ___ .. ,' 

~ : 
\ ........ __ .... ,,' 

(0) 
......... __ ,.,,,;' 

~ .. , .... ___ .. ,, 

(g) 
......... __ .. ,,' 

@> 
' , ...... __ ,,, 

<mi:: 
......... ___ ,,, 

(X> 
' , ' , ...... __ ..... , 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

,., -:a--'<!!111· 

Citizens/states vs emitters/states (including 'carbon-debt' claims): claims by citizens/states against large emitters (or other 

states) seeking compensation for damages caused by, or costs incurred due to, climate change. Causes of action generally 

include tort (negligence, nuisance, trespass), inte rnational law and human rights law) 

Citizens/states vs states: claims by citizens (or sub-national governments) against their own state for a fa ilure to restrict 

emissions. Causes of action may arise under constitutional, human rights or tort (negligence) laws, for breach of statutory 

obligation, or under the public trust doctrine (including 'atmospheric trust ' claims) 

Regulatory investigations and claims against corporations (and/or their directors) who fail to accurately manage, report or 

disclose the risks associated with climate change. causes of action may arise under securities laws (misleading disclosure/ 
securities fraud) and/or (in some jurisdictions) corporate governance laws (directors' statutory and fiduciary duties) 

Investor/beneficiary claims against corporations/trustees (and/or their directors) who fail to accurately manage, report or 

disclose the risks associated with climate change to t heir business. Claims may include 'stock-drop claims' under securities 

laws (misleading d isclosure/securities fra ud) and/or derivative actions against directors/fund trustees for breach of fid uciary/ 

statutory duty 

Corporation/investor claims against professional advisors (eg accountants, consultants, investment brokers, asset managers or 

credit ratings agencies) for negligent service provision in fai ling to adequately account for energy transition risks. Causes of action 

may include misrepresentation, tort (negligence) and breach of contract 

Contractual disputes: litigation between counte rparties seeking to avoid or repudiate contractual obligations under evolving 

ET market norms, and insured vs insurer disputes over the scope of policy indemnities. Claims are likely to turn on contract law 

Regulatory claims for a breach of emissions- (or adaptation-) related regulations introduced to give effect to ET policies. 

The relevant causes of action include breaches of t ransition-related statutes or regulations, and/or consumer protection/ 

consumer fraud laws. Claims in this category may also give rise to secondary litigation exposures under corporate and securities 

laws (d iscussed under C and D above) 

Anti-regulatory litigation (emitters as plaintiffs): companies materially impacted by national and supra-national governments' 

ET regulations (or related trade associations, sub-national governments or ot her interest groups) may challenge their validity, 
bringing claims under international trade, administrative or constitutional laws. 
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A 
 

 

Citizen / state vs company 
(emitter) / state 

Tort (negligence, nuisance, 
trespass), international law, 
human rights violations 
As discussed in Section 1.2 above, 
whilst this category of claim primarily 
relates to the physical impacts of 
climate change, the prospect of such 
litigation is likely to be a material 
driver of market responses to the ET. 
It has therefore been included as a 
litigation risk relevant to the ET. 
 

  Nature of claim(s)  
 Collective tort claims by individual citizens or 

states seeking damages for losses caused by 
physical impacts of climate change from major 
emitters (including costs of adaptation).  

 Tort law is set out under statute in some 
jurisdictions (such as France and Germany),15 
and primarily under judge-made law in others 
(such as the UK, with some statutory gloss 
such as under the Occupiers' Liability Act 
1957). In many jurisdictions only civil 
negligence claims may be brought, although in 
others  (such as France) they may also be 
brought criminally.16 

 Public nuisance may be alleged where there is 
substantial, unreasonable interference with a 
public right. Private nuisance occurs where 
the defendant has unreasonable interfered 
with the use or enjoyment of private property, 
or a right connected with that property.  

 Potential claimants may include the AOSIS –  
the Alliance of Small Island States – a coalition 
of 48 low-lying island and coastal nations 
against carbon majors, seeking damages 
based on the company's proportionate 
contribution to anthropogenic CO2-e 
emissions. 

 Potential defendants include the 90 'carbon 
majors' identified by Heede (2014).17  

 
 In general terms, a cause of action in 

negligence will be established where: 
- the defendant owes a duty of care to the 

plaintiff; 
- the defendant fails to take reasonable 

precautions against a reasonably foreseeable 
risk of injury to the plaintiff;  

- that failure caused the plaintiff's loss; and 
- the defendant did not voluntarily assume  

the relevant risk. 
 Concurrent claims may be filed in multiple 

jurisdictions against multiple large emitters.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

________________ 
15 French Code Civil Article 1382-1386; German BGB §§823-53. 
16 Victims of crime in France may be able to claim compensation as a partie civile in criminal proceedings  
– see Article 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure.  
17 Heede, Richard, 'Tracing anthropogenic carbon dioxide and methane emissions to fossil fuel and cement producers, 1854-2010', (2014) Climatic Change 122(1-2), pp229-241. 
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A 
 

 

Citizen / state vs company 
(emitter) / state 

Tort (negligence, nuisance, 
trespass), international law, 
human rights violations 
 

Continued 
 
 
 

  Comment  
 Tort-based claims against major emitters have 

been widely (although not universally) 
considered unlikely to stand in Anglo-
American jurisdictions following Kivalina v 
ExxonMobil (2009) (although discussion of the 
potential application of such causes of action 
in relation to property rights impacted by 
climate change has continued in cases such as 
American Electric Power Co. v Connecticut18 
(public nuisance) and Macquarie Generation v 
Hodgson (private nuisance)).19   Claimants 
have faced significant  barriers to standing and 
justiciability. Beyond this, duty and causation  
have been considered near ‘insurmountable’ 
evidentiary hurdles due to the disconnect 
between the global nature of emissions and 
their collective, cumulative effect, versus the 
localised nature of their impacts. However, 
the potential for tort-based damages claims 
against large emitters is subject of renewed 
focus, with the filing of three 'tobacco-style' 
claims by Californian municipalities against 
37 'carbon majors' and their directors on 17 
July 2017 (see Imperial Beach, Country of 
Marin and County of San Mateo claims, 
below).  
 

 The laws and judicial systems developing 
countries may be more amenable to a tort 
liability finding than those of developed 
jurisdictions. The Environmental Law Alliance 
(2014) suggests that Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico, 
Colombia and India and Kenya as potentially 
attractive jurisdictional alternatives. This is on 
the basis that their legislation permits direct 
enforcement of fundamental human rights 
(including to a healthy environment) against 
private entities (Brazil, Columbia, Kenya), 
and/or they take a progressive, dynamic 
approach to legal development (India). It is 
not clear, however, whether such rights would 
ultimately extend to 'carbon debt' damages 
awards. In one current example (discussed 
further below), the Philippines Commission on 
Human Rights is conducting an independent 
investigation into the responsibilities of the 
carbon majors (Gazprom, Exxon, Glencore etc) 
for human rights violations or threats of 
violations resulting from the impacts of 
climate change. Whilst the Commission is not 
empowered to settle legal disputes, its 
conclusions on the application of relevant 
legal principles and any factual determinations 
on the causal impact of the activities of the 
carbon majors could be used to underpin 
future causes of action.  

 

________________ 
18 206 F Supp 2d 265 (SDNY, 2005). 
19 [2011] NSWCA 424. 
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A 
 

 

Citizen / state vs company 
(emitter) / state 

Tort (negligence, nuisance, 
trespass), international law, 
human rights violations 
 

Continued 
 
 
 

  Comment (continued) 
 Even where a damages award is made in a 

developing country, enforcement remains an 
issue – particularly if the defendant company 
has no assets in the jurisdiction. The plaintiff 
would then need to seek enforcement in 
another jurisdiction – in which the company as 
domiciled, listed or had assets (depending on 
relevant laws). For example, in 2011 an 
Ecuadorian Court awarded US$9.5 billion in 
damages in an environmental pollution claim 
(not directly relating to climate change) 
against Chevron. Chevron has no remaining 
assets in Ecuador, and the plaintiffs have been 
seeking to have the judgment enforced in 
other jurisdictions, including Canada, the US, 
Brazil and Argentina. Although enforcement is 
by no means assured (and has in fact recently 
been denied in Canada and the US), significant 
litigation costs may be incurred (for example, 
Chevron $400 million/year at the height of its 
defense) and material provisions for 
contingent liabilities raised. In other examples, 
UK courts have recently exercised jurisdiction 
over a Nigerian subsidiary of a UK-based 
parent company,20 and a claim by Zambian 
nationals against a UK-listed company in 
respect of its African subsidiary’s copper 
mining operations.21   

ET: Driver or consequence?  
 Market driver (legal costs, damages – esp if 

Master Settlement Agreement), policy driver 
(international agreement on losses).  

Valuation impacts – financial materiality?
 There is no 'standard' for calculation of either 

the loss and damage incurred by developing 
nations or their citizens from the physical 
impacts of climate change, nor the costs of 
adaptation. One methodology may be for 
injured States to apply the company's 
proportionate contribution to anthropogenic 
CO2-e emissions to the countries' estimated 
adaptation costs over a particular period (eg 
50 years). For example, the UNEP 2014-2016 
Adaptation Finance Gap Reports estimates 
that total costs of adaptation by developing 
countries (of approximately $100 billion per 
annum now) may reach $300 billion per year 
to 2030 and $500 billion per year by 2050. An 
NPV calculation assuming $100b per annum 
for the next 10 years, $200b per annum for 
the following 10, $300b per annum for the 10 
after that, and $500 billion per annum for the 
final 20 in the period, with a 3% discount rate, 
produces an estimate of adaptation costs of 
$6.6 trillion (NPV).  

 

________________ 
20 Bodo Community & Ors v Shell Development Company of Nigeria (Bodo Community v Shell Petroleum Development Co of Nigeria Ltd [2014] EWHC 1973 (TCC), 
21 Lungowe v Vedanta [2016] EWHC 975 (TCC). 
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A 
 

 

Citizen / state vs company 
(emitter) / state 

Tort (negligence, nuisance, 
trespass), international law, 
human rights violations 
 

Continued 
 
 
 

  Valuation impacts – financial materiality? 
(continued) 
 Plaintiffs may conceivably seek damages for a 

carbon major's proportionate share of 
anthropogenic emissions (based, for example, 
on Heede et al's 2014 emissions contributions 
calculations. A 'proportionate responsibility' 
methodology was proposed in the Lliuya v 
RWE claim in Germany (below) and has been 
used as the basis for identifying defendants in 
the Philippines human rights-based case 
(above) and the Californian municipalities' 
tort-based claims (above and below).  

 Particularly where concurrent claims are filed in 
multiple jurisdictions, the scale of litigation costs, 
combined with the risk and uncertainty 
associated with their exposures, may incline 
emitters to enter into a 'Master Settlement 
Agreement' with the governments of developing 
nations, even if their liability remains vigorously 
contested.  

 
 

CLAIMS CATEGORY A: CONCLUSION

Not highly likely (although cf. Californian 
municipality claims against 37 carbon majors (July 
2017)), but high consequence for carbon majors. 
These forms of claim may be strategically deployed 
by plaintiffs to raise the profile of climate risk issues, 
and to cause the targeted defendant corporations to 
incur significant legal costs, even where their claim 
does not appear to be strong. High-risk sectors: 
energy (oil & gas, coal, electric utilities), metals and 
mining. 
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Claim Category A:  
CASE EXAMPLES  

Tort – negligence and nuisance  

Native Village of Kivalina v. ExxonMobil Corp., et al, 663 F.Supp. 2d 863  
(ND Cal 20 September 2009); 696 F.3d 849 (9th Cir. 2012) 

Claim 

A village of native Alaskan Inupiats sought US$400 million in damages from 
ExxonMobil (and 23 other major fossil fuel emitters) to pay for the relocation 
of their village necessitated by the loss of ancestral lands to sea level rise 
caused by climate change.  

Outcome 

The claim was held not to be justiciable under the political question doctrine 
(District Court, 2009) and under federal law displacement principles (Court of 
Appeal in the Ninth Circuit, 2012). The Court also made (obiter) comments 
regarding the difficulty such claims would have to satisfy the requirements to 
establish a duty of care, and causation of the claimed loss: ‘[T]he harm from 
global warming involves a series of events disconnected from the discharge 
itself. In a global warming scenario, emitted greenhouse gases combine with 
other gases in the atmosphere which in turn results in the planet retaining 
heat, which in turn causes the ice caps to melt and the oceans to rise, which 
in turn causes the Arctic sea to rise'. 

 

American Electric Power Co., Inc. et al v. Connecticut, 206 F Supp 2d 265 
(SDNY, 2005); 564 U.S. (2011) 

Claim 

Several US States claimed that the combined emissions of the defendant 
companies (which approximated 10% of total US carbon emissions) created a 
public nuisance, due to the contribution of those emissions to climate 
change.  

Outcome 

Upon appeal, the US Supreme Court held that the common law nuisance 
claim was displaced by the authority of the Environmental Protection Agency 
to regulate emissions under federal clean air statutes. However, the Supreme 
Court declined to find whether the federal regulatory authority would also 
displace tort-based claims brought under State law. 
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Country of Marin et al v Chevron, ExxonMobil, BP, Shell, Citigo Petroleum, 
ConocoPhillips, Peabody Energy, Arch Coal, Total, Eni, Rio Tinto, Statoil, 
Anadarko Petroleum, Occidental Petroleum, Repsol, Marathon Oil, Hess 
Corporation, Devon Energy, Encana Corp, Apache Corp and Does 1-100  
Case No. CIV1702586 (Cal. Super. Ct., filed 17 July 2017)   
County of San Mateo et al v Chevron et al Case No. 17CIV03222 (Cal. Super. 
Ct., filed 17 July 2017)   
Imperial Beach et al v Chevron at al Case No. C17-01227 (Cal. Super. Ct., 
filed 17 July 2017) 

Claim 

Three Californian municipalities filed separate claims against 37 large fossil 
fuel corporations and their directors (with an alleged collective responsibility 
for more than 1/5 of global carbon emissions between 1965 and 2015). The 
complaints allege that the defendants: 
 had internal knowledge of the link between fossil fuel emissions and 

climate change as early as 1965; but, to the contrary of that knowledge: 
 actively worked to foment public uncertainty about climate science, 

publicly downplayed the nature and severity of climate change impacts, 
and obstructed emissions regulations; and 

 were, collectively, directly responsible for 20.3% of global greenhouse gas 
emissions between 1965 and 2015 and therefore also for a significant 
proportion of committed climate impacts (including sea level rise in the 
plaintiff municipalities). 

The claims allege that the defendants' production, promotion and marketing 
of their fossil fuel products despite their internal knowledge of associated 
climate-related hazards, and their active efforts to obfuscate or conceal 
those hazards by championing of anti-regulation and anti-science campaigns, 
gives rise to causes of action including negligence, public nuisance, private 
nuisance, trespass, failure to warn and defective products, under Californian 
state law. 

 

Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement (1998) 

Outcome 

The complaints were filed shortly before the publication of this Report, on 17 
July 2017, and the proceedings remain on foot. The plaintiff municipalities 
are seeking remedies that include compensatory damages (for the cost of 
assessing climate impacts and adaptive civil works), punitive damages and an 
account of profits.  

The complaints do not yet seek to quantify damages sought. However, in its 
press release announcing the complaint filing, San Mateo county reported 
that it had already spent US$40 million on assessing climate-related risks 
within the municipality, and that county properties threatened by rising sea 
levels have been assessed at over US$39 billion (including freeway 
infrastructure, San Francisco International Airport and other real estate). 
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Human rights 

Greenpeace et al v Chevron, ExxonMobil, BP, Royal Dutch Shell, Conoco 
Phillips, Peabody Energy and Total, Petition Requesting Investigation of the 
Responsibility of the Carbon Majors for Human Rights Violations or Threats 
of Violations Resulting from the Impacts of Climate Change, Commission on 
Human Rights of the Philippines, Case No.: CHR-NI-2016-0001   

Claim 

In December 2015 a petition was filed by Greenpeace and the Philippine 
Reconstruction Movement requesting that the Philippines Human Rights 
Commission investigate 'the human rights implications of climate change and 
ocean acidification and the resulting rights violations in the Philippines and 
whether the investor-owned Carbon Majors have breached their 
responsibilities to respect the rights on the Filipino people'. The petition 
requests that the Commission make findings of fact in respect of the 
contribution to climate change of the named 'Carbon Majors' (by reference 
to the oft-cited analysis of Heede (2014)), and that the Philippines 
Government implement an effective accountability mechanism that can be 
accessed by climate change victims.  

Outcome 

The corporate respondents filed a consolidated response to the petition in 
February 2017. The Commission's investigation remains on foot as at 30 June 
2017. See <http://198.23.173.74/chr/climate-justice/>  

 

Lliuya v RWE AG, Case No. 2 O 285/15 Essen Regional Court   

Claim 

In December 2015 a Peruvian farmer commenced action in the Regional 
Essen Court in Germany against energy giant RWE under paragraph 1004 of 
the German Civil Code, seeking damages of €20,000 as RWE's proportionate 
contribution to the farmer's costs of adapting his valley in Hauraz, Peru to 
climate change (which is threatened from inundation by a rising glacial lake). 
The damages sum claimed was based on the costs of the engineering project 
x 0.47% (being RWE's alleged share of global emissions from 1751-2010). 

Outcome 

In late 2016 the Court dismissed Lliuya's claim on the basis that Court did not 
find any "linear causal chain" linking RWE's emissions and the damages 
alleged. The Court was also unconvinced about the identity of the 
community association that Lliuya had identified. An appeal in this matter 
has been set down for November 2017. 
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'Master Settlement' agreements 

Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement (1998) 

Claim 

In 1998 the American tobacco industry agreed to a 'Master Settlement 
Agreement' to resolve litigation brought by a number of US States seeking 
damages for public health expenses associated with smoking. Following a 
settlement of US$40 billion with Texas, Minnesota and Mississippi, the other 
States agreed to drop all claims in exchange for tobacco industry payments 
totalling US$206 billion over 25 years.  

Outcome 

Section 1 of the MSA makes clear the parties' settlement rationale to 'avoid 
further expense, delay, inconvenience, burden and uncertainty of continued 
litigation (including appeals from any verdicts)'.   
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B 
 

 

Citizen/state v state 

Constitutional law, human 
rights, tort (negligence), 
statutory breach, public trust 
As discussed in section 1.2 above, whilst 
this category of claim primarily relates 
to the physical impacts of climate 
change, the prospect of such litigation 
is likely to be a material driver of ET 
policy. It has therefore been included as 
a litigation risk relevant to the ET.
 

  Nature of claim(s)  
 Citizens (and sub-national governments) 

may take action against their 
governments in domestic courts 
alleging breach of their duty of care to 
their citizens and/or the environment. 
Claims are variously founded under 
Constitutional law, tort, human rights 
and/or the public trust doctrine (ie a 
duty of the sovereign to act as trustee 
of natural resources in their jurisdiction 
for the benefit of current and future 
generations). Claims of this nature are 
sometimes referred to as 'Atmospheric 
Trust' litigation.22 

Comment  
 Plaintiffs ordinarily seek declaratory 

orders rather than 'carbon debt' 
damages. For a discussion of the 
precedent value of these claims 
between jurisdictions, see Boom et al 
(2016), above n3, pp27-41. 

International law and human rights 
 The United Nations Committee on Economic, Social 

and Cultural Rights has stated that, in its view, 
climate change interferes with international human 
rights obligations. In a recent example, it issued a 
statement on Australia's implementation of 
obligations under the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights that referenced 
that State's (a) ongoing policy support for new coal 
mines and coal-fired power stations, and (b) failure 
to implement policies consistent with emissions 
reduction obligations under the Kyoto Protocol and 
Paris Agreement commitments, as 'principal subjects 
of concern'.23  

 There is also the potential for vulnerable States to 
seek injunctive relief and/ or compensation from 
high-emitting States for transboundary harm caused 
by anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, based 
on the international law principles of transboundary 
harm and State Responsibility. From a political 
perspective this avenue is considered less likely. 
Article 8 of the Paris Agreement provides for the 
UNFCCC's Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss 
& Damage and expressly 'recognize[s] the 
importance of …addressing loss and damage 
associated with the adverse effects of climate 
change'. However, paragraph 51 of the Decision 
specifically provides that Article 8: 'does not involve 
or provide a basis for any liability or compensation'.24 

________________ 
22 See generally discussion in Tuhus-Dubrow, Rebecca 'Climate Change on Trial' (2015) 62:4 Dissent 152; Kassandra Castillo, 'Climate Change & The Public Trust Doctrine: An Analysis of Atmospheric Trust Litigation' (2015) 6 San Diego Journal of Climate & 
Energy Law 221); Boom et al (2016), above n3. 
23 United Nations Economic and Social Council, Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Concluding observations on the fifth periodic report of Australia, E/C.12/AUS/CO/5, 7 July 2017. 
24 See also Boom et al (2016), above n3, p13: 'There is a widespread reluctance among states to pursue interstate claims for environmental liability of other states'. 
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B 
 

 

Citizen / state vs company  

Constitutional law, human 
rights, tort (negligence), 
statutory breach, public trust 
 

Continued 
 
 
 

  Constitutional law, tort, public trust 
 Constitutional claims in this category often 

allege a breach citizens' rights to life and/or a 
healthy environment. A 2012 report concluded 
that nearly 100 nations have some form of 
legal recognition of their citizens' rights to 
same.25  Such claims often overlap with tort-
based causes of action alleging that the 
government has failed to discharge its 'duty of 
care' to its citizens and/or the environment 
(see Urgenda and Juliana v United States, 
below). The Juliana case also stands for the 
proposition that the public trust doctrine 
compels sovereign action to restrict 
greenhouse gas emissions. The doctrine has 
also been raised in cases in the Ukraine, the 
Philippines and Pakistan.26   
 

Domestic law – statutory obligations 
 Citizen groups (and sub-national governmental 

entities) may also bring actions against their 
governments for a failure to comply with legal 
obligations in relation to the regulation of 
greenhouse gas emissions (as distinct to 
challenges for a failure to adequately account 
for climate change in the exercise of 
administrative discretions). In a recent 
example, a coalition of US States and cities 
have commenced proceedings in the District 
Court of Northern California against the 
Federal Department of Energy. The claim 
asserts that the Department's failure to 
publish final energy efficiency standards for 
five categories of appliances and industrial 
equipment (including portable air 
conditioners, air compressors and industrial 
refrigerators and boilers) violates the 
Department's (non-discretionary) obligations 
under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act 
(amongst other laws). Relief sought includes 
an order compelling the Department to 
promulgate new standards for immediate 
publication. A similar claim has been 
concurrently filed by a coalition of non-
government organisations.27 

 

________________ 
25 Boyd, David R., The Right to a Healthy Environment: Revitalizing Canada’s Constitution, UBC Press, W. Wesley Pue general ed., 2012. 
26 See further discussion in UNEP and Columbia University Sabin Center for Climate Change Law, above n2, pp23-24. 
27  California v. Perry, No. 4:17-cv-03406 (N.D. Cal., filed June 13, 2017); Natural Resources Defense Council v. Perry, No. 3:17-cv-03404 (N.D. Cal., filed June 13, 2017). 
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B 
 

 

Citizen / state vs company  

Constitutional law, human 
rights, tort (negligence), 
statutory breach, public trust 
 

Continued 
 
 
 

  Valuation impacts – financial 
materiality? 
Litigation defence costs are unlikely to be 
material in the context of a nation state's 
budget. However, claims are likely to put 
significant pressure on the relevant 
government to introduce policy & 
regulatory reform consistent with the 
energy transition. If a critical mass of 
claims are launched in multiple 
jurisdictions this may bring broader 
pressure to bear even if a claim is not 
replicable under the laws of given 
jurisdiction. In this regard, it is notable 
that Our Children's Trust, a US-based 
NGO that has supported a number of 
recent Constitutional law and public trust 
claims against US State entities (including 
the Juliana case, below), reports that it is 
currently working with parties in 11 
other jurisdictions to determine if the 
claims are replicable under other laws. 

 

ET driver and consequence 
 Driver of ET (policy): pressure on the relevant 

government to introduce policy & regulatory reform 
consistent with the energy transition. 

 This form of litigation may be deployed strategically by 
'climate activists' who do not otherwise have standing to 
bring (or face evidentiary hurdles in establishing) a claim 
against a corporate emitter. The rise of such activism 
may in fact drive (or otherwise support or underwrite) 
regulatory investigations, or litigation by claimants who 
do have valid standing.  
 

CLAIMS CATEGORY B: CONCLUSION 
Potential material driver of ET where critical mass of claims 
(policy – regulatory reform driver). Again, such claims may be 
strategically deployed by plaintiffs even where they are not 
confident of securing a successful outcome, to raise the profile 
of the issue and risk to laggard governments. High-risk sector: 
government. 
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Claim Category B:  
CASE EXAMPLES  

Constitutional law / tort 

Urgenda Foundation v Kingdom of the Netherlands [2015] HAZA 
C/09/00456689 

Claim 

Dutch NGO Urgenda claimed that the Dutch Government was in breach of its 
constitutional duty of care to its citizens by negligently failing to implement 
emissions controls consistent with the Netherlands' proportionate 
contribution the  <2°C warming limit. 

Outcome

In June 2015 The Hague District Court found in favour of Urgenda, and 
ordered the Dutch government to increase its greenhouse gas emissions 
mitigation commitment from 17% to 25% below 1990 levels by 2020. The 
Government is appealing the decision. 

 

Juliana et al v the United States of America, 
Barak Obama et al (2015) 6:15-cv-01517-TC 

Claim 

The plaintiffs allege that the US government has violated their constitutional 
rights to life, liberty and property, and their right to essential public trust 
resources, by permitting, encouraging, and otherwise enabling continued 
exploitation, production, and combustion of fossil fuels. The plaintiffs are 
seeking an order requiring President Obama to immediately implement a 
national plan to decrease atmospheric concentrations of CO2

-e to 350 ppm by 
the year 2100. 

Outcome 

Three fossil fuel industry trade associations (the American Fuel and 
Petrochemical Manufacturers (representing Exxon Mobil, BP, Shell, Koch 
Industries and other US-based refiners and petrochemical manufacturers), 
the American Petroleum Institute (representing 625 oil and natural gas 
companies), and the National Association of Manufacturers) were granted 
leave to appear as intervening defendants in the case in January 2016.  
The District Court of Oregon denied the defendants' and intervenors' 
motions to dismiss on 8 April 2016 and on 10 November 2016. The claim is 
expected to go to trial in 2017.  
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Other leading  recent citizen/state vs state cases: 
 Kain v Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection ( 2016) 

(US) (compliance with statutory obligation) 
 Foster v Washington Department of Ecology (US) (2015) (Constitutional 

law, public trust doctrine, compliance with statutory obligations) 
 Ali v Pakistan (filed April 2016, judgment pending) (Pakistan) 

(Constitutional law, human rights, public trust doctrine) 
 Klimaatzaak v Belgium (filed 2015) (Belgium) (human rights, tort 

(negligence))  
 Leghari v Pakistan (2015) (government's failure to carry out articulated 

statutory adaptation policy contravened Constitutional rights of citizens 
to life, human dignity and prosperity) 

 Thomson v Minister for Climate Change Issues (filed November 2015, 
judgement pending) (New Zealand) (compliance with statutory 
obligations)

 Union of Swiss Senior Women for Climate Protection v. Swiss Federal 
Council [Verein KlimaSeniorinnen Schweiz v. Bundesrat] (filed 2016) 
(Switzerland) (international law, Constitutional law, human rights) 

 Greenpeace Nordic Association v Norway Ministry of Petroleum and 
Energy (filed 2016) (Norway) (international law, Constitutional law, 
human rights) 

 PUSH Sweden, Nature & Youth Sweden et al v Government of Sweden 
(filed 2017) (Sweden) (international law, Constitutional law, human 
rights, tort) 

 Client Earth (No.2) v. Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and 
Rural Affairs (UK) (2016) (compliance with statutory obligations)  

 California v. Perry (filed 2017) (US) (compliance with statutory 
obligations) 

 Natural Resources Defense Council v. Perry (filed 2017) (US) 
(compliance with statutory obligations) 
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C 
 

 

Regulator vs company  
and / or its directors  

Misleading or deceptive 
conduct, securities fraud, 
breach of duty 
 
 

  Nature of claim(s)  
Misleading disclosure 
 Many market regulators (such as the US 

Securities & Exchange Commission, and French 
Autorité des marches financiers, Belgian Banking, 
Finance and Insurance Commission and Dutch 
Autoriteit Financiële Markten, the Australian 
Securities & Investments Commission and sub-
national regulators such as the New York 
Attorney-General) have the power to investigate 
and/or prosecute companies, funds and/or their 
directors for misleading disclosure or securities 
fraud (as discussed in Section 3.2 above).  

 Misleading conduct / securities fraud may include 
market deception in relation to climate science 
(ExxonMobil State AG investigations), a failure to 
restate assets  in response to market or policy 
developments (including stranded assets) (Shell; 
ExxonMobil SEC/NYAG investigation and 
shareholder class action), inadequate disclosure 
of material financial risks to the business 
associated with climate change (FRC (UK) 
investigations of Cairn Energy and SOCO, 
ExxonMobil SEC/NYAG investigation and 
shareholder class action), insufficient cautionary 
statements accompanying forward-looking 
disclosures (including the use of generalised, 
'boilerplate' language) (In re Harman), cheating 
on emissions compliance standards (VW), and  

failing to adequately reserve for future 
losses or contingencies (Genworth, James 
Hardie).28 

 In other jurisdictions, legislation has been 
introduced that in fact mandates forms of 
disclosure (and, by implication, the analysis 
that sits behind such disclosures) in relation to 
climate-related financial risks. This notably 
includes disclosure requirements applicable to 
insurers, asset managers and pension funds 
from 1 January 2016 under Article 173-VI of 
the French Energy & Ecology Transition Law. 
Article 173 explicitly contemplates disclosure 
of risks arising from the transition to the low-
carbon economy, and consideration of how 
respondents’ policies and targets align with 
national energy and ecological targets.  

Breach of duty 
 In some jurisdictions (including, notably, 

Australia), regulators also have statutory 
enforcement powers in relation to directors' 
statutory and fiduciary duties. Such duties 
commonly relate to trust/loyalty (including 
duties to act honestly, in good faith and in the 
best interests of the corporation, and to avoid 
conflicts of interest), and competence 
(including duties to act with prudence and/or 
due care, skill and diligence, and to avoid the 
fettering of their discretions). 

 

________________ 
28 For a detailed discussion of the misleading disclosure investigations on foot against ExxonMobil, see Poon, Ashley, ‘An Examination of New York’s Martin Act as a Tool to Combat Climate Change’, (2017) Boston College Environmental Affairs Law Review, 
44(1), 115. 
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C 
 

 

Regulator vs company  
and / or its directors  

Misleading or deceptive 
conduct, securities fraud, 
breach of duty 
 

Continued 
 
 
 

  Breach of duty (continued) 
A number of recent opinions by senior corporate 
barristers in jurisdictions including the United 
Kingdom29 and Australia30 have expressed the view 
that a directorial failure to proactively govern for 
issues associated with climate change is likely to 
breach the duty of due care and diligence. The 
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority has 
subsequently concurred with this view (see note14 
above).  

Comment 
Regulators generally have significant statutory 
information gathering powers, and the power to seek 
declaratory or relief – which importantly does not 
require them to demonstrate loss or damage, or 
causation. In addition to any headline penalty and 
legal costs, regulatory investigations can cause 
significant reputational damage and loss of political 
capital, a spur to stricter regulatory controls on both 
corporate conduct and disclosure, and market 
exclusions (exemplified by the US government’s  
2-year suspension of BP from federal contracts 
(including oil exploration licences) following the 2010 
Deepwater Horizon rig explosion and oil spill in the 
Gulf of Mexico).  

Historically, the inherent uncertainty in the scope, 
distribution and timing of the future impacts of 
climate change have led many corporations to 
disclose relevant risks via broad, high level or 
boilerplate language. Such disclosures are rarely 
decision-useful for investors, and are increasingly 
recognised as potentially presenting a misleading 
picture of a company's financial position. In addition, 
regulators such as the New York Attorney-General 
(Peabody Coal) have begun to recognise that 
compliance with  ‘universal’ corporate reporting 
laws necessitates disclosure of material climate 
change-related risks in a manner that is both specific 
to the performance indicator on which they may 
impact, and that account for uncertainty via stress-
testing across the range of plausible climate futures. 
Globally, such demands are increasingly reinforced 
by voluntary corporate reporting guidance issued by 
organisations such as the Climate Disclosure 
Standards Board, the US-based Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board and, significantly, the 
Final Recommendations of the G20 TCFD (June 
2017). The TCFD Recommendations are widely 
recognised as setting a benchmark for the 'true and 
fair' disclosure (and underlying analysis) of material 
financial risks associated with climate change and 
their impact on corporate performance and 
prospects.  

 

________________ 
29 Mr Keith Bryant QC and James Rickard, The Legal Duties of Pension Fund Trustees in Relation to Climate Change, Abridged Joint Opinion for ClientEarth, April 2017 <Opinion from Keith Bryant QC and James Rickards on the legal duties of pension fund 
trustees in relation to climate change>. 
30 Mr Noel Hutley SC and Mr Sebastian Hartford-Davis of Counsel, Climate Change and Directors Duties, Memorandum of Opinion to MinterEllison for the Centre for Policy Development and Future Business Council, 7 October 2016 < https://cpd.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/Legal-Opinion-on-Climate-Change-and-Directors-Duties.pdf>. 
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C 
 

 

Regulator vs company  
and / or its directors  

Misleading or deceptive 
conduct, securities fraud, 
breach of duty 
 

Continued 
 
 
 

  They place specific emphasis on forward-looking risk 
disclosure, and the use of scenario-planning and 
stress-testing as risk management tools in the face 
of uncertainty. Going forwards, regulators (and, in 
the event of litigation in relation to corporate 
disclosure, the courts) may increasingly apply the 
TCFD Recommendations as an influential compliance 
proxy for corporate reporting of climate-related 
impacts and risks under general misleading 
disclosure provisions, and as an influential 
benchmark that informs the content of directors' 
duties of due care and diligence in relation to 
climate change-related issues.  

ET: driver & consequence 
 Driver and consequence of ET market drivers: 

legal costs, penalties, damages and directors' 
personal exposures drive evolution of 
corporate governance and strategy; corrective 
disclosures, stock drop, credit ratings impacts, 
reputational damage, market exclusions, 
insurance restrictions, secondary shareholder 
claims 

 Driver and consequence of ET policy drivers: 
regulatory reform – heightened disclosure 
requirements and emissions controls. Action 
by a regulator in a developed market economy 
is likely to be highly influential across 
jurisdictions. 

Valuation impacts – financial materiality? 
 Whilst the value of a misleading statement may 

not be material to a corporation of itself, it 
commonly triggers a 'disproportionate' stock 
drop and ratings impact, and secondary litigation 
by shareholders for misleading disclosure, breach 
of directors' duties and/or negligence (outlined in 
(F), below). Whilst the financial impacts of any 
such claim are inherently case-specific, they are 
often material, and often under-insured (or, in 
the case of a securities fraud finding, 
uninsurable). For example, in the United States 
an analysis of 2015 research produced by COSO 
and Cornerstone suggests that stock prices 
decline on average by 17% on the two days 
following disclosure of an alleged fraud (prior to 
the GFC), and news of an SEC or Department of 
Justice investigation resulted in an average 7% 
abnormal stock price decline. Legal costs average 
3-5% of economic damages, or roughly 1% of 
NPV.  

 Regulatory scrutiny can cause significant 
reputational damage, loss of political/social 
capital, market exclusions and restriction of 
insurances, and provide a platform for 
subsequent private damages settlements. And, as 
recently experienced by the pharmaceutical and 
banking industries, emerging claims patterns can 
drive industry-wide strategic pivots as regulators 
tighten rules and disclosure requirements. 

 The impact of claims patterns may also be 
material for insurers if financial lines policies have 
not priced in these risks 
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C 
 

 

Regulator vs company  
and / or its directors  

Misleading or deceptive 
conduct, securities fraud, 
breach of duty 
 

Continued 
 
 
 

  CLAIMS CATEGORY C: CONCLUSION 

Likely significant material driver of ET, and as a 
consequence of the policy and market drivers.  
High-risk sectors: energy (oil and gas, coal, electric 
utilities), transportation (automotive), materials & 
building (metals and mining, chemicals, construction 
materials), agriculture & forest products (beverages, 
agriculture),financial services (banks, asset owners, 
asset managers, insurance). 
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Claim Category C:  
CASE EXAMPLES  

Constitutional law / tort 

ExxonMobil and PriceWaterhouseCoopers 
– SEC and NYAG securities fraud investigation 

Claim 

In September 2016, it emerged that the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission, along with the New York Attorney-General, is investigating 
whether Exxon and its auditors (PwC) have committed securities fraud by 
filing misleading annual reports. The investigation concerns whether 
(amongst other claims) Exxon's representations to consumers and investors 
about the impact of climate change to business performance and prospects 
are misleading or deceptive. 

Outcome 

Exxon has reportedly produced over one million documents pursuant to the 
subpoena issued by the NYAG. On 14 October 2016, the AG moved to compel 
production by PwC after Exxon asserted that it would not permit PwC to 
provide certain documents on the basis of "accountant-client privilege". On 
26 October 2016, the Supreme Court of the State of New York ordered Exxon 
and PwC to comply with the subpoena on the basis that no such privilege 
exists under the relevant Texan law. Investigations are on-going. 

 

ExxonMobil 
– Attorneys-General Investigations 

Claim 

Over the course of 2016, more than a dozen US State Attorneys-General 
announced investigations into whether Exxon misled the market (and other 
stakeholders) by publicly promoting climate science scepticism and 
uncertainty, whilst privately acknowledging its legitimacy and potential 
impacts. On 15 June 2016, Exxon sought an injunction barring the 
enforcement of the civil investigation by the Massachusetts Attorney 
General, claiming that she lacked jurisdiction to investigate, her demand was 
unreasonable, and politically motivated. Exxon later also joined the New York 
Attorney General to the proceeding. A Massachusetts court denied Exxon’s 
application on 11 January 2017.  

Outcome 

Investigations are on-going. Exxon has not disclosed the costs of its 
compliance with, or challenges to, these investigations. 
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Misleading disclosure, breach of duty 

NYAG v Peabody Coal (In the Matter of Investigation by Eric T Schneiderman, 
Attorney General of the State of New York of Peabody Energy Corporation, 
Respondent, Assurance 15-242)) 

Claim 

On 9 November 2015 the New York Attorney announced that it had 
determined that Peabody had contravened State misleading disclosure laws 
(Article 23-A, Section 352 et seq. of the New York General Business Law (the 
'Martin Act') and Section 63(12) of the New York Executive Law) by filing 
annual reports that mis-represented the potential impact of energy 
transition policy and emissions regulations on its business, and selectively 
disclosing only favourable International Energy Agency energy and fuel-mix 
projections from a range of growth scenarios.  

Outcome 

The Attorney-General's investigation was settled pursuant to an 'Assurance 
of Discontinuance', in which Peabody Energy did not admit or deny the 
allegations of breach.  

 

 

ASIC v Centro directors (ASIC v Healey & Ors [2011] FCA 717); subsequent 
shareholder class action against Centro, its directors and auditors PwC 

Claim 

In 2011 the Federal Court of Australia upheld the Australian Securities and 
Investment Commission's claim that the board, CEO and CFO of Centro Ltd 
(a retail investment trust listed on the Australian Stock Exchange) had 
breached their duty of due care and diligence under section 180 of the 
Australian Corporations Act 2001 by approving misleading financial accounts. 
The relevant misstatements included the mis-classification of AU$3 billion of 
current liabilities (short-term interest bearing debts) as non-current, and the 
omission in the notes to the accounts of a post-balance date guarantee 
worth AU$500 million. More than 6000 institutional and retail shareholders 
subsequently launched two class actions against Centro and its directors 
seeking damages for economic losses caused by the misleading accounts. 
Centro joined its external auditors (who had given an unqualified audit 
opinion to the misleading accounts), PwC.  

Outcome 

The class action settled for a then Australian record AU$200 million, 
$67 million of which was borne by PWC (who made certain admissions of 
negligence in its handling of the relevant accounts), $95 million by Centro 
companies and $38 million by their D&O and professional indemnity 
insurers. Both class actions were funded by litigation funders, with IMF 
recouping AU$60 million of the $150 million paid to its claimants (against 
which it booked a pre-tax profit of $41.8 million).  
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D 
 

 

Investor vs company  
&/or directors 

Misleading or deceptive 
conduct, securities fraud, 
breach of statutory or 
fiduciary duty 
 
 

  Nature of claim(s)  
Misleading disclosure 
As per (C) Regulator vs Company/Directors, above. 

Breach of duty 
 Shareholders may also bring proceedings 

against the directors and officers of their 
corporation (as a 'shareholders' derivative' 
action, standing in the shoes of the company) 
alleging a breach of their statutory and fiduciary 
duties to the company. Such duties commonly 
relate to trust/loyalty (including duties to act 
honestly, in good faith and in the best interests 
of the corporation, and to avoid conflicts of 
interest), and competence (including duties to 
act with prudence and/or due care, skill and 
diligence, and to avoid the fettering of their 
discretions).  

 The duty to exercise 'due care and diligence' is 
substantively mirrored in the tort of negligence 
in many jurisdictions 

 Such causes of action are commonly pleaded in 
'stock drop' damages claims, in conjunction 
with a claim for misleading or deceptive 
conduct, although it is not always necessary to 
establish deceptive conduct in order to 
establish a breach of duty. 

Comment 
Misleading disclosure  
 Investors who have suffered loss following a 

'corrective disclosure' that prompts asset 
devaluation or default commonly seek to recover 
those losses from the corporation and/or its 
directors. In the ET context, this is a material 
litigation risk not only for emitters themselves, 
but for the financial services sector, where there 
is contagion into its bad debt provisions and 
financial lines insurance liabilities (NAB). 

 In some jurisdictions, shareholders may also file a 
claim seeking only declaratory or injunctive relief 
(rather than damages) as a mechanism to increase 
investee standards of climate risk analysis and 
disclosure (Abrahams v CBA, below). 

Breach of duty, negligence 
Historically, governance action on climate change 
has been considered in the context of the scope 
of directors' obligations to prioritise their 
corporation's (or beneficiaries') 'best interests', 
and the extent to which those interests may 
include 'non-financial' concerns. Within this, 
climate change has largely been framed as an 
'ethical' or 'environmental' issue, whose impact 
on financial risk/return is largely immaterial. That 
historical framing is increasingly redundant in the 
ET, with climate-related policy and market shifts 
having squarely financial consequences. 
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D 
 

 

Investor vs company  
&/or directors 

Misleading or deceptive 
conduct, securities fraud, 
breach of statutory or 
fiduciary duty 
 
 

  Breach of duty, negligence (continued) 
 The legal issue then becomes whether, in 

governing risk and strategy in pursuit of the best 
(financial) interests of their corporation, directors 
have acted competently under the terms of their 
statutory and fiduciary duties of prudence, due 
care, skill and diligence when considering the 
risks and opportunities associated with climate 
change. A critical point of tension lies in the 
courts' general reluctance to 'second-guess' the 
merits of a substantive business judgment made 
by directors (a principle that is enshrined in a 
'business judgment rule' presumption / defence 
in many jurisdictions), versus the duty's inherent 
requirement that directors apply a robust process 
of informed reasoning in making their decisions. 
In the contemporary ET context, courts may be 
reluctant to find that a failure to consider the 
financial impacts of climate change on a 
corporation or fund's strategy or risk, due to 
honest ignorance, wilful blindness or personal 
ideology,  satisfies a directors' duty of due care 
and diligence.31 

 The directors of institutional investors / pension 
fund trustees may also be exposed to a breach of 
duties claim where the impacts of climate change 
on portfolio risk and strategy have not been 
adequately considered (Coal Pension Cases).  

 As outlined in (C) above, a number of recent 
opinions by senior corporate barristers and 
regulators have expressed the view that a 
directorial failure to proactively govern for 
issues associated with climate change is likely to 
breach the duty of due care and diligence. 
Going forwards, the G20 TCFD 
Recommendations (whilst ‘voluntary’) may 
become an influential benchmark that informs 
the content of directors' duties of due care and 
diligence, and standards of disclosure, in 
relation to climate change-related issues.  

 The three main 'collective action-friendly' 
jurisdictions include the United States, Australia 
and The Netherlands. The collective settlement 
mechanism in The Netherlands, in particular, 
has emerged as a prominent forum for 
international shareholders to gain redress 
against EU-domiciled countries, with recent 
collective settlements against Shell 
(restatement of 20% reserves as 'probable' 
rather than proven) (2009) (above), Converium 
and its parent Zurich Re (both Swiss companies) 
(2012) and Fortis NV (2016). 

 With a steady increase in the size of securities 
settlements in 'class-friendly' jurisdictions, and 
the recent proliferation of professional litigation 
funders underwriting claimant risks, the 
prospect of litigation under commercial laws 
may become a strong driver of corporations' 
strategic transition to a low-carbon norm.  

________________ 
31 See Barker, above n5; and Barker, Sarah, Mark Baker-Jones, Emma Fagan and Emilie Barton , ‘Climate Change and the Fiduciary Duties of Pension Fund Trustees – lessons from the Australian Law’, Journal of Sustainable Finance & Investment (2016), vol 6(3), 
211-244 
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D 
 

 

Investor vs company  
&/or directors 

Misleading or deceptive 
conduct, securities fraud, 
breach of statutory or 
fiduciary duty 
 
 

  Breach of duty, negligence (continued) 
 This prospect has prompted Swiss Re to predict: 

'[C]limate change-related liability will develop 
more quickly than asbestos-related claims…[the 
pressure from these actions] could become a 
significant issue.'32 

ET: driver & consequence 
 Consequence of the crystallisation of other ET 

market and policy drivers:  
 Market: legal costs, penalties, damages and 

directors' personal exposures drive evolution of 
corporate governance and strategy; corrective 
disclosures, stock drop, credit ratings impacts, 
reputational damage, market exclusions, 
insurance restrictions, secondary shareholder 
claims. 

 Policy: regulatory reform – heightened disclosure 
requirements and emissions controls leading to 
more detailed and corrective disclosures.  

 Claims are highly influential between 
jurisdictions. 

Valuation impacts – financial materiality? 
 Both a 'corrective disclosure' by a corporation, 

and the announcement of a claim by investors, 
may have a material impact on corporate 
valuation and risk ratings. Litigation costs may 
materially impact on earnings, require 
provisions for contingent liabilities to be raised, 
and warrant specific disclosure in the notes to 
financial reports, with uncertainty and tail risks 
often factoring into corporate credit ratings 
issued by agencies such as Fitch, Moody's and 
S&P (as was the case in Fortis, below). 
Significant claims patterns have even been 
known to bankrupt listed corporate defendants. 
This was in fact the case in 1982 when the 
world's largest manufacturer of asbestos 
building products, Fortune 200 company 
Manville Corporation, filed for Chapter 11 
bankruptcy protection and reorganisation under 
the weight of thousands of individual asbestosis 
damages claims (see discussion in Section 4, 
below). Commentators noted that the 
bankruptcy petition was filed as a strategic 
refuge from 'potentially massive but speculative 
tort liability' by a company that was otherwise 
'apparently healthy'.33 

 The impact of claims patterns may also be 
material for insurers – particularly if these risks 
have not been adequately priced into financial 
lines policies. 

________________ 
32 Swiss Re, The Globalisation of Collective Redress, Zurich, 2009. 
33 The Manville Bankruptcy: Treating Mass Tort Claims in Chapter 11 Proceedings, Harvard Law Review, 96(5),  
March 1983, 1121. 
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D 
 

 

Investor vs company  
&/or directors 

Misleading or deceptive 
conduct, securities fraud, 
breach of statutory or 
fiduciary duty 
 
 

  CLAIMS CATEGORY D: CONCLUSION 

Likely significant material driver of ET, and as a 
consequence of the policy and market drivers. High-risk 
sectors: energy (oil and gas, coal, electric utilities), 
transport (automotive), materials & building (metals 
and mining, construction materials), agriculture & 
forest products (beverages, agriculture), financial 
services (banks, asset owners, asset managers, 
insurance). 
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Claim Category D:  
CASE EXAMPLES  

Coal Pensions Cases – eg Arch Coal,(2015) (Roe v Arch Coal Inc et al, Case: 
4:15-cv-00910-NAB) and Peabody Coal (Lynn v Peabody Energy Corporation 
et al, Case: 4:15-cv-00916-AGF) 

Claim 

In June 2015, employee beneficiaries of the employee pension plans of the 
world's two largest publicly-traded coal companies, Peabody Energy and Arch 
Coal, filed complaints against the trustee directors of the plans (amongst 
other defendants – including the trustee of the Arch Coal plan, Mercer 
Fiduciary Trust Plan). The claims, which do not actually use the terms 'climate 
change' or 'global warming', allege that the fiduciaries breached their duty of 
competence under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
(ERISA) - the duty of 'prudence' (amongst other duties) - by failing to consider 
financial risks that may be driven (at least in part) by climate change. Those 
risks are alleged to include a decline in the US coal industry, attributed to 
factors including increased competitiveness of renewable energy 
technologies, clean energy policies and more stringent emissions regulations.  

Outcome 

The case against the Peabody Energy defendants was dismissed on 30 March 
2017, and against the Arch Coal defendants in August 2017. However, at the 
date of writing proceedings remained on foot against the pension fund 
trustees of at least 3 other coal- and/or oil-company pension plans including: 
 Attia v. ExxonMobil et al , Case No. 4:16-cv-03484 (US District Court 

(Southern District of Texas)), filed 23 November 2016; 
Myers v. Seventy Seven Energy Inc  et al Case No. CIV-17-200-D (US District 
Court (Western District of Oklahoma)), filed 24 February 2017; and 

 Scholl et al v. Chesapeake Energy Corp et al Case No. CIV-17-279-R (US 
District Court (Western District of Oklahoma)), filed 14 March 2017. 

 

Ramirez v Exxon Mobil Corporation (2016) Case No. 3:16-cv-3111 

Claim 

On 7 November 2016, a securities fraud class action was filed against Exxon 
and a number of its directors on behalf of all purchasers of Exxon common 
stock between 19 February 2016 and 27 October 2016. The plaintiffs are 
claiming damages for loss caused by Exxon having allegedly operated as a 
fraud or deceit on the purchasers by misrepresenting the value of Exxon's 
business and prospects, which artificially inflated the price of Exxon’s stock. 
The plaintiffs allege that Exxon's statements were materially false and 
misleading in that they failed to disclose that: a) Exxon's own internal reports 
recognised the environmental risks caused by global warming and climate 
change; b) given the risks associated with climate change, Exxon would not 
be able to extract the existing hydrocarbon reserves it had claimed to have 
and a material portion of its reserves were stranded and should have been 
written down; and c) Exxon had employed an inaccurate "price on carbon" in 
evaluating the value of certain of its future oil and gas prospects in order to 
keep the value of its reserves materially overstated. The plaintiffs refer to the 
price downturn of Exxon common stock following news disclosures in August 
and September 2016 concerning the US federal regulators' scrutiny of 
Exxon's reserve accounting related to climate change and its refusal to write 
down its reserves in the face of declining oil prices. The plaintiffs also refer to 
Exxon's announcement on 28 October 2016 that it might be forced to write 
down nearly 20 per cent of its oil and gas assets and the subsequent 
common stock value loss that erased billions of dollars in market 
capitalisation. 

Outcome 

The case is ongoing. 
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Abrahams v Commonwealth Bank of Australia  (2017) VID 879/2017, 
Federal Court of Australia 

Claim 

On 8 August 2017, public interest law firm Environmental Justice Australia 
filed a claim on behalf shareholder Guy Abrahams against the 
Commonwealth Bank Australia (CBA). The claim alleges that, by failing to 
disclose the risks associated with climate change that may impact on lending 
and investment activities, strategies and prospects, the CBA 2016 Annual 
Report failed to present a true and fair view of its position and prospects. 
Specifically, the claim alleges that CBA has contravened: 
(a) sections 292(1)(b), 295 and 297 of the Corporations Act (requirement 

that financial reports present a present a true and fair view of financial 
position and performance), and  

(b) sections 298(1) and (1AA) (requirement that the Directors’ Report 
disclose all information that shareholders would reasonably require in 
order to make an informed assessment of its operations, financial 
position, business strategies and prospects).  

The relief sought includes only declarations and injunctions, rather than 
damages. 

Outcome 

CBA is yet to file its defence in this matter. 

Examples arising from other market triggers – lead indicators 

Genworth Insurance (2016) Case No. 3:14-cv-00682, U.S. District Court for 
the Eastern District of Virginia 

Claim 

The plaintiffs alleged that the defendant, a provider of long-term-care (LTC) 
insurance, fraudulently failed to disclose to investors that the average length 
of its LTC claims had increased from 2.2 to 2.9 years and further failed to 
incorporate the resultant increased costs into its GAAP accounting, leading to 
a grossly inflated balance sheet and inadequate loan loss reserves. 
Genworth’s share price declined 14% following disclosure that it was 
reviewing its long-term-care business, and 40% following a subsequent 
announcement that it needed to increase reserves for its long-term-care 
business by $531 million. Collectively, these price declines represented a loss 
of several billion dollars in market value. 

Outcome 

The Parties announced a settlement for $219 million in March 2016. 
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E 
 

 

Investor / company vs 
professional service provider 

Misleading or deceptive 
conduct, negligence,  
breach of contract 
 
 

  Nature of claim 
Investors who have suffered economic loss due to 
negligent service provision by an investment advisor 
(such as an accountant, consultant, investment 
broker, asset manager or credit ratings agency) may 
have grounds to bring an action against that advisor 
for negligence, misleading or deceptive conduct, or for 
breach of an implied contractual term that services 
would be rendered with professional due care, skill 
and diligence. In the energy transition, examples may 
include where an investor suffers loss due to: 
 over-valuation or inaccurate risk rating due to 

the advisor's application of methodologies or 
assumptions that do not adequately account for 
energy transition risks; 

 contractual misrepresentation: over-statement 
of the advisor's capacity or systems in relation 
to management of climate-related risks. 

Aggrieved investors may also seek to join the external 
auditors who have provided unqualified audit 
statements on misleading or deceptive reports.  

 

Comment 
 A finding of breach by one participant in the 

investment supply chain does not necessarily absolve 
others in that chain from liability. Both investor and 
investee defendants commonly join their advisors to 
claims made against them for misleading disclosure 
(or negligence, discussed further below). Professional 
advisors are commonly joined to class actions. In fact, 
analysis of the largest 10 securities class actions in the 
United States in 2015 shows that financial institutions 
and/or accountants were joined as co-defendants in 
half of these cases.34 In fact, in the 10 largest 
securities class actions in history, there is only one 
case where financial institutions and/or accountants 
were not joined as co-defendants.35   

 Importantly, an investor may not need a direct 
contractual relationship with a financial services 
provider in order to bring a damages claim in 
negligence. In some common law jurisdictions the 
Courts have been willing to find that credit ratings 
agencies and investment banks owe a duty of care 
to third-party investors to exercise reasonable care 
in providing their ratings / product issuing services. 
This is essentially because the ratings agencies and 
issuers know (and in fact intend, as an essential 
corollary of their business plans) that third-party 
investors will look to the rating when assessing the 
creditworthiness of a particular investment (ABN 
Amro & S&P v Bathurst City Council & Ors (2014), 
below). 

________________ 
34 NERA, p.30. 
35 NERA, p.31. 
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E 
 

 

Investor / company vs 
professional service provider 

Misleading or deceptive 
conduct, negligence,  
breach of contract 
 
 

  Comment (continued) 
 The strategic benefit to plaintiffs of suing 'deep-

pocketed' financial institutions has increased in 
some jurisdictions, where such defendants can 
often be held wholly liable for the loss (with it then 
up to the financial institution to seek recovery 
based on proportionate liability from other 
parties).36 

ET: driver & consequence 
 Driver and consequence of ET market drivers: 

legal costs, penalties, damages and directors' 
personal exposures drive evolution of corporate 
governance and strategy; corrective disclosures, 
stock drop, credit ratings impacts, reputational 
damage, market exclusions, insurance restrictions, 
secondary shareholder claims 

 Driver and consequence of ET policy drivers: 
regulatory reform – heightened disclosure 
requirements and emissions controls 

Valuation impacts – financial materiality? 
 The impact of claims patterns against 

professional service providers may be material 
for insurers if financial lines policies have not 
priced in this risk. 
 

Example(s)
 Asset managers, advisors and credit ratings 

agencies – ABN Amro and S&P v Bathurst  (below) 
 Accountants/auditors: SEC/NYAG investigations 

of ExxonMobil - PwC (above); KPMG – Xerox 
(below); Centro – PwC (above) 

 

CLAIMS CATEGORY E: CONCLUSION 

Likely significant material driver of ET, and as a 
consequence of the policy and market drivers. High-risk 
sectors: financial services, accounting/auditing, credit 
ratings agencies. 

________________ 
36 For example, in Selig v Wealthsure Pty Ltd [2015] HCA 18 the High Court of Australia held that proportionate liability provisions of the Corporations Act 2001 do not extend to claims for misleading or deceptive conduct under sections 1041E-F. 
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Claim Category E:  
CASE EXAMPLES  

Examples arising from other market triggers - lead indicators 

SEC v Xerox and KPMG (Securities and Exchange Commission v. Xerox 
Corporation, Civil Action No. 02-CV-2780 (DLC) (S.D.N.Y.) (April 11, 2002))) 

Claim 
In April 2002 the US SEC prosecuted Xerox for securities fraud for adopting 
accounting practices intended to distort operating performance results to meet or 
exceed market expectations. These actions, most of which violated Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles, accelerated the company's recognition of 
equipment revenue by over $3 billion and increased its pre-tax earnings by 
approximately $1.5 billion. 
Outcome 

Xerox agreed to settle the SEC's complaint under orders restating its financials for 
the years 1997 to 2000 and payment of what was then an unprecedented $10 
million civil penalty. On 5 June 2003, the also SEC charged six former senior 
executives of Xerox, including its former CEO and CFO, with securities fraud and 
aiding and abetting Xerox's violations of the reporting, books and records and 
internal control provisions of the federal securities laws. The 6 defendants agreed 
to settle the action (without admission of liability) with over $22 million in 
penalties, disgorgement and interest. 4 of the officers were also subject of 
management banning orders (including one permanent banning order). 
In January 2003, the SEC also prosecuted Xerox's auditors, KPMG (and a number of 
KPMG partners), for in connection with the securities fraud. In 2005, the parties 
consented to an order that KPMG (without admission) caused and wilfully aided 
and abetted Xerox's violations of the anti-fraud, reporting, recordkeeping and 
internal controls provisions of the federal securities laws, and violated its 
obligations to disclose to Xerox illegal acts that came to its attention during the 
Xerox audits. KPMG agreed to pay disgorgement of $9,800,000 (representing its 
audit fees for the 1997-2000 Xerox audits), interest of $2,675,000, and a 
$10,000,000 civil penalty, for a total payment of $22.475 million. 

 

ABN Amro and S&P v Bathurst et al (2014) 224 FCR 1 

Claim 
S&P gave its highest ‘AAA’ rating to constant proportion debt obligation 
('Rembrandt') notes issued by investment bank ABN Amro. The notes were in 
fact collateralised by sub-prime securities, and investors suffered significant 
losses on default during the GFC. 

Outcome 
In 2014 the Full Federal Court of Australia awarded $25 million in 
compensation to a number of local governments who had invested in the 
notes (via a third party intermediary). The court found that the AAA rating 
was negligent and misleading for reasons which included that the rating 
adopted (a) a flawed base case volatility parameter of 15%, and (b) overly 
favourable assumptions including in relation to roll-down benefits and 
starting spreads. The Court also found that, despite the absence of a 
contractual relationship, both the credit ratings agency and issuing 
investment bank owed (and in that case had breached) a duty of care to 
investors as they knew (and in fact intended) that investors would rely on 
their opinion as to the creditworthiness of the notes in making investment 
decisions. Following that judgment, in February 2015 S&P’s parent company, 
McGraw Hill, settled claims made by the US Department of Justice, 19 US 
States and the District of Columbia that it had committed securities fraud by 
knowingly issuing inflated credit ratings for collateralised mortgage-backed 
securities in the lead up to the GFC (without admission of liability) for USD1.5 
billion. It also agreed to pay Calpers USD125m. 
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F 
 

 

Company vs company 

Breach, avoidance or 
repudiation of contract  
 
 

  Nature of claim 
Contracts (or agreements, conventions) allocate rights 
and obligations to private parties as between themselves, 
within the boundaries of other statutory and judge-made 
laws.37  In some jurisdictions the laws relating to 
contractual obligations have both general and special 
parts, the latter applying to regulate specific kinds of 
transaction.38 
In the context of the energy transition, litigation for 
breach of contract may arise in relation to: 
 the avoidance or repudiation of contractual 

obligations by one party where the evolving 
market conditions render performance 
commercially onerous;  

 investor claims against professional advisors for a 
failure to adequately account for energy transition 
risk impacts (including asset managers, 
consultants, credit ratings agencies and auditors) 
(as outlined in (E) above); and 

 scope of indemnity under contracts of commercial 
insurance.  

The potential for contract litigation arising from the 
physical impacts of climate change (including, for 
example, grounds of force majeure or cas fortuity,39 
frustration of the contract's commercial purpose, or 
consequential losses occasioned by business 
interruption) is also significant (albeit beyond the scope 
of this Report). Material exposures are likely to lie in the 
critical infrastructure (electricity, oil, gas, transport, 
water), logistics, manufacturing and insurance sectors.  

Comment 
 Courts are generally reluctant to void or 

terminate a contract due to the crystallisation 
of circumstances that make performance 
more onerous, or significantly more difficult 
(or impossible) for one party, where such 
circumstances are not abnormal and/or 
should have been reasonably foreseen by the 
defaulting party. However, there may be 
mechanisms in a contract that may give a 
party latitude to restrict the scope of the 
required performance when market 
conditions evolve in the energy transition, or 
to assert continued performance under those 
conditions would exceed it the limits of its 
'reasonable endeavours' 

Insurance indemnity claims 
 Historically, the insurance industry's attention 

to risks associated with climate change have 
focused on property casualty underwriting (ie 
physical impacts). However, the energy 
transition may also present significant 
contractual issues, and litigation over the 
scope of indemnity obligations between the 
insurer and insured under financial insurance 
lines, such as commercial, D&O and PI. 
Significant disputes may arise in the context of 
the insured's disclosure obligations, 
notification of occurrences and exclusions. 

________________ 
37 See for example the French Code Civil, German ches Gesetzbuch (BGB).  
38 See for example German law, Raymond Youngs, English, French and German Comparative Law, 3e, (Routledge 2014), 544. 
39 See for example French Code Civil Article 1147-1148. 
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F 
 

 

Company vs company 

Breach, avoidance or 
repudiation of contract  
 
 

  Insurance indemnity claims (continued) 
 In particular, it is not clear whether claims against a 

corporation or its directors for economic loss 
occasioned by its failure to manage the policy and 
market risks associated with the energy transition, 
in the ordinary course of business, would comprise 
an indemnified 'occurrence' under the terms of a 
standard commercial policy. 

 An indicator of the potential for insurance contract 
litigation in the context of the energy transition, 
and the scale of contractual issues that it may 
prompt, may be found in the insurance industry's 
recent experience in responding to the (formerly 
novel) issue of 'cyber attack'. 

ET: driver & consequence 
Consequence of ET

Valuation impacts – financial materiality? 
 Case-by-case  

Example(s) 
 'Reasonable endeavours' where market conditions 

change (lead indicator)  - Woodside Energy Ltd v 
Electricity Generation Corporation [2014] HCA 7 

 Insurance indemnity disputes – climate damages  – 
AES Corporation v Steadfast Insurance Company 
(2012) (below) 

 Insurance indemnity disputes – cyber attack (lead 
indicator) - Travelers Indemnity Co. of Connecticut v. 
P.F. Chang’s China Bistro, Inc., No. 3:14-cv-01458-VLB 
(D. Conn. filed Oct. 2, 2014).  
 

CLAIMS CATEGORY F: CONCLUSION 

Potentially material financial impact for individual 
companies, and for insurers where a swathe of 
litigation over the scope of indemnities emerges. 
High-risk sectors: insurance, sectors with long-dated 
contracts including energy, metals and mining, 
agriculture. 
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Claim Category F:  
CASE EXAMPLES  

AES Corporation v Steadfast Insurance Company Case No.  
No. 100764 (Va. Apr. 20, 2012). 

Claim 

This case concerned whether, in defending the Kivalina case (see above), 
utility company AES was entitled to be indemnified under its commercial 
general liability policy, issued by Steadfast. 

Outcome 

The Supreme Court of Virginia held that Steadfast was not liable to indemnify 
AES under the policy, as a claim did not constitute an 'occurrence' within the 
meaning of that policy. This was because the underlying complaint alleged an 
intentional emission of greenhouse gases in the ordinary course of business, 
the 'natural and probable consequence' of which the court held to be 'global 
warming and damages such as Kivalina suffered.'   More recently, similar 
indemnity disputes have been commonplace in emerging cyber-attack 
damages cases, where insurers have sought to deny coverage for litigation 
defence costs under commercial general liability and/or Directors' & Officers' 
insurance policies – see for example Travelers Indemnity Co. of Connecticut v. 
P.F. Chang’s China Bistro, Inc., No. 3:14-cv-01458-VLB (D. Conn. filed Oct. 2, 
2014). 

' ' 
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G 
 

 

State v emitter 

Breach of emissions / 
adaptation regulations; 
consumer protection / 
consumer fraud  
 
 

  Nature of claim 
 As states introduce regulations and standards to 

give force to their ET policies, there is significant 
scope for corporations that fail to comply with 
heightened emissions restrictions, efficiency 
standards or adaptation-related instruments 
(including, for example, revised building and 
planning requirements) to be prosecuted. 

 Non-compliance with ET regulations and standards 
may also give rise to claims by consumer 
protection agencies and/or consumers under 
consumer protection and consumer fraud laws. In 
general terms, such laws prohibit corporations 
from engaging in unfair business practices in the 
sale or promotion of their goods or services, 
including misrepresentation of product 
characteristics, price, utility or performance. 
Consumer protection laws also commonly regulate 
product safety and defects. It is interesting to 
note that recent 'climate damages' claims by three 
Californian municipalities against 37 'carbon 
majors' include causes of action commonly 
covered under 'consumer protection' statutes: 
failure to warn and defective products (see San 
Mateo, Imperial Beach and Marin County cases, 
(A), above). 

 Consumer protection laws are variously enforceable 
in different jurisdictions by regulatory agencies 
(including, for example, the US Federal Trade 
Commission, the Canadian Competition Bureau, the 
Chinese State Administration for Industry and 
Commerce, Netherlands Authority for Consumers and 
Markets, Japanese Consumer Affairs Agency, New 
Zealand  Commerce Commission and Australian 
Competition & Consumer Commission).  

 Many jurisdictions also have consumer class 
action frameworks, that allow groups of 
aggrieved consumers to pursue damages against 
the subject corporation via a collective or 
representative claim 

 Jurisdictions with the most permissive consumer 
law class action regimes include the United 
States, Australia and Canada. Claims in these 
jurisdictions are on an upwards trajectory in 
both number and quantum of damages – 
contributed to, in part, by the emergence of 
professional litigation funders as underwriters of 
claimant risk.  

ET: driver & consequence 
 Consequence of ET. 

Valuation impacts – financial materiality? 
 Prosecution costs are unlikely to be material in the 

context of a nation state's budget. Claims may, 
however, lead to penalties, legal costs and 
reputational damages that are material for the 
emitter/defendant company – particularly where 
they spur subsequent claims by securities 
regulators and/or investors under misleading 
disclosure laws (see (C) and (D) above, and/or 
consumer protection agencies and/or consumer 
classes under consumer fraud laws). 

CLAIMS CATEGORY G: CONCLUSION 
Potential material consequence of ET policies. High-
risk sectors: energy (oil and gas, coal, electric utilities), 
transport (air freight, air passenger transport, 
maritime, rail, trucking services, automotive) materials 
and building (metals and mining, chemicals, 
construction materials, capital goods, real estate 
management and development), agriculture. 
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Claim Category G:  
CASE EXAMPLES  

Volkswagen ‘Dieselgate’ – global litigation 

In September 2015, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
announced that it had issued a ‘Notice of Violation’ to Volkswagen in relation 
to emissions irregularities detected in its testing of VW diesel vehicles. The 
claims related to the installation of ‘defeat device’ software in certain VW 
diesel engines that triggered a reduction in tailpipe emissions (such as nitrous 
oxide) under test conditions (in order to comply with stringent US and 
environmental emissions controls). Emissions were therefore far higher (up to 
40 times permitted limits) than that claimed when the vehicles were driven on 
the road. The anomalies were referred to the EPA following testing by the 
independent International Council on Clean Transportation. VW subsequently 
admitted that the number of cars containing the software was more than 11 
million worldwide, and a number of senior executives (including the CEO, 
Martin Winterkorn) were forced to resign.  

More than 63% was wiped off the value of VW AG Preference Shares in the 
aftermath of the EPA’s announcement. It suffered its first quarterly loss in 15 
years, of €3.5b, in the September quarter of 2015. Preference shares were still 
trading around 47% below pre-scandal levels as at 30 June 2017. The three 
large credit ratings agencies all downgraded VW AG's credit rating (Moody's 
from A to A3/P-2, CreditWatch negative, S&P from A to BB+/A-2, outlook 
negative, and Fitch to BBB+, outlook negative). 

 

As an indication of the scope and scale of the financial impact of this issue on 
Volkswagen, its September 2016 Interim Report  included two pages of 
discussion on lawsuits relating to the ‘Diesel issue’ in its ‘Key Events’ statement, 
with a further two pages of discussion in its Interim Management Report on 
Results of Operation, Financial Position and Net Assets, and Notes to the 
Interim Financial Reports – including discussion of environmental and securities 
law regulatory proceedings, and private damages claims, in multiple 
jurisdictions across North America and Europe. That Interim Report provided 
€3.7 billion for litigation-related liability contingencies.  

As at 12 January 2017, VW had committed to pay more than US$23 billion in 
settlements relating to the emissions scandal in the United States and Canada. 
This includes settlement of charges brought by the EPA and US Department of 
Justice for conspiracy to defraud the US government in January 2017 (including 
a US$1.5 billion civil penalty and US$2.8 billion criminal fine), and payments of 
up to US$17.5 billion to resolve claims by U.S. regulators, owners and dealers 
and offered to buy back nearly 500,000 polluting vehicles. Other significant 
proceedings that remain on foot include criminal charges against 6 VW 
executives in the United States, and shareholder class actions (seeking 
damages for investor losses sustained when the emissions scandal was 
revealed) in jurisdictions including the United States and Europe. 
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H 
 

 

State v emitter 

Constitutional and 
international trade law 
 
 

  Nature of claim 
Companies that are materially impacted by 
national and supra-national governments' energy 
transition regulations may challenge those 
regulations under domestic administrative or 
constitutional laws, or international treaties (for 
example, utilising investor-state arbitration under 
international investment or free trade 
agreements). 

ET: driver & consequence 
Driver – policy (targeted governments required, 
and other governments incentivised, to introduce 
regulations that facilitate a low-carbon transition) 

Valuation impacts – financial materiality? 
Litigation defence costs unlikely to be material in 
the context of a nation state's budget. A cluster of 
claims may, however, lead to legal costs that are 
material for the emitter. 

CLAIMS CATEGORY H: CONCLUSION 

Potential material driver of ET (market – legal costs 
driver). High-risk sectors:, energy (oil and gas, coal, 
electric utilities), materials & building (mining and 
metals, construction materials, chemicals), transport 
(air, trucking, automotive), government. 
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Claim Category H:  
CASE EXAMPLES  

Examples arising from other market triggers - lead indicators 

Carbon Emissions - United States – challenges to the Clean Energy Power 
Plan 

Claim 

More than 60 legal challenges have been launched against component 
legislation of the Clean Power Plan and the scope of the Environmental 
Protection Agency’s statutory powers, with another 10 against the GHG 
Reporting Rules – amongst hundreds of other challenges to Federal and State 
emissions-related regulations. The lead plaintiff in a number of these 
challenges is the Attorney-General of West Virginia. 

Tobacco – Australia – challenges to plain packaging legislation 

Claim 

A number of tobacco companies alleged that Australian plain packaging 
legislation was invalid under the Australian Constitution. When their claim 
was rejected by Australia's highest court, Philip Morris launched 
international investor-state arbitration. This was also unsuccessful. Reports 
emerged in July 2017 that the industry had been ordered to pay the 
Australian Government’s costs in the order of AUD$50 million  Further 
challenges to the Australian legislation by Cuba, Dominican Republic, 
Honduras and Indonesia remain on foot before the WTO. 
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4. Materiality and risk pricing  
The analysis of claims in Section 3.3 above makes observations on the 
potential materiality of particular kinds of claim by reference to analogous 
cases (both incident of the ET to date, and 'lead indicators' that may be drawn 
from unrelated market triggers). Each of the categories of claim discussed in 
this Report should be understood by companies, their investors and financial 
services providers, to enable a diligent assessment of their bearing on risk and 
value in individual circumstances – particularly (although not exclusively) in 
relation to the 'high-risk' sectors articulated for each claim.  

This section contains a broader, consolidated analysis of the potential 
materiality of litigation risks that drive, or are driven by, the ET, over 
mainstream investment horizons. Such impacts may extend beyond the 
quantum of any fines, penalties or damages, to (for example) legal costs, 
reputational damage, valuation impacts, credit rating impacts, insurance 
coverage limitations, contractual defaults and tender process exclusions.  

In providing these observations, it must be emphasised that the pricing of 
litigation risk in the energy transition is inherently complex. It involves a high 
proportion of tail risks and large losses, with dynamic regulatory exposures, 
aggressive litigation environment, a paucity of reliable data and pervasive 
uncertainty in risk accumulation and aggregation. It will require the specific and 
significant application of judgment in its input to valuation and underwriting 
problems. And engagement with the business being valued or underwritten will 
be critical to providing fit for purpose technical analysis and commercially 
actionable insights. 

4.1 Materiality – valuation impacts 
Climate litigation – and the credible prospect of it - is likely to act as a 
significant transition scenario driver. Regulatory and private claims have a 
direct impact on earnings (in the form of legal expenses, penalties and 
damages) and liabilities (litigation reserves and contingencies), and often 
warrant specific forward-looking risk disclosures. 

Whilst the value of a breach may not be material to a corporation of itself, it 
commonly triggers a 'disproportionate' stock drop and ratings impact, and 
secondary litigation by shareholders for misleading disclosure, breach of 
directors' duties and/or negligence. Whilst the financial impacts of any such 
claim are inherently case-specific, they are often material, and often under-
insured (or, in the case of a securities fraud finding, uninsurable). Figure R5 
below illustrates the scale of potential impacts of litigation for company 
valuation:  

Figure R5: Litigation risks by the numbers – valuation of 
US securities class actions 

 
Source: 2015 US shareholder claims data: COROS, Cornerstone, NERA 
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Significant claims patterns have even been known to bankrupt listed corporate 
defendants. This was in fact the case in 1982 when the world's largest 
manufacturer of asbestos building products, Fortune 200 company Manville 
Corporation, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection and reorganisation 
under the weight of thousands of individual asbestosis damages claims (In Re 
Johns-manville Corp., et al., Debtors.the Hospital and University Property 
Damage Claimants, Appellants, v. Johns-manville Corporation, et al., Appellees, 
7 F.3d 32 (2d Cir. 1993)). Commentators noted that the bankruptcy petition was 
filed as a strategic refuge from 'potentially massive but speculative tort liability' 
by a company that was otherwise 'apparently healthy'.40 

Factors that may impact on the stock price response to litigation in any 
particular case may include, for example, the level of statistical significance, the 
length of the event window, and market efficiency in response to new 
information.41 

4.2 Materiality – credit ratings 

Residual litigation exposure uncertainties factor into discount rates, and as ‘key 
driver’ in ratings metrics or outlooks (S&P, Fitch, Moodys). Even where 
companies have made provision for future litigation costs, the tail risks 
presented by the litigation’s uncertainty, complexity and escalation potential 
may still result in its material impact on risk rating assessments. This can be 
illustrated by the impact of the 2015 'Dieselgate' scandal on the credit rating of 
VW AG (above), and the recent Fortis NV collective action settlement in the 
Netherlands:  

________________ 
40 The Manville Bankruptcy: Treating Mass Tort Claims in Chapter 11 Proceedings, Harvard Law Review, 96(5),  
March 1983, 1121. 

 

Fortis NV 

Claim 

In March 2016, Ageas (the acquirer of Fortis NV) agreed to pay €1.204 
billion to settle a misleading disclosure claim under the Dutch collective 
settlement process (known as 'Stichtings') to shareholders from the U.S., 
Europe, Middle East and Australia. Ageas did not admit liability. Under a 
separate settlement with its D&O and 'Public Offering of Securities 
Insurance' insurers, Ageas received a contribution of €290m, less than 
quarter of the total settlement liability. Ageas continues to maintain a 
provision for more than €100 million related to tail risks associated with 
the claim and settlement process. News of the settlement (with associated 
resolution of litigation risk uncertainty and enhancement of future financial 
flexibility) prompted review of Ageas’ credit rating by all three major credit 
ratings agencies. Fitch upgraded its ‘long term issuer default rating’ by one 
notch, from A- to A. S&P affirmed its rating, noting: “We also continue to 
apply a three-notch gap, rather than the standard two notches, between 
the holding company, Ageas SA/NV, and [its] core operating subsidiaries, as 
legacy risks and costs are borne directly by the holding company.”  Moody’s 
lifted the outlook for Ageas to ‘positive’. 

An escalation in commercial litigation relating to the energy transition may also 
have macro implications for the discount rates applied in valuation and ratings 
calculations across an exposed industry.  

4.3 Materiality – legal costs 
Based on 2016 NERA analysis of the 10 largest class action settlements in the 
United States, the plaintiff (ie claimant)'s legal expenses alone averaged 
approximately 10% of the total settlement value, at almost USD300 million per 
claim. Total legal costs – for all parties to the litigation – are likely to be a 
multiple of this figure. 

41 See NERA Economic Consulting, Update on Economic Analysis of Price Impact in Securities Class Actions  
Post-Halliburton II, 21 August 2015, p.2. 
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These costs can escalate significantly 
where a corporation faces multiple claims 
triggered by an event or pattern of 
conduct. This is illustrated by the legal 
expenses incurred by financial institutions 
in defending a series of antitrust and 
fraud claims in multiple jurisdictions, 
compiled by the CCP Research Foundation 
(Figure R6 below). For example, CCP 
reports that Lloyds Banking Group 
reported £2.82 billion (approximately 
US$4 billion) in legal expenses for the first 
half of 2015 alone, and that Bank of 
America incurred £46.67billion 
(approximately US$60 billion) in legal 
costs across 2011-2015, with a provision 
of £8.14 billion (US$10.5 billion) for 
litigation contingencies as at 30 June 
2015.42   

These legal costs are a material expense and 
liability exposure not only for the parties to 
the claim but, in aggregate, to their financial 
lines insurers.  

________________ 
42 CCP Research Foundation CIC, 'Conduct Costs Project Report 2016', 
p.7, <http://foreigners.textovirtual.com/ccp-research-conduct-
costs/274/221096/conduct-costs-project-report-2016.pdf> 

 

 

Figure R6: CCP Research Foundation C.I.C: large bank litigation costs & contingencies 

Data in R6 reproduced with the kind permission of CCP Research Foundation CIC, 'Conduct Costs Project Report 2016'  
 

 

BANKS
TOTAL 
COSTS 

2011-2015 
[GBP Bn]

PROVISIONS 
AS AT 31 
DEC 2015 
[GBP Bn]

GRAND 
TOTAL 

2011-2015 
[GBP Bn] 

GRAND 
TOTAL 

2010-2014 
[GBP Bn]

[GRAND TOTAL (2001-
2015)] RELATIVE POSIITON 
TO [GRAND TOTAL (2010-

2014)] (%)

GRAND 
TOTAL 

2009-2013 
[GBP Bn]

GRAND 
TOTAL 

2008-2012 
[GBP Bn]

Bank of America 46.67 8.14 54.81 64.43 -14.93% 66.80 54.47
JP Morgan Chase & Co 26.05 6.64 32.70 33.10 -1.20% 35.97 25.01
Morgan Stanley 9.39 12.62 22.01 23.61 -6.79% 19.59 24.96
Lloyds Banking Group plc 15.71 4.46 20.17 15.47 30.42% 12.73 9.24
Citigroup, Inc 13.11 2.36 15.47 14.78 4.63% 7.60 12.41
Barclays PLC 11.93 3.49 15.42 12.60 22.42% 7.90 5.07
RBS 8.82 5.92 14.74 10.90 35.14% 8.48 4.24
Deustche Bank 8.01 4.23 12.23 9.38 30.50% 5.62 3.94
HSBC 6.84 3.05 9.89 8.69 (+1) 13.78% 7.22 6.28
BNP Paribas 6.47 3.20 9.67 8.19 (+1) 18.03% 3.55 1.9
Well Fargo & Company 8.36 0.88 9.24 9.22 (-1) 0.14% 9.19 7.65
Goldman Sachs 6.31 1.35 7.66 6.14 (+1) 24.85% 3.65 4.05
Credit Suisse 4.40 2.59 6.99 5.87 (+1) 19.10% 3.56 2.98
Santander 4.42 1.81 6.23 6.95 (-2) -10.43% 3.59 4.27
UBS 3.93 2.13 6.05 5.42 11.77% 4.19 24.66
National Australia Bank 
Group* 2.40 1.18 3.58 2.97 20.57% 2.47 2.32
Commerxbank AG 1.63 0.29 1.92 1.96 -2.05% 1.37 1.19
Societé Générale 0.09 1.57 1.66 0.95 (+1) 75.18% 0.71 1.42
Standard Charted Bank 0.92 0.08 1.00 1.00 (-1) -0.92% 0.76 0.75
ING Group 0.68 0.14 0.82 0.80 2.33% 0.90 0.95
Grand Total [GBP Bn] 186.12 66.13 252.25 242.42 205.84 197.76
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4.4 Climate litigation – perfect storm or pie in the sky? 

A number of characteristics of the legal framework may combine to increase 
the likelihood that litigation will play a significant role in the energy transition. 

First, the incentive for claimants may also seek to deploy litigation as a strategic 
tool cannot be underestimated. In fact, very few securities class actions reach 
trial - and even fewer reach judgment. For example, of the 4,300 federal 
securities class actions filed in the United States since 1995, only 21 have gone 
to trial and only 15 have reached a verdict.43  This may mean that claimants will 
pursue actions that are credible, but not necessarily strong. 

Second, there is a steady increase in the size of securities settlements in 'class-
friendly' jurisdictions outside the United States such as Australia and The 
Netherlands. 

Finally, there has been a recent proliferation of professional litigation funders to 
underwrite claimant risk in class action-friendly jurisdictions.  

As a general proposition, all the categories of litigation risk identified have the 
potential to become material drivers and/or consequences of the energy 
transition, under any transition scenario. Swiss Re has previously predicted that: 
'[C]limate change-related liability will develop more quickly than asbestos-
related claims…[the pressure from these actions] could become a significant 
issue.'44 

However, the nature of claims may skew more heavily towards particular 
categories depending on the timing of the transition, and the manner in which 
the transition occurs (all else being equal).  

For example, at one transition extreme – a co-ordinated, uniform and swift 
transition to a global low-carbon energy paradigm (ie. consistent with the 
agree
within mainstream investment horizons) - may be characterised by (all else 
being equal) an increase in litigation against corporations (and their directors 
and advisors) who fail to adequately manage the foreseeable financial risks 

________________ 
43 NERA Economic Consulting, Recent Trends in Securities Class Action Litigation: 2015 Full-Year Review, 25 January 2016, 
p.38. 

associated with that transition (claim categories (D) and (E)), as well as 
contractual disputes (category (F)), and 'anti-regulatory' litigation as emitters 
resort to the courts in 'last-ditch' efforts to block transition-related legislation 
(category (H)). Conversely, in that scenario plaintiffs may not perceive the same 
need to bring claims against emitting states and companies, limiting the 
consequential role of claims categories (A) and (B). That being said, the credible 
prospect of litigation in categories (A) and (B) may be a material driver of swift 
policy and market transition. 

At the other extreme, a slower, delayed energy transition may be characterised 
by a greater volume of litigation against governments, emitters and 
corporations, within mainstream investment horizons, as stakeholders turn to 
litigation as a strategic transition driver in the face of perceived policy and 
market failures, and to pursue damages for greater levels of climate-related 
harms (claim categories (A), (B), (C), (D)). Conversely, in that scenario emitters 
may not perceive the same need to bring 'anti-regulatory' claims against 
government entities, limiting the role of claims under category (h) as a 
consequence of the energy transition, within mainstream investment horizons. 
That being said, anti-regulatory litigation by interested emitters may itself be a 
material driver of delayed policy and market action within mainstream 
investment horizons.  

These directions are indicated, at a high-level, in Table ES-2 above.  

Regardless of which path the ET takes, companies, their investors and financial 
services providers would be well-advised to develop a working knowledge of all 
categories of litigation risk discussed in this Report (and obtain specialist legal 
advice where required), to enable a diligent assessment of the bearing of this 
'unconventional risk' in individual valuation circumstances.

44 Swiss Re, The Globalisation of Collective Redress, Zurich, 2009. 
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5. Conclusion  
A full analysis of the litigation risk arising in the ET requires 
four tiers of analysis: 

 
 

This Report addresses the Tier One of this analysis, offering a general taxonomy of claims that are 
likely to arise in the ET, by reference to the policy and/or market variables identified by 2°ii in its ET 
risk taxonomy. It also offers preliminary observations on the likelihood of litigation over 
mainstream investment horizons on a sectoral basis, pursuant to Tiers Two and Three (high-risk 
sectors). This provides a foundation for work to progress in relation to Tier Four (assessment of 
company- and jurisdictional- risk factors) in subsequent work by the ET Risk research consortium. 

The conclusions of this Report are summarised in Table ES-2, above.  

As a general proposition, all the categories of litigation risk identified have the potential to become 
material drivers and/or consequences of the energy transition, under any transition scenario. 
However, the nature of claims may skew more heavily towards particular categories depending on 
the timing of the transition, and the manner in which the transition occurs (all else being equal).  

The pricing of litigation risk in the energy transition is inherently complex. This risk is characterised 
by a high proportion of what may be considered tail risks and large losses, with dynamic regulatory 
exposures, aggressive litigation environments, a paucity of reliable data and pervasive uncertainty 
in risk accumulation and aggregation. More granular assessments of risk at sectoral- and corporate- 
level will require the specific and significant application of judgment in its input to valuation and 
underwriting problems. And engagement with the business being valued or underwritten will be 
critical to providing fit for purpose technical analysis and commercially actionable insights.  

One area of law that has already emerged as a significant driver (and consequence) in the ET is 
regulatory and/or investor claims for a breach of securities fraud / misleading disclosure laws. Such 
claims may have material valuation and risk rating implications for individual corporations and 
sectors within mainstream investment horizons, and are thus likely to be of particular interest to 
financial analysts. This area of litigation may also feature more prominently following the June 
2017 release of the Final Recommendations of the TCFD which, whilst 'voluntary', provide an 
influential benchmark for the 'true and fair' disclosure (and adequate underlying analysis) of 
material financial risks associated with climate change. 

Each of the categories of claim discussed in this Report should be understood by companies, their 
investors and financial services providers, to enable a diligent assessment of their bearing on risk 
and value in individual circumstances. 

TIER 

TIER 

TIER 

TIER 

e ::> • . : • • ••••• 

what forms of claim are likely to arise? 

is litigation likely over mainstream investment horizons? 

which sectors a re materially exposed? 

which corporations within those sectors are 
materially exposed? 
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About MinterEllison 
MinterEllison is one of the Asia Pacific's leading law firms. Our firm was 
established in Sydney in 1827, and today operates in Australia, Hong Kong, 
mainland China, Mongolia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom through 
a network of integrated offices and associated offices. 

We understand the challenges that businesses operating in a globalised 
marketplace face, and offer clients services that are multi-disciplinary and 
industry facing. Our in-depth knowledge of how business is conducted in 
our region, local language skills, and proven track record for delivering 
outstanding work mean that clients have access to local experience and 
expertise that is informed by an international perspective. 

MinterEllison's large and diverse client base includes blue-chip public and 
private companies, leading multinationals operating in our region, global 
financial institutions, all levels of government and state-owned entities. 

Our lawyers have been independently recognised amongst the world's best 
for their strong technical skills and ability to deliver commercially practical 
solutions that assist clients to achieve their business objectives. 

Committed to excellence and to adding value, our firm has advised on 
many of the Asia Pacific's most innovative and high-profile transactions. 

For any queries in relation to this report, please contact Special Counsel 
Sarah Barker on +61 3 8608 2928 or sarah.barker@minterellison.com. 

 

  

 

About 2° Investing Initiative 
The 2° Investing Initiative [2°ii] is a multi-stakeholder think tank working to 
align the financial sector with 2°C climate goals. We are the leading research 
organization on climate-related metrics for investors. Our research work 
seeks to align investment processes of financial institutions with climate 
goals; develop the metrics and tools to measure the climate friendliness of 
financial institutions; and mobilize regulatory and policy incentives to shift 
capital to energy transition financing. The association was founded in 2012 
and has offices in Paris, London, Berlin, and New York City. 

 

 

 

 

Contact: 
Email: contact@2degrees-investing.org  
Website: www.2degrees-investing.org

Telephone: +33 1 4281 1997 • +1 516 418 3156 
Paris (France): 97 rue la Fayette, 75010 Paris, France 

New York (United States): 205 E 42nd Street, 10017 NY, USA 
London (United Kingdom): 40 Bermondsey Street, SE1 3UD London, UK 

Berlin (Germany): Am Kupfergraben 6a, 10117 Berlin, Germany 
 

Authors: Sarah Barker (Minter Ellison), with editorial support 
from Chris Weber (2° Investing Initiative), and Jakob Thomä (2° 

Investing Initiative, ADEME, CNAM) 

 
 

  
 

The report was realized with the financial 
support the European Commission, under 

the Horizon2020 Programme (Grant 
Agreement No. 696004).  

 

SEPTEMBER 2017 

The views expressed in this report are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the sponsor, the ET Risk consortium members, nor those of the review committee members. The authors are 
solely responsible for any errors.  
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MINISTER LEANNE ENOCH 
Minister for Housing and Public Works and Minister for Science and Innovation in the 
Palaszczuk Ministry. Enoch is now the Minister for Environment and the Great Barrier 
Reef, Minister for Science and Minister for the Arts. 
 
 
MINISTER ENOCH, thank you for joining us.  Please set the scene give us an idea 
of what you’re working toward in Australia.  
 
As a Government, we have made three key climate change commitments: powering 

Queensland with 50 per cent renewable energy by 2030; doing our fair share in the 

global effort to arrest damaging climate change by achieving zero net emissions by 

2050 and ; demonstrating our commitment to reducing carbon pollution by setting an in-

terim emissions reductions target of at least 30 per cent below 2005 levels by 2030.    

             

One of your titles and responsibilities in Australia is Minister of the Great Barrier 
Reef.  We know the reef is at great risk — but why the urgency…right now? 

In Queensland, we have the privilege and responsibility of having the world’s largest 

coral reef right on our door step. Complex, diverse and fragile – the Great Barrier Reef 

is the largest living structure on the planet and without question, one of the most ex-

traordinary places on earth. The reef has been around for around 500, 000 years. It’s 

home to a breathtaking array of life.The Australian Institute of Marine Science has 

shown that the Great Barrier Reef lost around 50 per cent of its coral cover between 

1985 and 2012.And the biggest culprit is climate change.The latest Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Report paints a grim future for the Reef if we fail to 

stop global warming at 1.5 degrees Celsius – with the danger that we might experience 

99 per cent reef loss if the temperature rise hits 2 degrees Celsius. 

 

So then this is an absolutely critical time for the health of the reef, in your opin-
ion? 

Absolutely. The great barrier reef is thought to be 6-8000 years old. First nations peo-

ples have been on this continent for more than 3000 generations. Connections go back 
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65 000+ years. Put that in perspective. We are but a speck in time. It is a crucial speck 

in time as decisions we make now will affect generations to come. 

 

You often talk about the reef in terms of being a mirror for the rest of the world — 
tell me about that? 

Yes of course. The most important thing we need to understand about the Great Barrier 

Reef is an indicator of the health of not only Queensland but the planet. 

 

What are we to understand, then, about the trends for the planet…learned from 
the Great Barrier reef? 

We need to change. By 2050, some 50% of the world's population and close to 60% of 

the world's children are expected to reside in the tropics.  According to the World Eco-

nomic Forum, the global food security challenge is we will need to feed 9 billion people 

by 2050 in drier and hotter conditions. This means the demand for food will be 60 per 

cent greater than it is today. So, in effect, we will have to be more productive while at 

the same time ensuring sustainability. Science needs to find solutions not just to climate 

change but helping produce more with less. And that’s why the work our sciences do to 

develop and commercialise nutritionally enhanced crops is so important. We are wit-

nessing droughts which are longer and more intense. Storm cells which are more pow-

erful more often. Develop drought resistant crops. Crops that can withstand storms and 

natural disasters better. Produce more with less land especially tree crops Develop 

more environmentally friendly ways to improve soil, tackle pests. Our life sciences in-

dustry is key to Australia’s future economic growth, as well as our quality of life. 

 

It’s safe to say that some in your government, including your prime minister, 
would not agree with you on many points.  

That’s right. We don’t need a Prime Minister who thinks bringing a lump of coal into Par-

liament is a way forward (he did, in fact, do this in 2017). Federal Ministers who can’t 

look past the interests of mining companies. We even had a Shadow Minister in 
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Queensland who got a Mining Lobby to author his recommended amendments to a min-

ing bill he was charged with reviewing. This is the environment we have in Australia and 

is why the Palaszczuk Government is providing leadership and doing something about 

climate change. 

 

PLACEHOLDER FOR QUESTION ON ADANI / CONTROVERSIAL MINE IN QUEENS-

LAND 

 

Finally — I know the Queensland government is promoting climate action in a 
number of ways — but tell us what you have planned in Brisbane this coming 
June? And what can Australians do to continue their learning and advocacy on 
the climate crisis?  

(Join us at the Brisbane training. Ministers Miles and Enoch an opportunity to pitch the 

upcoming Brisbane Climate Reality Leadership Corps training. While the training is tak-

ing place June 5-7, 2019, applications are already open on the Climate Reality website: 

https://www.climaterealityproject.org/training.) 
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